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The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment commissioned 
by the United Nations recently identifi ed capture fi sher-
ies as one of the world’s most degraded ecosystem ser-
vices. North American fi sheries are not immune to this 
threat. In response to this situation, governments, envi-
ronmental organizations, and the fi shing industry are 
evaluating current management and policy measures 
and considering signifi cant changes. A number of alter-
natives are being proposed, and one of these is commu-
nity-based fi sheries management.

In August 2004, Michael Weber 

and Suzanne Iudicello Martley 

prepared a report for the Ford Foun-

dation entitled “Obstacles and Op-

portunities for Community-Based 

Fisheries Management in the United 

States.” This report provides the 

fi rst systematic and comprehensive 

examination of the current state of 

community-based fi sheries manage-

ment in the United States. This is an 

approach that is emerging in a wide 

diversity of situations and is already 

accepted as an important manage-

ment tool in other parts of the world.

On October 12-13, 2004, the Ford 

Foundation and Coastal Enterprises, 

Inc., with support from the Henry 

P. Kendall Foundation and the Oak 

Foundation, organized a workshop 

for fi sheries stakeholders from the 

United States, Canada, and Belize in 

Kennebunkport, Maine to review the 

report. The workshop participants 

praised the comprehensiveness of 

the report. At the same time, they 

had constructive suggestions, par-

ticularly concerning issues related to 

the exclusivity of access rights. They 

requested that another workshop be 

held on the west coast of North Amer-

ica in order to develop a wider base 

of feedback and greater participation 

in this expanding network of com-

munity-based fi sheries efforts. This 

second workshop was held in Sitka, 

Alaska on March 17-18, 2005, with 

the David and Lucile Packard Foun-

dation, Surdna Foundation, Lynde 

and Harry Bradley Foundation, Sand 

County Foundation, and Alaska Con-

servation Foundation adding their 

names to the list of supporters.

The publication of this report is 

timely. There is increasing awareness 

of the need for changes in fi sheries 

management, in particular around 

the requirement to incorporate the 

complexity of social and ecological 

contexts into decision-making. Thus, 

there is a new or renewed emphasis 

in fi sheries discussions about ecosys-

tem management, the precaution-

ary approach, security of resource 

tenure, local knowledge, community 

sustainability, human health, and 

cooperative approaches to science 

and management. Community-based 

management constitutes a possible 

model for incorporating these diverse 

elements in a coherent and integrated 

fashion into fi sheries governance and 

management.

This discussion of alternative ap-

proaches to fi sheries management 

is intensifying. Already a number 

of conferences and workshops have 

been held. The deliberations around 

the re-authorization of the Magnu-

son-Stevens Fishery Conservation 

and Management Act in the United 

States and, in Canada, the Fisher-

ies Renewal Initiative, Phase II of 

the Atlantic Fisheries Policy Review, 

and the Wild Salmon Policy on the 

Foreword 
by John Kearney
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Pacifi c coast, will provide potential 

opportunities for considering com-

munity-based approaches. Indeed, 

throughout the Americas, there is a 

growing interest in community-based 

management as many countries face 

similar problems of fi shery declines, 

pollution, and confl icting resource 

uses in aquatic environments.

The discussions resulting from a 

reading of this report will be all the 

more fruitful if they can be informed 

by and contribute to the actual prac-

tices of community-based fi sheries 

management in North America. It is 

for this reason that the supporting 

foundations and a number of practi-

tioners organized the Kennebunkport 

and Sitka workshops. Within approxi-

mately the same time period, Octo-

ber 2004 to April 2005, three other 

workshops with themes related in a 

signifi cant way to community-based 

fi sheries management but organized 

independently of the efforts around 

this report, were held in Del Mar, 

California, Anchorage, Alaska, and 

Tatamagouche, Nova Scotia. Taken 

together, these fi ve meetings have 

provided the impetus for an emerg-

ing movement for the advancement of 

community-based fi sheries manage-

ment. The practitioners and support-

ers participating in this movement 

have adopted the name, “Coastal 

Communities Fisheries Network.” 

The fi ve gatherings associated with 

the emergence of this movement are 

summarized below.

Kennebunkport Workshop 
– October 12-13, 2004
This workshop brought together ap-

proximately 35 fi shing community 

representatives from Belize, Canada, 

and the United States to discuss the 

potential of community-based fi sher-

ies management. The workshop had 

two main goals: to review the report 

and to develop strategies that would 

advance the objectives of community-

based fi sheries management.

Review of Report

Workshop participants generally 

found that the report accurately 

described community-based fi sher-

ies management (CBFM), including 

the conditions in which it is likely to 

fl ourish, the skill sets needed to de-

velop it, the importance of community 

capacity-building, the institutional 

and legal constraints, and other as-

pects. At the same time, the conversa-

tion inspired the authors to postscript 

several general comments about how 

they would alter this report.

“Although we did not intend to do 

so, our portrayal of the typology for 

community-based fi sheries manage-

ment (CBFM), fi sheries management 

functions, exclusivity, and tools, as 

examples, suggested that we were 

prescribing certain conditions and 

activities. That was not our inten-

tion, and we would change the text 

to refl ect our view that these discus-

sions were meant to provide guidance 

rather than rules.

“The discussions at the workshop 

showed how complex, subtle, and situ-

ational the notion of ‘exclusivity’ is. 

First, the text needs to be clear that 

efforts to organize and manage are 

inclusive of the entire community, 

not ‘exclusively’ fi shers. Further, 

it became obvious that there are 

techniques other than those that we 

suggested for achieving an effective 

level of exclusivity, or local access 

rights. As suggested at the work-

shop, exclusivity might best be con-

ceived as occurring on a continuum, 

from explicit harvest and manage-

ment rights to implicit measures 

such as gear or catch restrictions.

“Our interviews and literature 

review emphasized that a crisis or 

problem most often is the trigger for 

fi shing communities to move toward 

assuming greater responsibility 

for management. We believe that 

further thought should be given to 

identifying other triggers than a cri-

sis for moving toward greater com-

munity responsibility.

“Though the report discusses the 

notion that fi sheries are embedded 

in community life, and CBFM must 

engage community members other 

than fi shers, we would highlight this 

point more emphatically. The need 

to organize, engage and foster action 

throughout the community in which 

the fi shery exists did not receive the 

level of attention in the report that 

Workshop participants in Sitka, Alaska
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SITKA DECLARATION

Coastal fi shing communities are in trouble. The sense of place and the traditional connection of community residents 

to marine resources are vanishing. Current management systems are undermining the ecological, social and economic 

basis of community sustainability. In many cases this has contributed to the exhaustion of resources, decreased bio-

logical diversity, and the loss of a way of life that forms the basis of much of our region’s history and culture. Increased 

absentee ownership and capital costs deny the traditional entry of future generations from coastal communities. 

The community’s knowledge of, economic dependence upon, and attachment to fi sheries resources are essential 

to promoting a strong sense of stewardship. There is a national and an international interest in maintaining healthy, 

dynamic, and diverse coastal communities.

I. Marine Resource Sustainability

Preamble: Healthy coastal communities and coastal marine ecosystems are interdependent

Whereas: 

• Communities are defi ned in terms of specifi c geographic place, character, and practice relative to their adjacent fi sheries; 

• Conventional fi sheries management systems have contributed to the failure of the overall health of the marine eco-

system; are not designed to address issues on a local scale; and need to consider the integration of local ecosystem 

dynamics with community needs;

• Demands for fi sheries resources can outstrip local ecological productivity; 

• Coastal communities are vulnerable to nearshore marine ecosystem failure, and have a responsibility to maintain 

those ecosystems;

• The quality and joy of life in coastal communities is dependent on healthy ecosystems sustaining diverse living re-

it probably requires. This lack may 

be why the group found it diffi cult to 

fi nd alternative structures (such as 

community development programs) or 

triggers other than the crisis of fi sh-

ery collapse to engender CBFM.”

Advancing Community-Based 

Fisheries Management

The second half of the workshop was 

devoted to an exploration of issues 

that would help to deepen an under-

standing of and make more effective 

the practice of community-based 

fi sheries management. These issues, 

among others, included:

• What do we mean by the term 

“community?”

• What steps should the fi shing com-

munity take to engage the larger 

community of which they are a 

part, and how can they participate 

in community economic develop-

ment efforts?

• What are the possible models for 

combining communal and private 

rights of fi sheries access in order to 

avoid the two current extremes be-

tween public commons and private 

property?

• How do we incorporate the notion 

of place and fi sh harvesters’ knowl-

edge of place in order to strengthen 

the linkage between ecosystem and 

CBFM?

• Do we need a different standard of 

science supporting CBFM? There 

is a difference between science, in-

formation, and knowledge. The sci-

ence need not be perfect, just good 

enough.

• How do we move from small-scale 

initiatives in CBFM to regional and 

national scales?

• What are some of the key political 

avenues for raising awareness and 

support of CBFM and its objectives?

• Who and how should we approach 

funding support for building a na-

tional CBFM initiative?

In order to pursue these issues and 

to include a greater number of people 

in the discussions, the workshop par-

ticipants decided to hold a follow-up 

workshop on the west coast.

Sitka Workshop, March 
17-18, 2005
After a review of the proceedings 

at Kennebunkport, the 40 partici-

pants at this workshop immediately 

moved to the task of developing a 

framework document about the need, 

requirements, and implementa-

tion of community-based fi sheries 

management. The result was the 

“Sitka Declaration,” cited here in its 

entirety.

continued next page
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sources and traditional fi sheries;
• Communities are deeply concerned about the loss of traditional use patterns in fi sheries and the loss of associated 

traditional and local knowledge, and; 
• Communities are struggling with economic systems that deny the traditional entry of future generations of commu-

nity-based participants.
Therefore: 
We, the undersigned, propose that the emerging approach known as Community-Based Fisheries 
Management (CBFM) shall have the following attributes and requirements: 
• That the precautionary principle mandates that conservation of fi sheries resources comes fi rst; 
• To ensure the enduring character of community, ecological, and economic vitality, community-based management 

must include modifi cation of existing management approaches including direct allocations to communities; 
• That community-based management will promote diverse, selective fi sheries;
• That community-based fi sheries will maintain habitat integrity through the use of low-impact gear and practices; 
• That successful fi sheries management depends on an inclusive process that starts at the community level, integrates 

science, government, local and traditional knowledge and stakeholders, and addresses the appropriate scale of the 
management issues; 

• That stakeholders are held responsible for stewardship; 
• That all users are responsible for full accounting and monitoring of catch and landings information; and,
• That communities are the most appropriate entities to promote the restoration of impaired fi sheries resources and 

habitats on an appropriate local scale.
II. Access to Fisheries Resources
Whereas: 
• Absentee ownership compromises local stewardship, reduces employment opportunities, and removes resource rents 

from the local communities and the fi shing industry; 
• The marine ecosystem is a public resource and access to this resource is a privilege, not a right (with the exception of 

aboriginal and treaty rights);
• Fisheries should be managed to sustain local communities and ensure future generations have an equal or better op-

portunity to access fi shery resources; 
• Loss of access disrupts the ecological and economic relationship of communities to the marine ecosystem;
• Rural community residents are having increasing diffi culty gaining access to local commercial fi sheries due to lim-

ited access programs and increased capital costs.
Therefore: 
We, the undersigned, propose that the emerging approach known as Community-Based Fisheries 
Management (CBFM) can address issues of access to fi sheries resources in the following ways:
• Endow communities with access privileges and the authority to make subsequent allocations;
• If used, individual access rights are defi ned for a fi nite period (not in perpetuity); 
• Discourage absentee ownership;
• Recognize the specifi c rights of, and honor prior commitments to, First Nations, treaty tribes, and indigenous peoples;
• Management structures and practices [will] be transparent;
• Recognize all users, including aboriginal and customary and traditional users, commercial and recreational sectors;
• Promote active participation by second-generation access privilege holders;
• Provide affordable entry-level opportunities for coastal community residents;
• Provide incentives for conservation practices;
• Protect access privileges of crew and skippers;
• Prohibit processing shares or linkages;
• Ensure that the privilege of access shall be complemented by a clearly-defi ned and binding schedule of enforcement;
• The design of limited access programs should not disadvantage those who fi shed conservatively (including not fi shing 

at all for conservation and economic reasons).
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The workshop also produced a list of 

tools needed for CBFM. These fall 

into ten main categories. These tools 

are “How to:”    

 1. Get people collaborating

 2. Develop an organization

 3. Obtain adequate and stable funding 

 4. Manage community access

 5. Rebuild and protect fish and habitat

 6. Infl uence change   

 7. Support leadership training

 8. Integrate local knowledge into   

 science     

 9. Build a legal framework 

 10. Develop processing and market- 

 ing infrastructure  

The collaboration begun at the 

Sitka workshop has produced posi-

tion papers on Magnuson-Stevens 

reauthorization and led to a number 

of electronic and telephone exchanges, 

as well as the formation of the Coast-

al Communities Fisheries Network.

Other Workshops and 
Conferences Relating 
to CBFM
During a four-month period in early 

2005, there were at least three other 

workshops or conferences relating 

to CBFM in North America. This 

is signifi cant not only in terms of 

indicating the level of interest in this 

management approach but also in re-

vealing the large number of commu-

nity-based efforts already underway. 

We will briefl y report on each of these 

events and provide a reference to the 

meetings’ web pages so that they may 

serve as an additional resource to the 

reader (see box).

Del Mar Workshop
The Sand County Foundation, whose 

chief aim is to support private sector 

efforts at conservation, organized 

this workshop to explore rights-based 

fi sheries management as an alterna-

tive to highly regulated government 

management. This approach can take 

several forms, including CBFM, co-

operative arrangements that include 

consensual or regulated access to the 

fi sheries, territorial user rights, and 

individual fi shing quotas.

A primary goal of the workshop 

was to gain a deeper understanding 

of these approaches, to discuss the 

degree of overlap between them, and 

the different strategies that adher-

ents could develop to form a cohesive 

movement. While there were differ-

ences of opinion among conference 

participants about the most appro-

priate rights arrangements, there 

was agreement they should develop 

a common agenda, given Magnuson-

Stevens reauthorization and the gen-

eral state of fl ux in fi sheries matters. 

This cooperation could be oriented 

to seeking information and research 

demonstrating the benefi ts of rights-

based management and then bring-

ing this information into a dialogue 

with environmental, government, and 

fi shing groups.

Tatamagouche – Soundings 
Institute
The Soundings Institute was organized 

by the Quebec Labrador Foundation/

Atlantic Center for the Environment. 

It was attended by 50 practitioners of 

community-based marine conservation 

and management from Newfoundland 

to Massachusetts, representing work 

in fi sheries, environmental monitor-

ing, and the conservation of cultural 

and natural seascapes. The purpose 

of Soundings was to enable the par-

ticipants, all of whom are actively 

engaged in community-based pro-

cesses, to share their experience and 

knowledge as they worked together to 

assess progress, setbacks, needs, and 

opportunities related to the emerging 

practice of community-based marine 

conservation and management. 

Soundings was an intensive lead-

ership retreat and workshop designed 

to uncover lessons from the successes 

and frustrations encountered by spe-

cifi c projects and programs. Feedback 

from participants clearly refl ected the 

extent to which they needed an op-

portunity to critically examine their 

work and reconnect with their peers. 

Products of the discussions were 

quite rich—illustrating the wealth 

of experience and insight each at-

tendee brought to the gathering. The 

process QLF structured was deliber-

ately intense and clearly enabled the 

participants to deeply consider their 

issues, methods, results, and future 

directions. As a result, alliances were 

struck, problems were solved, per-

spectives were challenged, and pos-

sibilities were uncovered. In addition, 

an impressive array of case studies 

was collected and a revised database 

of practitioners was compiled.

Del Mar, California, January 11-

13, 2005. Emerging Strategies for 

Improving Fisheries Management 

in North America www.sandcoun-

ty.net/programs/scf_innovations/

Tatamagouche, Nova Scotia, 

April 10-13, 2005. The Soundings 

Institute: Advancing Community-

Based Practices in Marine 

Conservation and Management

www.qlf.org/Soundings_Institute/

about.html 

Anchorage, Alaska, April 21-

23, 2005. Managing Fisheries 

– Empowering Communities

www.uaf.edu/seagrant/Conferences/

fi sh-com/announce.html  
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Anchorage Conference
Sponsored by Alaska Sea Grant/

Marine Advisory Program, Alaska 

Department of Fish and Game, 

North Pacifi c Fishery Management 

Council, and NOAA; the goal of this 

conference was to search for a way for 

Alaska coastal communities to fi nd a 

voice in local fi sheries management.

Topics included methods for devel-

oping effective policies and programs 

that do not foreclose opportunities for 

communities, protection of coastal 

communities, assessment of commu-

nity impacts, and ways for communi-

ties to participate in the development 

of fi shery management plans and pro-

grams. The conference presentations 

and results of the discussion groups 

are available on the website.

The Future
Coastal communities have major 

decisions to make in the near future. 

The excellent research in this study, 

along with its recommendations for 

capacity-building, provide a baseline 

for guiding future efforts putting 

communities at the heart of new ap-

proaches for sustaining fi sheries and 

enhancing the health and well-being 

of those same communities. Just as 

importantly, this report has already 

contributed to the development of a 

grassroots movement of CBFM prac-

titioners—the Coastal Communities 

Fisheries Network. May this report 

also serve as a resource for those pol-

icy-makers and scientists who wish to 

join them in this task.
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The Introduction begins by profi ling the traditional, cen-
tralized fi sheries management approach, which dominat-
ed marine fi sheries around the world for most of the last 
century. In the 1980s, however, movements promoting 
social and political justice combined with failings in the 
traditional management approach to inspire innovative 
approaches, which may be grouped generally as commu-
nity-based fi sheries management or CBFM. Most of these 
initiatives have been launched in developing countries, 
such as the Philippines and Thailand.

In its purest form, CBFM is a 

system in which fi shermen and 

their communities exercise primary 

responsibility for stewardship and 

management, including taking part in 

decision-making on all aspects of man-

agement, such as harvesting, access, 

compliance, research and marketing. 

The introduction identifi es a number 

of key traits of fi sheries that may be 

viable candidates for community-

based management in some form. The 

aim of the current report is to distill 

what has been learned abroad about 

CBFM and to identify some ways in 

which those lessons may be applied to 

U.S. fi sheries.

In describing CBFM abroad Section 

II draws upon a major review of avail-

able literature as well as interviews. 

The purest and longest-standing appli-

cation of CBFM is the system of fi sher-

ies cooperative associations (FCAs) 

in Japan, which not only exercise a 

large range of management functions 

but also provide other services to 

their communities. This section also 

describes basic management functions 

that must be carried out, either by 

central government authorities or com-

munities. 

This section also identifi es desirable 

preconditions for applying CBFM in 

any form to a fi shery, including char-

acteristics of a fi shery, community ca-

pacity, incentives such as a decline in 

fi sh catches, legal authority, etc. The 

section also identifi es considerations in 

the design of CBFM projects, includ-

ing scale, level of operation, defi nition 

of community, and substantive focus. 

Several important obstacles to CBFM 

include lack of a crisis, dependency 

of initiatives upon NGOs, time and 

money, and unclear authority.

The section closes with a list of at-

tributes that are likely to be character-

istic of fi sheries susceptible to CBFM. 

These are grouped in general catego-

ries of physical setting of the com-

munity, characteristics of the fi shery, 

socio-cultural setting, economic set-

ting, and management setting. These 

attributes, expressed as questions, are 

later used to evaluate U.S. fi sheries.

Section III describes tools for pro-

moting CBFM, most of which have 

been fashioned and applied abroad. 

Many of these tools focus upon build-

ing the capacity of a community to 

assume a greater role in the conser-

vation of fi sheries. In many cases 

abroad, efforts focus upon development 

of community-based organizations, 

which sometimes are composed solely 

of fi shermen but sometimes include 

members from the broader community. 

According to several commentators, 

it is critical that communities come to 

accept the responsibilities that come 

with gaining the right to manage, 

and focus upon long-term stewardship 

rather than short-term gain.

Section III then compares and con-

trasts the situation of fi sheries abroad 

where CBFM has been introduced 

with fi sheries in the United States. 

Executive Summary
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Generally, even rural communities in 

the United States are far less depen-

dent upon fi sheries than are coastal 

communities in such countries as 

the Philippines and Thailand. In the 

United States, coastal fi sheries have 

been marginalized economically and 

socially. Importantly, little to no au-

thority has been devolved from U.S. 

fi sheries management agencies to local 

communities that would allow them to 

exclude others from a fi sh population 

or area. Such excludability is a critical 

element of successful CBFM.

Section IV begins its survey of U.S. 

marine fi sheries with general remarks 

about historical trends in management 

policy and the character of U.S. fi sh-

eries. The section then describes, in 

general terms, federal fi sheries man-

agement, state fi sheries management, 

regional fi sheries management, and 

fi sheries management by treaty tribes. 

The section ends with a brief review of 

fi shery management functions.

Section V describes U.S. fi sheries 

in terms of the attributes described in 

Section II. U.S. fi sheries are divided 

into two general categories of typi-

cal and atypical fi sheries. The latter 

category of fi shery is far more likely to 

include candidates for CBFM.

The section then identifi es the 

principal goals of CBFM: to improve 

the livelihood of people in fi shing 

communities, and to make manage-

ment more sustainable. The following 

objectives are intended to help achieve 

these goals:

• Reconnecting communities with   

their fi sheries,

• Reconnecting fi shermen with their  

communities,

• Increasing the capacity of fi sher-  

men to participate actively in   

management,

• Increasing collaboration among  

fi shermen and scientists, and

• Increasing the capacity of govern-  

ment agencies to support self-

 management.

The section goes on to describe 

major obstacles to applying CBFM in 

the United States. These obstacles, 

which should be considered in any 

CBFM project in the United States, 

include the Public Trust Doctrine, 

lack of excludability, lack of authority 

for local management, jurisdictional 

confl icts, and the demands of markets. 

In addition, campaigns for increasing 

regulatory constraints, and inten-

tional or unintentional favoritism 

toward larger fi shing operations at the 

expense of small-scale operations must 

be considered.

Section VI presents case studies of 

several U.S. fi sheries in which CBFM 

techniques are already being applied 

or in which they might usefully be ap-

plied in the future. The case studies 

are structured around the list of attri-

butes mentioned above, together with 

actual or possible CBFM activities. 

These fi sheries are as follows:

• Gulf of Alaska Coastal    

Communities Coalition (GOAC3) 

• The Quinault Razor Clam Fishery,

• The Port Orford Ocean Rescue   

Team

• The San Diego California Red Sea  

Urchin Fishery,

• The Corpus Christi Bay Shrimp   

Fishery,

• The Gulf of Mexico Red Snapper   

Fishery,

• Chatham Hook and Line Fishery   

for Cod.

Section VII describes a number of 

tools that may help address some of 

the obstacles to CBFM in U.S. fi sh-

eries. Most of this section discusses 

means for addressing a major limita-

tion in the U.S. fi sheries—that is, the 

general inability to insure that a com-

munity that invests in conservation 

benefi ts from those investments, and 

does not see those investments under-

mined by free-riders from the outside. 

After describing use-rights gener-

ally, the section describes several 

specifi c types of use-rights, including 

individual fi shing quotas, coopera-

tives, community development quotas, 

and angling management organiza-

tions. The section also describes coast-

al zone management authorities as a 

tool for CBFM, as well as eco-certifi ca-

tion and other marketing tools, and 

collaborative information collection.

The report closes with Final Re-

marks, which recap similarities and 

differences between U.S. fi sheries and 

fi sheries where CBFM has been ap-

plied. This section also reviews crite-

ria for identifying candidate fi sheries 

in the United States and objectives for 

applying CBFM in U.S. fi sheries. Af-

ter reviewing key elements of effective 

community fi sheries organizations, 

the section discusses the need to assist 

government agencies to tolerate, if not 

embrace, community-based fi sheries 

management initiatives. Effectively 

restoring the links between fi shing 

communities and the broader com-

munity will play an important role in 

protecting vulnerable fi sheries from 

larger societal forces, and is one of sev-

eral tasks that women within fi shing 

communities are uniquely suited to 

carrying out.

Throughout the report there are 

boxes of information on the Magnu-

son-Stevens Fishery Conservation and 

Management Act, complementary fed-

eral programs, principles of integrated 

recreational fi sheries management, 

and a legal framework for CBFM. Ap-

pendices include a statistical profi le 

of U.S. fi sheries, a list of interviewees 

and references.
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Around the world, the decline of major and minor fi sher-
ies has triggered efforts to reform fi sheries management 
institutions in both developed and developing countries. 
Although these institutions may be more or less sophis-
ticated depending upon the country, they are generally 
based upon management principles and models fash-
ioned in the 1950s. 

Under this “modern” model, fi sher-

ies management focuses upon gener-

ating maximum production, relies on 

traditional scientifi c approaches to 

analyzing fi sh populations and set-

ting catch targets, focuses on conser-

vation of fi sh, and centralizes decision 

making. With rare exceptions, the 

human dimension of fi sheries is an 

afterthought, and is quite often con-

fi ned to seeking maximum economic 

yield from a fi shery, regardless of who 

benefi ts from exploitation.

This traditional model of fi sher-

ies management and development, 

which refl ected widespread opti-

mism and belief in modern science 

and technology and the benefi ts of 

maximum economic growth, led to 

explosive expansion in fi shing fl eets 

and catches beginning in the 1960s 

and lasting into the 1980s. While this 

growth was most marked in leading 

industrialized nations, such as Japan, 

the United States, and the Soviet 

Union and its satellites, developing 

countries also adopted this approach 

to the use of fi shery resources within 

their waters, often at the urging of 

unilateral and multilateral develop-

ment programs.

By the 1980s, the costs of this 

management and development 

paradigm became apparent in many 

developed and developing countries. 

Combined with the damage done to 

water quality and critical fi sheries 

habitats by other coastal develop-

ment activities, intense fi shing had 

devastated vulnerable coastal fi sher-

ies in many parts of the world. Fish-

ing communities that had relied on 

these fi sheries as a source of income 

and employment as well as a critical 

source of high-quality animal protein 

found themselves fi shing farther and 

farther from port and catching less 

and less.

At the same time, the limitations 

of government management of fi sher-

ies had also become plain. To one de-

gree or another, government agencies 

could not afford to carry out many of 

the tasks required by the traditional 

fi shery management model, such as 

timely collection and analysis of data, 

policy formulation, monitoring, and 

enforcement. In some cases, power 

was so centralized and local institu-

tions were so weak that even man-

agement measures meant to protect 

traditional, small-scale fi shermen 

against encroachment by industrial 

scale fl eets, for instance, could not be 

implemented. The high level of dis-

trust that the lack of public involve-

ment in decision-making generated 

among fi shermen undermined com-

pliance with management measures 

and confi dence in scientifi c advice.

In the 1980s, these develop-

ments combined with campaigns for 

greater democratization and social 

and economic equity to foster experi-

mentation with new approaches to 

With rare 
exceptions, the 

human dimension of 
fi sheries is an 
afterthought...

Section I: 
Introduction
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the management of local fi sheries in 

such countries as the Philippines, 

Thailand, and Indonesia. Other fac-

tors included loss of rights of access 

to traditional resources, poor living 

conditions, confl ict among artisanal 

fi shermen, and confl icts between fi sh-

ermen and other sectors.

Many of these initiatives were 

supported by governmental and non-

governmental donors, assisted, if not 

instigated, by non-governmental or-

ganizations (NGOs). These initiatives 

in the fi sheries sector mirrored efforts 

to address management and develop-

ment failures in other areas such as 

forestry. Most projects targeted com-

munities that depended greatly, if not 

exclusively, upon natural resources in 

the coastal zone, particularly fi sher-

ies, for income, employment, and food.

Among notable differences between 

these initiatives and the traditional 

fi sheries management and develop-

ment model is the central role given 

to people and communities in what 

has come to be called community-

based fi sheries management (CBFM). 

Rather than relying upon centralized 

management agencies and scientifi c 

institutions, CBFM projects sought 

to enable and empower communities 

to manage local fi sheries as part of 

a broader suite of community assets. 

Interventions included community 

organizing, training in management 

and data collection, alternative fi sh-

ing practices, and establishment of 

small marine protected areas. Some 

projects went beyond the focus on 

fi sheries management to include 

interventions in other aspects of com-

munity life such as health, housing, 

and social services. 

As just mentioned, CBFM projects 

in some countries such as the Philip-

pines viewed fi sheries management 

in a broader context and their goal as 

promoting power-sharing, participa-

tion, and equity. Many of these proj-

ects also increased reliance on local 

ecological knowledge about fi sh popu-

lations for determining how these re-

sources should be exploited. Through 

a variety of means, these projects 

also tried to enhance the capacity of 

communities to encourage compliance 

with their fi shing rules. 

While lessons have been learned 

about how to foster CBFM in differ-

ent settings, it is probably too early 

to judge the viability of CBFM as an 

approach to the challenges of coastal 

fi sheries in developing countries. Ac-

cording to some observers such as 

Heinen, who based his observations 

upon personal experience with sev-

eral CBFM projects, intensive efforts 

to promote CBFM during the 1980s 

and 1990s in the Philippines, for in-

stance, have yielded little progress in 

restoring nearshore fi sheries and the 

communities that depend upon them.1

Heinen argues that these projects 

did not yield more progress because 

they fell into one or more of the fol-

lowing traps:

• Presenting environmental re-

habilitation as the solution. Most 

projects Heinen reviewed had focused 

upon restoration of damaged man-

grove forests, based on the belief 

that increased habitat would lead to 

increased fi sheries. However, the lack 

of attention to reducing fi shing pres-

sure on the fi shing grounds undercut 

whatever benefi ts may have been 

gained from the mangrove restora-

tion.

• Focusing on alternative liveli-

hood activities to reduce fi shing 

pressure. Once again, by itself, this 

intervention may be benefi cial, but its 

benefi ts will be undermined unless 

there is strong resource management.

• Heavy reliance on the role of lo-

cal governments to improve resource 

management. Among other things, 

such reliance may overlook critical 

political dynamics and may under-

utilize local knowledge and other 

social capital.

• Overemphasizing the need for 

structural changes at the national 

level. Such efforts may galvanize 

fi shermen toward political action, but 

may also distract from opportunities 

for local action.

• Ignoring the need to ensure that 

a large majority of the resource users 

are prepared to invest time and effort 

in the restoration of fi shery stocks. 

Among other problems, this approach 

disregards the importance of protect-

ing those who are willing to invest 

in effective management against the 

free-riders.

Heinen’s assessment did not ad-

dress the question of whether CBFM 

efforts reduced or prevented a decline 

in fi sheries and community capacity 

that would have occurred otherwise. 

1.   Heinen, A. 2003. Rehabilitating nearshore fi sheries: Theory and practice on community-based resources management from Danao Bay, 
Philippines. Community-based Coastal Resources Management Resource Center

A coral reef near Palawan, Phillipines
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Although such an outcome may seem 

modest in a general sense, it should 

be considered signifi cant in light of 

the challenges confronting any effort 

to reverse such strong trends in ex-

ploitation. 

Over the last several decades, 

there have been a few efforts in the 

industrialized countries to back away 

from centralized fi sheries manage-

ment by involving fi shermen more 

actively in decision-making about 

fi sheries management measures. 

Besides the United States, Denmark 

has taken very limited steps to in-

volve fi shermen earlier and more 

directly in decisions about manage-

ment of fi sheries and in collecting 

information used in decision-making. 

These efforts are constrained by the 

fact that Denmark must conform its 

fi sheries management to the Com-

mon Fisheries Policy of the European 

Union, which is set by bureaucratic 

representatives of member countries 

meeting in Brussels. 

In Canada, the government has 

taken steps to bring fi shing commu-

nities into management with advisory 

committees and management boards 

who work with the Department of 

Fisheries and Oceans (DFO), but the 

DFO maintains most authority. A few 

fi sheries are managed with Individ-

ual Transferable Quotas (ITQs) and 

contractual arrangements that have 

devolved much of the management 

authority to fi shermen or fi shermen’s 

organizations. 

In Nova Scotia, the DFO estab-

lished an ITQ program largely to 

address a catastrophic decline in 

groundfi sh populations. In this case, 

the ITQ program led to consolidation 

of shares in the hands of the larger-

scale offshore fi shermen and to the 

exit of many smaller-scale inshore 

fi shermen. A later court decision 

awarded First Nations a share of 

the groundfi sh quota, further re-

ducing the amount of fi sh available 

to inshore fi shermen in the Bay of 

Fundy. The growing crisis in the in-

shore fi shery, triggered partly by the 

way in which the ITQ program was 

launched without the involvement of 

the inshore fi shery, motivated inshore 

fi shermen to experiment with CBFM.

Finally, in British Columbia, 

where several fi sheries operate with 

three or more attributes of CBFM, 

the Gitskan have modifi ed traditional 

institutions to fi t the modern state 

of the salmon fi shery. Among other 

things, they have adapted the tradi-

tion of passing fi shery access down 

through inheritance, of excluding 

outsiders, and of deferring to the 

rights of chiefs to make basic deci-

sions and settle disputes. The Gits-

kan enjoy First Nations treaty rights. 

As a member of a watershed group, 

they work with DFO in apportioning 

rights and enforcing rules.

Community-based fi shery manage-

ment (CBFM) is neither a defi ned nor 

a widely recognized regime for fi sher-

ies management in the United States. 

Even the notion of co-management, 

in which a government fi sheries 

agency shares management author-

ity and responsibility with a group 

of fi shermen, continues to be met 

with skepticism among U.S. fi sheries 

managers, though it has been under 

discussion—and widely practiced 

elsewhere—for more than a decade. 

The noteworthy co-management ex-

ception in the United States is the ar-

rangement between state and federal 

managers and the Indian tribes of 

the Pacifi c Northwest, who co-man-

age salmon and several other species.

What Is Community-Based 
Fisheries Management?
In its purest form, CBFM is a system 

in which fi shermen and their commu-

nities exercise primary responsibility 

for stewardship and management, 

including taking part in decision-

making on all aspects of manage-

ment, such as harvesting, access, 

compliance, research and marketing. 

But CBFM, at least as often practiced 

abroad, is about more than catch-

ing and selling fi sh. In many cases, 

CBFM projects address not only the 

environmental aspects of coastal 

resources management, but also the 

economic, political, social and cul-

tural aspects. 

Descriptions of past CBFM 

projects as well as discussions by 

numerous authors identify a num-

ber of additional features of CBFM, 

including local control, a focus on the 

ecosystem rather than on specifi c spe-

cies, power sharing, and a common 

interest in and responsibility for com-

mon resources. These ideals of CBFM 

have arisen from a convergence of in-

terest in the fi elds of community/par-

ticipatory development, sustainable 

livelihoods, development, common 

property resource theories, and local 

level management.

In the Philippines, where CBFM 

has been applied in many coastal 

communities since the late 1980s, de-

velopment of principles and practices 

was nourished over the last three de-

cades by the ideals of the social move-

ment for economic justice, political 

freedom, and cultural identity. 

A CBFM program in Nova Scotia 

defi nes community-based resource 

management as a development ap-

proach that emphasizes the inter-

connectedness of humans and the 

natural environment, and is geo-

graphically and ecologically based, 
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giving the people who live in an eco-

system the primary responsibility to 

manage their activities in a way that 

fosters sustainability. This approach 

emphasizes the importance of col-

laborative and adaptive information, 

power sharing, transparency, fairness, 

and the embeddedness of resource use 

with the cultural, economic and social 

fabric of the community.

Evelyn Pinkerton and Martin 

Weinstein are considered the pre-

eminent researchers and writers on 

CBFM in North America. Over many 

years and dozens of case studies, 

they have distilled common features 

shared by communities that success-

fully manage their fi sheries.2 These 

features include: 

• High dependence on the fi shery. 

• High vulnerability to non-sustain- 

able use. 

• High identifi cation with their fi sh- 

ing place. 

• Unwillingness or inability to trans- 

fer access rights out of their area. 

• Ability to assert management   

rights on an informal, if not 

 formal, basis. 

• Willingness to invest in manage-  

ment if they have a real voice in   

decisions.

 For several reasons, CBFM in its 

fullest form would be impossible in 

U.S. fi sheries, with the exception 

of fi sheries conducted by Native 

American treaty tribes, an exception 

described later. First, a fundamental 

obstacle is the American precept of 

public access to the coast, the ocean, 

and fi shery resources. Private per-

sons cannot “own” areas of the ocean. 

Therefore, communities generally 

cannot exclude outsiders from access. 

The exception to this principle of 

public access is that private interests 

have been able to lease tidelands 

from coastal states since early in the 

nation’s history. Even these leases, 

though, could not be used to exclude 

other citizens from access to the sea. 

Second, there is a common law 

tradition that fi sh and wildlife do not 

become private property until they 

are “caught.”† Under this line of case 

law, wild resources remain the prop-

erty of the people in common, or “jus 

publicum.” Nor does the state own 

the fi sh, but manages them for the 

benefi t of the people, a legal theory 

known as the public trust doctrine. In 

her book Oyster Wars and the Public 

Trust: Property, Law, and Ecology in 

New Jersey History, anthropologist 

Bonnie McCay elaborates on these 

ideas through a compilation of court 

cases relating more than 200 years of 

confl ict over the resources of the New 

Jersey coast.3

Third, within regional economies 

and even most local economies, fi sh-

ing does not play the signifi cant eco-

nomic role that it plays, for example, 

in the Philippines. In the past, fi sh-

eries were managed quite locally in 

America as well. But as with many 

local economies that started out de-

pendent on the extraction of natural 

resources, most American fi shing 

ports evolved away from that depen-

dence, and are now economies driven 

by services, interdependent with non-

resource activities. 

Fourth, the American fi shery 

management system has tended to 

reward fi shermen and fi sheries that 

are unlike CBFM fi sheries, and 

penalize operations that embody 

attributes of CBFM, such as high 

dependence on the fi shery and high 

identifi cation with the fi shing place.

Finally, social and geographic 

mobility, the interdependence of eco-

nomic activities, and globalization of 

markets, as well as the lack of kin-

ship and cultural roots that comes 

with modern society, have pushed 

non-fi shing Americans away from 

any connection to fi shing resources 

and coastal ecosystems.

As a result of these factors and 

the pressures of declining resources, 

fi shery management in the United 

States can be described as the op-

posite of CBFM. Fisheries manage-

ment in the United States focuses 

on single species, not ecosystems. 

It places fi shers in an adversarial 

role vis-a-vis resource managers. It 

rewards a history of high catches 

and penalizes small, diversifi ed 

fl eets. It is federalized, not local. It is 

highly scientifi c and has only recently 

begun to embrace local ecological 

knowledge. Even the federal regional 

fi shery management council system, 

which was designed to take advan-

tage of the knowledge of people who 

actually fi sh, has become politicized 

and professional. Indeed, one could 

identify what to change about the 

current federal management system 

by comparing it with the principles of 

community-based management men-

tioned above.

Notwithstanding these con-

2.  Pinkerton, E. and M. Weinstein. 1995. Fisheries that work: Sustainability through community-based management. David Suzuki 
Foundation. 199 pages.
3.  Langdon-Pollock, J. 2004. West Coast Marine Fishing Community Descriptions. Pacifi c States Marine Fisheries Commission, Portland, OR.
†  Net pens in coastal waters are sited under conditions of a permit. The permit does not convey any rights to the seabed or submerged 
land, nor does it convey “ownership” of that portion of the ocean. Fish within such pens are not “wild ” resources, so the animals are con-
sidered private property, but not the area of the ocean.
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straints, several approaches can be 

used to promote sustainable, locally 

managed fi sheries in the distinct 

conditions of the United States. Vari-

ous access-rights schemes such as 

cooperatives and quota shares have 

been available to American fi shermen 

for a decade or more. The ingenuity 

of fi shermen is legendary, and they 

have applied these schemes not only 

to catching fi sh, but also to fi guring 

out ways to create community-based 

alternatives within the existing 

centralized system. In several case 

studies examined later in the report, 

we outline a few of these alternatives. 

The ideas for bringing management 

and stewardship closer to home are 

as diverse as the fi sheries and the 

communities that are pursuing them.

Objectives of This Report
The Ford Foundation has an exten-

sive history of supporting programs 

in community-based natural resource 

management around the world. The 

main focus of Ford’s funding in this 

area, particularly in the United States 

is in community-based forestry. How-

ever the Foundation felt it would be 

useful to better understand how the 

community-based approach applies 

to other natural resource sectors 

in order to help broaden the move-

ment for community based natural 

resource management in the country. 

Ford’s Community and Resource 

Development Unit contracted with 

the authors to prepare a background 

report on the current state and future 

potential for community-bases man-

agement of US Fisheries drawing on 

domestic and international experi-

ences. This paper is the result of our 

effort to meet this objective. 
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The practice and theory of community-based resource 
management, including fi sheries, has evolved more ex-
tensively abroad than in the United States. In developing 
countries, where small-scale fi shing communities facing 
declining fi sh stocks have sought to make their activi-
ties more sustainable, support for local stewardship has 
resulted in some success stories. An initial review of the 
literature on these initiatives provides some guidance on 
a possible defi nition for community-based fi shery man-
agement in the United States, and suggests principles 
for community-based fi shery management. 

We begin with one of the oldest ex-

amples of community-based fi sheries 

management in the world—an exam-

ple that provides a useful summary 

of many of the features of community-

based fi sheries management.

Japanese Fisheries 
Cooperative Associations
As described by Pinkerton and 

Weinstein, Japan’s management of its 

nearshore fi sheries represents an in-

structive exception to management in 

industrialized countries and provides 

perhaps the purest example of com-

munity-based fi sheries management 

in the world.4 Briefl y, prefectural 

governments grant tens of thousands 

of exclusive territorial rights for 

sedentary fi shery resources for ten-

year periods to Fisheries Cooperative 

Associations (FCAs). The members of 

an FCA hold these rights, which con-

cern a specifi c type of resource in a 

specifi c adjacent nearshore area with-

in a 25-kilometer zone around the 

islands of Japan. By 2000, as catches 

from the other two sectors of Japan’s 

fi sheries—offshore and distant wa-

ter—fell, catches by the FCAs were 

relatively steady and came to account 

for 45% of the volume and 63% of the 

total value of Japanese fi sheries.

Importantly, Japan does not 

Section II: 
Lessons Learned Outside 

the United States

manage the other two fi sheries sec-

tors—offshore and distant-water—in 

the same way as the nearshore. Both 

of these sectors require fl eets that are 

far more mobile than the nearshore 

fl eets. As a result of this and other 

factors, these fi sheries are managed 

more directly by the central govern-

ment.

In 1990, there were 2,127 FCAs 

with a membership of 535,000, or 

about 250 members per FCA. Within 

FCAs, fi shermen are organized into 

groups based on the type of fi shery 

and their residence. These groups are 

the main decision-making bodies for 

allocating catches and for resolving 

confl icts. Although debates can be 

very intense, decisions within these 

groups are generally by consensus. 

Once a decision is made, fi shermen 

send out for rice wine and dried fi sh 

and have a party. The ultimate au-

thority of each FCA resides in a Gen-

eral Assembly, although the assembly 

usually defers to local fi shing groups. 

Larger FCAs have professional staff.

While the origins of this system 

are in the guilds of Japan’s medieval 

past, the current system refl ects 

4.  Pinkerton, E. and M. Weinstein. 1995. Fisheries that work: Sustainability through community-based management. David Suzuki 
Foundation. 199 pages.
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efforts after World War II to de-

mocratize nearshore fi sheries by 

strengthening local fi shing communi-

ties and by avoiding the development 

of absentee rights. Also, this approach 

recognized the near impossibility of 

a central government managing so 

many fi sheries in Japan’s complex 

nearshore waters.

Under this system, FCAs hold ex-

clusive legal rights to harvest specifi c 

resources in the area defi ned by the 

right—that is, only members of an 

FCA may be granted the right to fi sh 

for a particular species in a particu-

lar area or to use a particular type 

of fi shing gear. So secure are these 

rights to a livelihood that fi shermen 

must be compensated for any loss of 

income caused by other activities, 

such as coastal development. (Some 

FCAs have effectively bargained 

away their fi sheries by accepting such 

compensation.)

FCAs prepare management plans, 

which must be approved by the gen-

eral membership and the appropri-

ate regional regulatory commission, 

whose membership is also dominated 

by fi shermen’s representatives. Rath-

er than emphasize biological issues 

such as catch quotas, management 

measures focus on orderliness in 

fi sheries.

Generally, the goals of FCAs are 

optimal use of resources and equal 

opportunity for members. Within 

these goals there are broad objec-

tives having to do with community 

stability, peace, order, and sustain-

able prosperity. FCA members wish 

to continue fi shing their traditional 

waters. 

In pursuing these goals, FCAs 

carry out a number of functions. 

Besides allocating fi shing rights to 

members, FCAs monitor the perfor-

mance of fi sheries through informal 

observations by fi shing groups and 

through acting as marketing agents 

for catches. Sometimes, FCAs pool 

and allocate their profi ts based on 

catch records and non-paid contribu-

tions to the fi shery such as habitat 

enhancement. 

FCAs are more than just fi shing 

organizations, and fulfi ll a number of 

broader social functions, such as pro-

viding credit and supplies. As noted 

above, FCAs market the catches of 

their members, accounting for 60% 

of national production in 1992. How-

ever, the economic activities of FCAs 

go well beyond fi sheries. In 1988, 19% 

of FCA profi ts came from savings and 

loan operations, 13% from the sale of 

supplies, 10% from other business in-

terests, and only 10% from fi sheries. 

FCAs may help maintain communi-

ties in other ways, such as by prefer-

entially granting to the elderly fi shing 

rights to easily accessible species.

The FCA system in Japan has 

been remarkably successful in many 

respects. As Pinkerton and Weinstein 

point out5, Japan’s nearshore fi sher-

ies have persisted for more than a 

millennium, while many more cen-

trally-managed fi sheries elsewhere in 

the world have declined, sometimes 

catastrophically. While fi sh landings 

from Japan’s nearshore waters have 

changed slightly in recent decades, 

the levels of catches have remained 

steady. It is likely, however, that these 

steady trends conceal the depletion 

of some species, especially those that 

have no commercial value but may be 

caught and discarded. 

The other two sectors of Japan’s 

fi sheries, the offshore and distant 

water sectors, have suffered dramatic 

contraction over the last two decades. 

Since 1984, total catches by the 

three sectors of Japan’s fi sheries fell 

from nearly 12 million metric tons 

to 6.25 million metric tons in 2000. 

Certainly, two of the reasons for the 

contraction have been unsustainable 

fi shing by the offshore and distant 

water sectors, and the consequent de-

cline in the abundance of many target 

populations. Neither sector, but espe-

cially the distant water sector, whose 

vessels could move from one ocean to 

another or one hemisphere to another, 

was constrained by dependence upon 

local populations. Instead, once fl eets 

in these sectors fi shed down a popula-

tion in one area, they could simply 

move to another area. The closure 

of foreign waters to Japanese fl eets 

by some other countries during the 

1980s and 1990s reduced access to 

fi sh populations traditionally pursued 

While the origins of 
this system are in the 

guilds of Japan’s 
medieval past, the 

current system refl ects  
efforts after World 

War II to democratize 
nearshore fi sheries by 
strengthening local 
fi shing communities 
and by avoiding the 

development of 
absentee rights.

5.  Pinkerton, E. and M. Weinstein. 1995. Fisheries that work: Sustainability through community-based management. David Suzuki 
Foundation. 199 pages.
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by distant water Japanese fl eets.

The FCA system has had other 

benefi ts. By catering to the fresh-fi sh 

market, FCAs enable fi shermen to 

receive the highest value for their 

catches of any fi sheries in Japan. Fi-

nally, incomes of fi shing households 

remained above those of salaried 

employees.

The FCA system has its shortcom-

ings. Recreational fi shermen feel 

excluded from desirable fi sheries by 

the rights system. Nor does the FCA 

system provide protection for the 

broader public interest in nearshore 

ecosystems. As elsewhere in the 

world, management has focused upon 

commercially valuable species and 

not at all on non-commercial mem-

bers of nearshore ecosystems. 

In their evaluation, Pinkerton and 

Weinstein remark on several features 

of the FCA system in Japan6:

• Fishing communities there are 

highly dependent upon the resourc-

es in their areas and must live with 

the results of their decisions. 

• Non-members are excluded from 

fi shing by law.

• Members make decisions about   

sharing of resources or benefi ts.

• Decisions about fi shing and mar-

keting are largely integrated from 

the dock level to the prefectural 

level. 

• There are effective internal mecha-

nisms for sharing information at all 

levels.

• Decision-making bodies are highly 

representative. 

• The FCAs and their fi shing groups 

tailor broad regulations set by gov-

ernment biologists to local conditions 

refl ected in their own monitoring.

• The focus on small-scale enter-

prises avoids confusion by the gov-

ernment of the interests of the large 

and powerful for those of the many. 

As Schmid7 points out, government 

legal, technical, and fi nancial as-

sistance is also key to the success of 

this system, as are the shared cul-

tural heritage and strong cohesion 

of coastal communities.

According to Pinkerton and 

Weinstein, Japanese management 

of nearshore fi sheries is the leading 

example in the world of fully endowed 

legal rights to fi sh. Besides provid-

ing a wide range of other services 

and benefi ts, FCAs carry out nearly 

all the major functions of fi sheries 

management, which Pinkerton and 

Weinstein describe as follows8:

• Policy-making and evaluation, in-

cluding identifi cation of problems, 

setting objectives, conducting re-

search and monitoring;

• Ensuring the productive capacity of 

the resource, including protection 

and restoration of habitat;

• Regulating fi sheries access, includ-

ing allocating catches, transferring 

membership;

• Regulating fi shery harvest, includ-

ing assessing stocks, planning and 

monitoring fi shing and catches;

• Coordinating potential confl icting 

resource uses and management 

activities, including coordinating 

different gears;

• Enforcing or implementing rules, 

and

• Maximizing benefi ts to fi shermen, 

including marketing and maintain-

ing product quality and diversity. 

This description of management 

functions may serve as a useful 

framework not only for analyzing 

current management of fi sheries but 

also for identifying where one might 

intervene in current management of a 

Japanese tuna boat at Pago Pago

6.  Pinkerton, E. and M. Weinstein. 1995. Fisheries that work: Sustainability through community-based management. David Suzuki 
Foundation. 199 pages.
7.  Schmidt, C-C. 2003. Fisheries and Japan: A case of multiple roles? International Symposium on Multiple Roles and Functions of Fish-
eries and Fishing Communities. 13 February 2003. Aomori, Japan. http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/43/62/2507622.pdf
8.  Pinkerton, E. and M. Weinstein. 1995. Fisheries that work: Sustainability through community-based management. David Suzuki 
Foundation. 199 pages.
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fi shery to promote greater community 

engagement.† 

On a fi nal note, Japan’s FCAs also 

serve as a model for a type of man-

agement called Territorial Use Rights 

in Fisheries or TURFs, in which fi sh-

ermen in a particular area are given 

some exclusive rights to and manage-

ment responsibility for one or more 

fi sheries in an area. Although this 

type of management has appeared in 

the general fi sheries management lit-

erature, it has not been much applied.

Desirable Preconditions
Japan’s management of its nearshore 

fi shery is nearly unique, and is a kind 

of historical accident. Few if any 

coastal communities can draw upon 

medieval practices in gaining the 

right to management local resources, 

as did the Japanese coastal communi-

ties after World War Two. We must 

turn to more recent efforts in the 

Philippines, Thailand, and elsewhere 

for guidance on how a shift to com-

munity-based management can be 

effectively pursued.

Experience over the last two de-

cades, particularly in the Philippines 

and Thailand, has led to the identifi ca-

tion of factors that greatly infl uence the 

feasibility and success of CBFM initia-

tives. Some of these factors are signifi -

cant enough to qualify as necessary 

preconditions, while others may require 

very careful consideration before invest-

ing in a CBFM project. 

Based on their review of a dozen 

CBFM projects, Pinkerton and 

Weinstein concluded that communi-

ties that successfully managed their 

resources shared the following fea-

tures:9

• Highly dependent on the fi shery.

• Highly vulnerable to non-sustain-

able use.

• Highly identifi ed with their fi shing 

place.

• Unwilling or unable to transfer ac-

cess rights out of the area.

• Willing to use a mechanism for eq-

uitable resource access or sharing.

• Able to assert management rights 

on an informal, if not formal, basis. 

• Willing to invest resources in man-

agement if they have a real voice in 

decisions. 

• Suffi cient human and fi nancial 

resources.

• Absence of hidden agendas that 

prevent open evaluation of problems 

and identifi cation of potential solu-

tions. 

• Government willingness to level 

the playing fi eld so that more pow-

erful parties cannot dominate the 

process.

In their evaluation of oyster fi sher-

ies in the United States, Pinkerton 

and Weinstein suggest other criteria 

that may be worth considering.10 

These authors associated successful 

community management of oyster 

fi sheries in Louisiana and Mis-

sissippi with low ethnic diversity. 

Indeed, many other CBFM regimes, 

especially that in Japan, owe some of 

their success to the fact that the com-

munities share a common culture and 

are highly cohesive. However, there 

are exceptions to this rule. In a case 

study in Zambia, Malasha11 found 

that such an assumption obscured 

divisions and confl icts within the 

community, leading to poor project 

design. Pinkerton and Weinstein 

also found that despite high ethnic 

homogeneity, the Long Island oyster 

fi shery failed. 

The literature describing and as-

sessing CBFM projects in the Phil-

ippines, Thailand, and elsewhere 

identifi es other factors, including the 

following:12

• Strong social capital, including ef-

fective organizations, trust within 

the community, community rules 

and networks.

9.  Pinkerton, E. and M. Weinstein. 1995. Fisheries that work: Sustainability through community-based management. David Suzuki Foun-
dation. 199 pages.
10.  Ibid.
11.  Malasha, I. 1997. The outcome of a co-management arrangement in an inland fi shery: the case of Lake Kariba (Zambia). Center for Ap-
plied Social Sciences Working Paper. NRM Series. CPN 109/2001. University of Zimbabwe.
12.  Ferrer, E.M., R. Cabaces, and L. Polotan-del la Cruz. 2003. Affi rming the Forces that Give Life and Energy: Revisiting the Theory and 
Practice of CBCRM in the Philippines.  www.cbrcmlearning.org
Heinen, A. 2003. Rehabilitating nearshore fi sheries: Theory and practice on community-based resources management from Danao Bay, 
Philippines. Community-Based Coastal Resources Management Resource Center
Pomeroy, R.S. and M.D. Pido.  1995. Initiatives Towards Fisheries Co-Management in the Philippines. Marine Policy. 19(3):213-226.
† Intervention in broader community issues such as healthcare, housing, and social services is beyond the scope of this paper. Our sense 
is that such interventions are likely to be unproductive in most instances in the United States since fi sheries and fi shing communities 
have become such a small part of the economy and social life of nearly all coastal communities in the United States. Nonetheless, it may 
be worthwhile to assist fi shing communities in securing their share of benefi ts from such programs undertaken for other reasons. In New 
England and other areas suffering severe crises in their fi sheries, federal disaster relief funds were used to assist communities in adapt-
ing. Typical projects included education and training, family counseling, and development of employment options. The success of these 
projects was quite limited.
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• A decline in fi sheries that generates 

suffi cient concern among fi shermen 

to provoke change.

• The technological or legal ability 

to exclude others from a fi shing 

ground or fi shery resource.

• Broad agreement on a problem to 

solve.

• Capacity to develop, agree upon, 

monitor, and enforce rules.

• Participation by several institu-

tions, including local and provin-

cial government agencies, donors, 

NGOs, local universities, and com-

munity organizations. 

• Government support, including a 

legal framework that legitimizes lo-

cal rules. 

• Opportunity for user groups to see 

benefi ts quickly.

It is important to recognize that 

fi sheries and community situations 

vary enough that some of these pre-

conditions may not be critical. Indeed, 

a progressive fi shing community may 

seek local management in order to 

maintain a sustainable fi shery with-

out the impetus of declining catches.

Some Considerations in the 
Design of CBFM Projects
There appear to be a number of over-

arching issues in the design of CBFM 

initiatives, ranging from defi nition 

of the management unit to the scope 

of interventions, from basic fi sheries 

management to broader community 

needs such as housing. There follows 

a brief discussion of several of these 

design issues:

Scale: A CBFM initiative should 

defi ne the management unit—that 

is, the geographic area within which 

people cooperate to perform some 

management function, in the words of 

Pinkerton and Weinstein.13 One Phil-

ippine project settled upon a bay as 

the management unit, after evaluat-

ing alternatives against criteria that 

included cost effectiveness and ease 

of community participation. Other 

criteria for determining scale include 

the characteristics of the fi shery, 

such as whether the target species is 

sedentary or migratory, and whether 

the fl eet is capable of fi shing great 

distances from its home port.

Level of Operation: An issue relat-

ed to scale is level of operation—that 

is, whether the focus of action is local, 

regional or national. With the excep-

tion of watershed-based initiatives in 

North America, most CBFM projects 

we reviewed were local, although 

some of them made deliberate links to 

regional and national levels of man-

agement. (The most developed of such 

multi-level CBFM programs is that of 

Japan’s nearshore fi sheries.) CBFM 

approaches that may work at a local 

scale may not work at a regional or 

national level, and vice-versa. 

Defi nition of the community: In 

the case studies abroad that we re-

viewed, communities generally were 

geographic—that is, they included 

all of the people or fi shermen living 

in one area. Because fi sh populations 

are often broadly distributed, such a 

defi nition generally includes several 

villages, settlements, or towns. For 

the most part, such a geographically 

defi ned community is unworkable in 

the United States.

Amendments to the principal U.S. 

fi shery law in 1996 added a national 

standard that requires consideration 

of the effects of fi shing regulations 

on communities. These amendments 

to the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery 

Conservation and Management Act 

defi ned a fi shing community as “a 

community which is substantially de-

pendent on or substantially engaged 

in the harvesting or processing of 

fi shery resources to meet social and 

economic needs, and includes fi shing 

vessel owners, operators and crew, 

and United States fi sh processors 

that are based in such community.”  

Only a couple dozen port towns in the 

entire country meet this defi nition. 

In a study of Oregon’s fi shing com-

munities, Jennifer Gilden identifi ed 

several other types of communities:14

• Communities of interest, based 

on common interests of members, 

such as clubs or business organiza-

tions. In the commercial fi shing 

Only a couple dozen  
port towns in the         

entire country meet this 
defi nition.

Amendments to the 
principal U.S. fi shery 

law in 1996 added 
a national standard 

that requires 
consideration of the 

effects of fi shing 
regulations on 
communities.

13.  Pinkerton, E. and M. Weinstein. 1995. Fisheries that work: Sustainability through community-based management. David Suzuki 
Foundation. 199 pages.
14.  Gilden, J, Ed. 1999. Oregon’s Changing Coastal Fishing Communities, Oregon Sea Grant, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR.
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industry, communities of interest 

may form around occupations, activi-

ties, or political necessity. Similarly, 

recreational fi shermen pursuing par-

ticular species may be considered a 

community.

• Occupational communities, such 

as trawl fi shermen vs. gillnet fi sher-

men, or shrimp fi shermen vs. ground-

fi sh fi shermen.

• Natural resource communities 

comprised of people who live in an 

area and whose primary cultural ex-

istence is based on the use of certain 

renewable natural resources.

• A community as a dynamic 

whole that emerges when a group of 

people participate in common practic-

es, depend on one another, make deci-

sions together, identify themselves 

as part of something larger than the 

sum of individual relationships, and 

commit themselves for the long term 

to their own, one another’s, and the 

group’s well-being.

In preparing descriptions of west 

coast fi shing communities for the 

Pacifi c States Marine Fisheries Com-

mission, Jennifer Langdon-Pollock 

combined a geographical defi nition 

with a community interest defi nition, 

so that a fi shing community was a 

group of people living in a common 

geographic area who participate in 

the fi shing industry.15

Equally important to this issue of 

defi nition is whether the community 

includes only fi shermen, only fi sher-

men from the local area, or fi shermen 

and other community members re-

gardless of their activity. McCay and 

others have observed that without 

broad support from the entire com-

munity–including non-fi shers–it may 

be diffi cult to reach agreements with 

government to devolve authority.

Substantive Focus

The focus of CBFM projects varied. 

The focus of many of the early efforts 

in the Philippines was quite broad, 

encompassing all coastal resources 

as well as other aspects of community 

life such as health and housing. Other 

projects focused much more narrowly 

upon fi sheries.

Defi ning each of these issues in the 

particular situation is key to think-

ing about the potential for CBFM in 

specifi c areas or fi sheries. Generally, 

the more expansive the defi nition of 

community or management unit, for 

instance, the more ambitious will be 

any CBFM project. The more narrow-

ly these issues are defi ned in a given 

area the less ambitious a CBFM proj-

ect will be and the less support and 

understanding the project is likely to 

enjoy in the broader community.

Miscellaneous Obstacles to 
CBFM
Reports on CBFM projects mentioned 

a number of obstacles to successful 

projects that deserve mention. Good 

planning can probably address some 

of these obstacles, but others are 

likely irresolvable by a single such 

project.

Dependency of Initiatives upon 

NGOs: Reviews of several projects in 

the Philippines found that communi-

ties sometimes viewed NGOs largely 

as a source of short-term income. 

Once funding ran out and NGOs left, 

CBFM initiatives collapsed. 

Management vs. Development: 

As reported in a number of CBFM 

projects, fi shermen generally focus on 

short-term vs. long-term and develop-

ment of fi sheries vs. management. 

Until management becomes part of 

fi shermen’s world-view, so to speak, 

their focus upon development will 

drown out whatever management 

training and education may be under-

taken. In Japan’s nearshore fi sheries, 

where there has been a long tradition 

of community management, insuring 

long-term benefi ts appears to have 

displaced the desire for expansion 

of fi sheries. In other cases, such as 

several fi sheries in Africa, the lack 

of capital for investment effectively 

eliminated development as a threat to 

the sustainability of fi sheries, reduc-

ing the need for active management.

Lack of Education: A common 

obstacle in projects abroad is the lack 

of general education, which hinders 

efforts to educate fi shermen about do-

ing things differently. 

Lack of a Crisis: Nearly all of the 

CBFM initiatives we examined arose 

only after a decline in fi sh popula-

tions and catches. If a community’s 

fi sheries are not in crisis, generating 

interest in CBFM generally will be 

very diffi cult. However, progressive 

leadership in a community may over-

come this pattern and help a fi shing 

community take on the challenge and 

opportunity of managing a healthy 

fi shery rather than waiting to re-

spond to a collapse.

Time and Money: Regardless of 

where it is launched and however 

narrow its focus, the transition to and 

sometimes the maintenance of CBFM 

requires signifi cant funding and 

time. Based on our review of CBFM 

projects, the premature withdrawal 

of funding is the single surest way to 

undermine a CBFM initiative. 

Unclear Authority: Lack of clarity 

15.  Langdon-Pollock, J. 2004. West Coast Marine Fishing Community Descriptions. Pacifi c States Marine Fisheries Commission, Port-
land, OR.
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A Legal Framework for Community-Based Fishery Management

In the United States, where the public trust doctrine is strongly held, confl icts over the uses of marine wildlife, 

including commercially and recreationally exploited fi sh populations, have intensifi ed, and litigation is a common 

response to confl ict. The best intentions of individual communities to take responsibility for fi sheries management 

will eventually fail unless there is a fi rm legal foundation for community management. In this need, fi shing communi-

ties in the United States are little different from those in other countries. 

     In a 1998 essay, Jon Lindsay of the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization proposed design principles 

for legal regimes that would support CBFM.16 Among specifi c issues that such regimes should address, Lindsay identi-

fi ed the following:

• Tenure,

• Defi ning the objectives of management and other planning matters,

• Recognition of local entities and institutional structures

• Defi nition of boundaries,

• Security of rights,

• Enforcement, and

• The relationship between different government agencies.

Lindsay’s scheme revolves around two basic principles: certainty and fl exibility. Certainty defi nes the limits of state 

power and the rights, responsibilities, and remedies of local groups with respect to the state and “outsiders.” Flexibility 

ensures that community-based efforts refl ect local conditions, cultural values, and institutional choices.

In Lindsay’s view, any community effort must not only provide a realistic hope of signifi cant benefi ts, but must instill 

confi dence that the rights to those benefi ts are secure and cannot be taken away arbitrarily. In promoting certainty, 

Lindsay identifi es a number of legal principles that should be part of legislation that enables community-based natural 

resource management, including the following:

• Rights must be clear.

• Rights cannot be taken away or changed unilaterally and unfairly.

• Rights should be held in perpetuity or for a period that is clearly spelled out and is long enough for benefi ts to be fully 

realized.

• Rights need to be enforceable against state and local government institutions.

• Rights must be exclusive.

• Boundaries of the resources to which rights apply and membership in the group must be clear.

• Avenues for seeking protection of rights must be accessible, affordable, and fair, as must avenues for solving disputes 

and appealing decisions of government offi cials.

As Lindsay notes, “[c]ommunity-based natural resource management is about local choices and local adaptation.”17 In 

order to promote fl exibility, Lindsay recommends that legal regimes for community-based management allow fl exibility 

in the following areas:

• Deciding upon management objectives and rules for achieving those objectives.

• Identifying local groups to whom management responsibility can be devolved.

• Defi nition of who should manage in their jurisdiction.

16.  Lindsay, J. 1998. Designing Legal Space: Law as an enabling tool in community-based management. International CBNRM 
Workshop, Washington, DC. 16 pages. World Bank.
17. Lindsay, J. 1998. Designing Legal Space: Law as an enabling tool in community-based management. International CBNRM 
Workshop, Washington, DC. 16 pages. World Bank.
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in legal authority regarding just how 

much the management of fi sheries 

may be decentralized can create con-

fusion and controversy, thereby ham-

pering a CBFM initiative. 

Attributes of Fisheries 
Susceptible to CBFM
We have distilled much of the pre-

ceding discussion into a series of 

questions that can be posed about a 

fi shery in order to determine, in a 

general way, whether the fi shery is a 

likely candidate for shifting toward 

CBMF. Below, we present these ques-

tions, together with a rationale for 

each. Later, we will apply this survey 

tool to U.S. fi sheries generally and 

to individual U.S. fi sheries as case 

studies.

Physical Setting of the Community

How isolated is the community? 

Fishing communities that are more 

isolated from other, larger commu-

nities are more likely to be highly 

dependent upon their fi sheries, and 

therefore more likely to take responsi-

bility for their management.

Is the fi shery accessible to partici-

pants outside the community? Even in 

relatively settled areas, the physical 

features of a fi shery, such as oceano-

graphic currents or distance from 

shore, or permitting requirements, 

may limit access to the fi shery to lo-

cal fi shermen, who as a group may be 

able to take greater responsibility for 

the management of the fi shery if the 

benefi ts of good management are not 

dissipated among outside fi shermen.

How near is the community to 

vessel maintenance, fi sh processing 

and shipping facilities? If fi shing is 

entirely for local consumption, this 

is less important. However, if fi sh-

ing is an economic activity that is to 

bring returns to the community as a 

whole, fi shermen need to have access 

to docks, repair facilities, ice houses, 

cold storage and transportation.

Characteristics of the Fishery

To what degree are the species seden-

tary or highly migratory? Fisheries 

for species that are sedentary or resi-

dent, such as lobster or crabs, are in 

a stronger position to manage locally 

than are fi sheries dependent on high-

ly migratory species such as tunas.

Does the fi shery occur nearshore or 

offshore? In important areas, such as 

enforcement and compliance, near-

shore fi sheries are easier to manage 

than are offshore fi sheries.

What are the characteristics of the 

fl eet? A fl eet composed of relatively 

small vessels is more likely to be lo-

cal and more likely to be dependent 

upon local resources than is a fl eet of 

larger, more mobile vessels that has 

fi shing opportunities elsewhere. 

Are the vessels owner-operated? 

Besides being more dependent upon 

whatever fi sheries they pursue, own-

er-operators are in a better position to 

bring fi rst-hand knowledge to bear on 

management issues and to adopt and 

implement improved management.

Is the gear confi gured specifi cally 

toward the local species? A fl eet that 

uses gear whose usefulness is either 

narrow, such as oyster tongs or diving 

gear, or is fl exible, but only insofar as 

locally-occurring species, such as pots 

or purse seines, is more dependent 

on the fi sh it targets and the area in 

which it fi shes. Greater dependency 

on a local resource often correlates 

with a greater support for taking col-

lective action.

Does the fl eet participate in more 

than one fi shery? A fl eet that partici-

pates in more than one local fi shery 

is, on the one hand, dependent upon 

those local fi sheries, but on the other 

hand, is able to shift among target 

species in response to declines in 

abundance or management restric-

tions. For example, some coastal 

Alaska communities are home to 

fl eets that target only salmon, while 

others use the same small (less than 

60’) vessels to fi sh salmon, herring, 

cod, shrimp or crab. The latter re-

gear to fi t the availability or sea-

sonality of the target species. While 

these are local fl eets, and cannot go 

to fi sheries in other areas, they are 

less vulnerable to the boom and bust Clamming near Astoria, Oregon
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pressures than the community fl eets 

that fi sh only salmon. The fact that 

they use a diversity of local resources 

makes them more suitable for CBFM, 

but their fl exibility may reduce incen-

tives for collaborative action.

Do fi shing operations occur daily or 

over days (does the fl eet return to port 

every day)? Generally, a day fl eet will 

be more local than a fl eet that is away 

from port for more than several days.

Socio-Cultural Setting
How embedded is fi shing in the fabric 

of the community? Where fi sheries 

are a strong part of the local com-

munity, local management may be 

more likely. Among other things, the 

community may be able to exert peer 

pressure on fi shermen to comply with 

the community’s decisions.

Is the fi shery part of the communi-

ty’s history, or a recent phenomenon? 

A fi shery with a long history in a 

community will likely be more deeply 

embedded in the cultural life of the 

community than a fi shery that is 

recent. Examples of this phenomenon 

range from the Maine lobster fi shery 

to the nearly moribund Monterey sar-

dine fi shery. 

What is the role of peer pressure 

within the community to embrace and 

enforce rules? Given the diffi culty of 

at-sea enforcement, community peer 

pressure can play a strong role in in-

suring compliance with management 

measures. Where peer pressure is 

weak, as in many large metropolitan 

areas, enforcement is particularly 

diffi cult.

How diverse is the community? 

Studies of several fi sheries, such as 

the oyster fi sheries of New York, Flor-

ida, Louisiana, and Mississippi, have 

found informal community manage-

ment is stronger in communities that 

are ethnically homogeneous.

Economic Setting
What is the contribution of fi shing and 

fi shery related activities to the local 

economy? Where fi sheries contribute 

substantially to a local economy, 

dependence on the sustainability of 

a fi shery is likely to be stronger. In 

the United States, there are few such 

areas. (Efforts by Langdon-Pollock 

to index the dependence of west coast 

communities on fi sheries were unsuc-

cessful due to the lack of indicator 

data.) 

Do fi shers have occupational 

mobility, i.e. other opportunities for 

employment? Where there are few oc-

cupational opportunities, as along the 

coast of Louisiana, fi shing becomes 

the occupation of last resort. In these 

instances, fi shermen will likely feel 

little attachment to the long-term 

health of the fi shery. Identifying al-

ternative sources of occupation can 

be crucial to reducing the number of 

fi shermen in a fi shery, and thereby 

increasing the economic and ecologi-

cal sustainability of a fi shery.

Management Setting
What rights do community members 

have to the resource? As a general 

principle, stronger rights to a fi shery 

will make a community more capable 

of exercising key management func-

tions. These types of rights include 

ownership, leases, access rights, other 

property rights, and treaty rights. In 

the United States, with few excep-Shrimp boats in Key West, Florida

In their own words.

“In order for our 
communities to stay alive, 

we’ve got to have a way of 
providing income for residents 

and something for kids to 
grow up with. Things have 
changed dramatically in 20 
years. It used to be that at 

any dock in a small town, you 
would see 8-, 10-, 12-year olds 
going fi shing with their dad 

or uncle. They owned 
the world. We just don’t see 

it any more. We’ve lost crews, 
boats, canneries, cold 
storage. Now the young 

people are drifting, and there 
are social problems because 

of it. When they worked on 
the boats they were lean 
and hardworking. They 

don’t have the opportunity 
now and won’t have a 

chance unless we preserve 
these communities. 

That’s how they learn to 
love the environment, too.”

– Gale Vick,

Gulf of Alaska Coastal

Communities Coalition
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tions, fi shing communities enjoy none 

of these rights.

What rights do community mem-

bers have to manage the resource? 

The more rights a community enjoys 

in carrying out management func-

tions the more likely it can move to-

ward CBFM. Such functions include 

making rules, controlling access, 

monitoring and enforcement, and pro-

moting stewardship and effi ciency.

What responsibilities do commu-

nity members have to manage the 

resource? The other side of the coin 

from having management rights is 

carrying out management respon-

sibilities. These include investment 

in management, reporting catches, 

collection of data, insuring fair 

standards and equitable access, and 

making decisions in public. A fi shing 

community that has the permission 

and capacity to carry out these re-

sponsibilities is closer to CBFM.

What is the nature/role of informa-

tion in the management system? A 

fi shery in which information used in 

management is developed in a col-

laborative fashion, is used to adapt 

management to new circumstances, 

encourages feedback, and is not the 

domain solely of technical specialists, 

is more amenable to CBFM.

What is the incentive for pursuing 

CBFM? There must be a compelling 

incentive for communities to assume 

the burdens involved CBFM. Com-

monly, these incentives have included 

the decline of marine fi sheries and 

habitat or competition among gear 

types or with new entrants in a fi sh-

ery or frustration with current man-

agement.
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One of the chief challenges to CBFM is the widespread 
lack of community organization and capacity for car-
rying out basic management functions, such as those 
described by Pinkerton and Weinstein. Even in remote, 
rural villages isolated from the pressures and entice-
ments of modern commercialism, traditional community 
institutions have become so weak as to be nonfunctional. 

A good example of this is the situ-

ation that Pisit Chansoh and his wife 

found in seven Muslim villages in 

Thailand in 1985 when they were 

beginning efforts to promote action 

to address declining fi sheries. Not 

only did the villagers, most of whom 

were fi shermen, not see the connec-

tion between declining fi sheries, on 

the one hand, and mangrove destruc-

tion or the destruction of sea grass 

beds by trawlers, on the other hand, 

but they had forgotten how to work 

together.  Such ignorance about the 

links between human activities and 

the decline of important resources, 

and such a breakdown in the capac-

ity of communities to solve problems 

through collective action are hardly 

confi ned to Thailand or other develop-

ing countries. 

In developed countries such as 

Canada and the United States, where 

government has intervened ever more 

forcefully in the use of natural re-

sources in order to protect the public 

trust or to promote maximum yield, 

fi shermen and fi shing communities 

have allowed themselves to become 

ever more passive-aggressive and re-

active. This trend has been reinforced 

by other factors, including the mar-

ginalization of commercial fi shing in 

local economies, as coastal communi-

ties have gentrifi ed, property values 

have exploded, and tourism, services, 

and other economic activities have 

grown. 

In Nova Scotia, the alienation of 

the fi shing community from the rest 

Section III: 
Tools for Promoting Community-Based

Fisheries Management

of the coastal community came not 

because of the marginalization of the 

fi shing sector, but because an ITQ 

program enriched some fi shermen. 

John Kearney of the Centre for Com-

munity-Based Resource Management 

at St. Francis Xavier University in 

Antigonish describes it as a process of 

professionalization and corporatiza-

tion of the fi shery.

“Fishing people have become an 

elite. Those who hold licenses are the 

only ones who can fi sh. You may see 

whale watching, aquaculture, and 

Not only did the 
villagers, most of whom 
were fi shermen, not see 
the connection between 

declining fi sheries, 
on the one hand, and 

mangrove destruction or 
the destruction of 
sea grass beds by 

trawlers, on the other 
hand, but they had 

forgotten how to 
work together.

Mangroves in Thailand
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tourism, but the fi shery is worth more 

now than in the days when every-

one was fi shing. But distribution of 

wealth has changed. In many coastal 

communities, even though things like 

tourism play a role, fi shing is still 

part of the identity of the people. That 

creates further alienation between 

those identifi ed as being from a fi sh-

ing area and those who can fi sh.”

As a result, wherever one seeks to 

promote greater community involve-

ment in management of local fi sher-

ies, a major obstacle is the lack or 

weakness of local community organi-

zations. As a result, the sine qua non 

for CBFM projects outside the United 

States has been the development of 

effective community organizations 

that can carry out some or all major 

fi sheries management tasks, among 

other functions in the community. 

CBFM projects around the world 

have employed a wide variety of tools 

for restoration of community capacity 

to engage actively in the management 

of local fi shery resources. In summa-

rizing experience in the Philippines, 

the Community-Based Coastal Re-

source Management Resource Center 

identifi ed several approaches to in-

creasing participation, empowerment, 

and equity–the goals they identifi ed 

for CBCRM. In general, these activi-

ties aim at increasing the knowledge 

and skills that a community can use 

to identify and prioritize its needs 

and problems, mobilize its resources 

to deal with the problems, and take 

action collectively. 

Quite often, it is an outside NGO 

that serves as a catalyst in over-

coming inertia and a facilitator in 

developing knowledge and skills in 

a community. The manner in which 

an NGO enters a community is 

important to success. For instance, 

the Thai organization Yad Fon often 

sends an organizer into a community 

to live for as long as a year, during 

which time the organizer does not 

attempt to infl uence the community. 

Once the organizer is accepted within 

the community, the organizer then 

can point out problems and direct the 

village toward resolving them. Such 

efforts to gain confi dence are espe-

cially important and diffi cult among 

fi shermen, who are very suspicious of 

any outsider, whether from the gov-

ernment or not.

As described by Kaillie and Taua, 

building support for CBFM in Samo-

an villages began with the presenta-

tion of a program about CBFM and a 

discussion how CBFM might benefi t 

the village. Only if a village accepted 

the proposal would external extension 

agents then assist a community to 

analyze the condition of and change 

in its marine environment over the 

last several years. Dozens of villages 

have now entered the CBFM program 

there.

Yad Fon and others also have 

found that restoring a community’s 

ability to work together best begins 

with small-scale projects that may 

or may not be related to coastal re-

sources but are of importance to the 

community. In Thailand, for instance, 

such projects included digging wells 

or building a community center.

Both project managers and a com-

munity can benefi t from generating 

information about the community 

itself and the fi sheries upon which it 

depends. Social, cultural, economic, 

and biological profi les and histories 

can enable a community to move 

beyond impressions about their own 

community and coastal resources to 

a more analytical understanding of 

trends and causes. If such research 

involves local fi shermen and others, 

this activity can also build confi dence 

and capacity in a community.

However homogeneous it may 

appear, any community is made 

up of groups of people with diverse 

backgrounds, interests, and liveli-

hoods. Capitalizing upon a better 

understanding of the community 

and its coastal resources requires 

fostering the convergence of groups 

toward a common ground. Sultana 

and Thompson describe one such 

technique, called Participatory Action 

Plan Development (PAPD), that was 

used successfully in Bangladesh and 

in the Mekong Delta.

Briefl y, PAPD recognizes that 

members of a community have di-

verse interests and livelihoods by 

dividing a community into categories 

of stakeholders. NGO staff then work 

with each group separately to priori-

tize natural resource problems that 

their livelihoods depend upon. The 

groups then share their priorities in 

a plenary session, which then agree 

upon priority problems for the entire 

group. The individual groups then 

work separately to identify solutions 

and impacts, which they report to a 

plenary. There, all the groups analyze 

the solutions and impacts, reach a 

consensus, and identify collective ac-

tions needed to achieve the preferred 

solutions.

Sultana and Thompson write that 

this process empowers the commu-

nity and the subgroups since it builds 

upon existing social capital. The pro-

cess also forces community members 

to learn about each other, rather than 

rely on stereotypes.

Other means of building essential 

community capacity include contin-

ued community learning. Ferrer, Ca-

baces and Lenore Polotan-de la Cruz 

of the CBCRM Resource Center de-

scribe the learning process as a cycle 

composed of the following elements:
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• Problem identifi cation and search 

for solutions,

• Research and analysis of resources,

• Planning and opportunity seeking,

• Action and implementation,

• Assessment, 

• Celebration.

In the context of U.S. fi sheries, this 

last element is remarkable because 

it is so rarely done. By contrast, cel-

ebration seems to play a regular role 

in several CBFM initiatives abroad. 

In Thailand, for instance, communi-

ties participating with Yad Fon in 

CBCRM efforts now sponsor festive 

mangrove-planting parties twice a 

year.

These authors also emphasize the 

importance of friendship, ideas, and 

ideals to CBCRM and to building 

community cohesion, and urge promo-

tion of the following activities:

• Providing venues for the regular 

exchange of ideas.

• Study tours.

• Workshops that help in redefi ning 

problems and solutions.

• Surfacing and resolving confl icts.

• Facilitating synthesis of divergent 

ideas, interests, and perception.

• Exploring and researching new 

ways of doing things.

• Identifying ideals and bases of 

friendship.

A number of authors emphasize 

the impact and usefulness of study 

tours that provide opportunities for 

fi sherman-to-fi sherman exchanges. 

For instance, Luchavez describes 

how the partnership of a foundation, 

a local fi shing association, the local 

university, and government agencies, 

organized a tour of the successful 

Apo Island Marine Protected Area 

(MPA) by fi shermen from Caliling, 

Negros Occidental. There, the fi sher-

men received lectures and discussed 

the MPA with Apo Island fi sher-

men. They also had the opportunity 

to swim in the MPA and later said 

that they had never seen such large 

schools of such large fi sh. Upon their 

return, the fi shermen pressed for 

establishment and enforcement of an 

MPA in their area. 

On the opposite side of the world, 

Philippine CBFM practitioners met 

with the Guysborough County (Nova 

Scotia) Women’s Fisheries Enhance-

ment Association to hear about 

how their program got started. The 

recounting revealed ever more simi-

larities between the Philippine and 

Canadian small fi shing communities. 

According to one observer, “The per-

sistent nodding of heads around the 

circle was indicative of a deeper under-

standing developing among the people 

in the room.”18 The mutual encourage-

ment and support carried through the 

meeting and into an afternoon on the 

water, jigging for mackerel.

Besides these broader efforts at 

building community capacity, CBFM 

initiatives devote effort to building com-

munity-based organizations (CBOs), 

including fishermen’s associations. CBOs 

are critical to enabling communities to 

work with government agencies and 

other institutions and to carrying out spe-

cific activities. But effective community 

organizations don’t just happen. They 

require an investment in building basic 

organization skills, ranging from orga-

nizing a meeting and preparing minutes 

to designing, funding, and implementing 

projects. As important, such organiza-

tions need to gain skills and experience 

in advocating for the community and 

linking local efforts with other levels of 

society and government.

The information-sharing aspect of 

CBFM appears to be a critical one. 

Kearney notes that in the early years 

of the program in Antigonish, the 

Centre would bring fi shermen from 

developing countries to Canada to 

learn alternative methods of fi shing. 

“Now it is just the opposite,” he says. 

In the last two years those earning 

certifi cates in CBRM from the In-

stitute are only half from developing 

countries; the other half are from 

North America. “In the sharing of 

experiences they get more from each 

other than they get from us,” Kearney 

said. “It is the other side of globaliza-

tion: this is the positive side of it, the 

connections for people development 

that are taking place.”

Building the capacity to partici-

pate in or carry out any of the fi sher-

ies management tasks listed above 

requires additional training. Besides 

overcoming the mistrust among fi sh-

ermen of government management 

agencies, it is necessary often to con-

front the mistrust fi shermen feel for 

18.  MacIntosh, P. & P. Mahon. 2001. Women Working Together & Making a Difference. A story of women’s participation and leadership in 
enhancing local fi sheries. The Guysborough County Women’s Fishery Enhancement Association. Centre for Community-Based Management, 
St. Francis Xavier University (StFX) Extension Department. Nova Scotia, Canada.

Digby, Nova Scotia
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scientists and their understanding of 

the world, which often is at odds with 

that of fi shermen. Similarly, scien-

tists are wont to discount the special 

knowledge and understanding of fi sh-

ermen for a variety of reasons. As Bob 

Johannes and others have shown, 

however, this special knowledge and 

understanding can shed light on 

key issues in fi sheries management. 

Successful projects, such as several 

in the Philippines, have managed to 

build mutual understanding among 

government offi cials, scientists and 

fi shermen. Such understanding is 

essential for long-term research and 

monitoring of fi sheries necessary to 

effective management.

The Fishermen and Scientists 

Research Society was formed in 

eastern Canada in 1994, partly as a 

response to the worsening groundfi sh 

crisis, but also as the outcome of a 

longer-term discussion about ways 

to improve communication between 

managers and fi shermen, lessen 

the distrust between scientists and 

fi shermen, and provide a means to in-

corporate the knowledge of fi shermen 

into management. Kees Zwanenberg 

of the Bedford Institute of Oceanogra-

phy was one of the original founders 

of the Society.

“The early days of developing the 

society involved lots of discussions 

in kitchens, town halls, church base-

ments, and bait sheds to build initial 

bridges…develop some common 

language, and negotiate common 

goals.”19 Zwanenberg says that even 

though the Society has not attained 

its goal of fi nancial independence 

(it relies on government funding for 

stock surveys), it has provided an 

important forum for fi shermen, sci-

entists and managers to exchange 

information and views in a non-con-

frontational setting. 

Even when fi shing communities 

possess the capacity to carry out 

management tasks, a question often 

remains. That is, how can the govern-

ment agency with responsibility for 

fi sheries management devolve these 

functions in a way that ensures that 

the agency’s legal responsibilities 

are met.  In the management of Bay 

of Fundy fi sheries, DFO solved this 

problem by entering into enforceable 

contracts with fi shermen to carry out 

specifi c management tasks. Tight 

agency budgets and greater openness 

to such privatization suggest that this 

strategy may be quite useful. Several 

commentators have also noted that, if 

community fi sheries management is 

to succeed, the interest of fi shermen 

and communities must shift from 

the short-term to the long-term; and 

the insistence upon rights must shift 

to an acceptance of duties. The shift 

to a long-term focus is particularly 

important in many fi sheries since the 

benefi ts of taking action often do not 

materialize for many years. Where 

there are alternative employment or 

income opportunities, fi shermen may 

compensate for the delay in benefi ts 

by moving into new work. For this 

reason, many early CBFM projects 

included activities to create alterna-

tive livelihoods; however, these efforts 

seldom succeeded or met the need.

Regarding the related issue of 

rights and duties, Pinkerton and 

Weinstein argue the following:

Stewardship is the essence of 

community-based management. 

Management systems based on 

stewardship focus as much on the 

DUTY of fi shing communities to 

manage the resource for future 

generations as they focus on the 

RIGHT of communities to man-

age. Rights and duties are the 

two faces of the same coin, but 

the difference is essential. A right 

is oriented toward the benefi t of 

the current users; a duty is ori-

ented toward future generations.

    …The management system 

driven by duty to practice stew-

ardship is oriented toward the 

needs of the resource to sustain 

itself (adequate habitat, adequate 

reproductive capacity) rather 

than needs of people to expand 

their use. This is the ideal to 

which designers of sustainable 

systems should aspire.

    When communities become 

stewards, a large percentage of 

community residents as well as 

fi shermen enforce the system as 

fundamental to the values of the 

society, or at least of the local 

community.

Even when fi shing 
communities possess 

the capacity to carry out 
management tasks, 

a question often remains. 
That is, how can the 

government agency with 
responsibility for fi sher-
ies management devolve 
these functions in a way 

that ensures that the 
agency’s legal responsi-

bilities are met.

19.  Kees Zwanenberg, quoted in: National Research Council. 2004. Cooperative Research in the National Marine Fisheries Service. Washington, D.C.
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Finally, the success of CBFM can 

be greatly infl uenced by economic 

matters, including access to capital 

and access to markets. From south-

ern Africa to western Alaska, initia-

tives to build community fi sheries 

have foundered on the lack of access 

to capital that would make it possible 

to generate greater value by process-

ing then shipping catches rather than 

shipping catches somewhere else to be 

processed, or to buy out vessels and 

permits in order to reduce a fi shing 

fl eet to a sustainable level. 

More often than not, fi shermen 

are price takers, even when they are 

somewhat organized into groups, and 

do not seek out high-value markets. 

There are exceptions. For instance, a 

small cooperative of trap fi shermen in 

Baja, California, recently succeeded 

in having their spiny lobster fi shery 

certifi ed as well-managed by the 

Marine Stewardship Council (MSC). 

The certifi cation will increase access 

to the lucrative western European 

market where consumers and sup-

pliers pay a premium for certifi ed 

seafood.

Lessons for CBFM Initiatives 
in the United States
There are striking differences and 

striking similarities between the 

situations that gave rise to CBFM ini-

tiatives abroad and the situations in 

which many fi shing communities in 

the United States fi nd themselves. 

Here as abroad, coastal commu-

nities confront dramatic declines 

in catches driven by habitat loss 

and over-fi shing that was fueled by 

unwarranted optimism about the 

potential of ocean fi sheries to meet 

demands for economic growth and 

nutritional needs. Both in develop-

ing countries where CBFM has been 

most pursued and in the United 

States where such efforts are largely 

absent, decisions about the use of ma-

rine resources have been centralized. 

As a result, coastal communities and 

fi shermen have found themselves in-

creasingly marginalized in decisions.

In the United States, other trends 

have amplifi ed this marginalization 

so that U.S. coastal communities 

bear little resemblance to many of the 

fi shing communities abroad where 

CBFM efforts have been supported. 

With a few exceptions, U.S. coastal 

communities where commercial fi sh-

ing once played a signifi cant role in 

cultural and economic life now are 

dominated by coastal tourism that 

is entirely unrelated to commercial 

fi shing, or is focused on recreational 

fi shing that displaces commercial 

fi shing. As remarked in a draft paper 

on fi shing communities in the United 

States prepared by Jacob, Farmer, 

Jepson, and Adams, this marginal-

ization refl ects the common shift of 

economies based on natural resources 

to economies based on services. As 

the U.S. population and economic 

activity continues concentrating along 

the coasts, commercial fi shing, as 

well as recreational fi shing, becomes 

less and less signifi cant to coastal 

communities culturally, socially, and 

economically.

More broadly, communities gen-

erally and coastal communities 

specifi cally that are capable of collec-

tive action are as rare in the United 

States as they are in developing 

countries. While differences between 

In their own words.

“I hope the foundations can help revive the notion
that communities are where the ideas should be coming from. 
Our ability to focus on common ground with local fi shing 
organizations and environmental groups has been greater 

than our ability to work with national organizations, 
although we have been able to do that through the 

Marine Fish Conservation Network.”

—  Paul Parker
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communities in the United States 

and in developing countries are great, 

many coastal communities in the 

United States need reconstruction of 

their civic life as much as communi-

ties abroad, although for different 

reasons.

However little or much fi shermen 

may be organized abroad, fi shermen 

in the United States generally are ex-

traordinarily unorganized. Perhaps, 

this comparative lack of organiza-

tion has to do with the profi le of U.S. 

fi shermen as independent to a fault, 

compared to fi shermen in develop-

ing countries where fi shing plays 

a far greater role in the social and 

economic life of a community. In any 

event, the need for capacity-building 

among fi shermen’s organizations in 

the United States is certainly great.

In addition, management agen-

cies in the United States generally 

are ill-equipped to engage in, much 

less support CBFM. For a variety 

of reasons, management agencies 

in the United States are loath to re-

duce their prerogatives or power to 

make management decisions by truly 

opening the management process 

to anything more than consultation 

with stakeholders. Addressing this 

obstacle will require changing not 

only policy but also staff, since most 

staff in these agencies have been 

trained in the traditional paradigm of 

top-down, technocratic management 

of biological resources and protection 

of the public trust.

At the same time, U.S. fi shermen 

and others have far more access to 

the decision-making process than 

fi shermen in many countries where 

CBFM has been undertaken. Indeed, 

this limited level of access is taken 

for granted. U.S. fi shermen would be 

appalled to learn that in some coun-

tries in southeast Asia, fi rst steps in 

CBFM included gaining government 

approval for fi shermen to meet among 

themselves to discuss problems. In 

many instances, fi shermen are quite 

sophisticated in their exploitation of 

the access they have. However, their 

participation usually refl ects their 

overriding goal of protecting their 

own interests, rather than managing 

the fi shery for the broader good.

Given the current widespread 

interest in marine protected areas 

(MPAs) in the United States, it is 

worth drawing another contrast 

with the situation in other countries. 

In many CBFM projects, from the 

Mekong River Delta and the lakes 

of Bangladesh to the islands of In-

donesia and the Philippines, a very 

common element was the establish-

ment of no-take zones. Quite often, 

these zones were established at the 

insistence of commercial fi shermen 

who were convinced that this mea-

sure could help rebuild depleted fi sh 

populations. For the most part, these 

zones were relatively small, but the 

fi shermen themselves often vigor-

ously enforced them. Such proposals 

for closed areas have received a very 

different, negative response from 

most commercial and recreational 

fi shermen in the United States. The 

arguments against MPAs take many 

forms, and proposals to establish 

MPAs attract intense and immedi-

ate opposition. This opposition arises 

partly from the fact that MPA propos-

als in the United States are not the 

work of fi shermen themselves, but 

of scientists and conservation orga-

nizations, whose agenda, fi shermen 

often convince themselves, is to put 

fi shermen out of business. As a result, 

MPAs are not a viable starting point 

for CBFM in the United States.

The difference with the greatest 

signifi cance for CBFM in the United 

States has to do with the very limited 

authority of government agencies, 

much less fi shermen and fi shing 

communities, to exclude others from 

exploiting a fi shery. The literature on 

CBFM emphasizes the fundamental 

importance of excludability to the suc-

cess of CBFM initiatives. Without ex-

cludability, the hazard of free-riders 

undermining management and the 

benefi ts of management to local fi sh-

ermen is very great, among other con-

sequences. As we discuss later, there 

are tools for overcoming this obstacle, 

at least partially. Yet, even where 

excludability is not possible, some of 

the principles, objectives, and tools 

of CBFM can enhance the ecological, 

economic, and social sustainability of 

some fi sheries in the United States. 
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As inspiring and interesting as CBFM initiatives abroad 
may be, successful application of similar approaches and 
tools in the United States will depend somewhat upon 
taking account of the character of marine fi sheries in the 
United States. This section attempts to provide an over-
all orientation to marine fi sheries in the United States, 
beginning with a broad profi le. We then give a general 
description of the management of marine fi sheries in the 
United States by federal and state governments. We then 
apply our typology to U.S. marine fi sheries, describing 
the general case, then identifying general exceptions that 
may offer fertile ground for further research. Finally, 
this section ends with a discussion of several strategic 
obstacles to applying CBFM in the United States, includ-
ing the confl ict between excludability, the public trust 
doctrine, and inter-governmental jurisdictional confl icts.

Overview of U.S. Fisheries
Fisheries in the United States are 

extraordinarily diverse in the spe-

cies that are pursued, where they 

are pursued, the size and type of 

fi shing vessels, types of fi shing gear, 

the number of participants, the 

level of management and scientifi c 

knowledge, competition among dif-

ferent fi shing gears or between com-

mercial and recreational fi shermen, 

and economic signifi cance to local or 

regional communities. Like fi sher-

ies in other countries, U.S. fi sheries 

have undergone dramatic changes 

in the last several decades, as fl eets 

have grown along with the sophistica-

tion of fi shing gear and equipment. 

A turning point in the evolution of 

commercial and recreational fi shing 

in the United States was the passage 

of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery 

Conservation and Management Act 

(MSA) described later in this chap-

ter. Before passage of the MSA by 

Congress in 1976, most regulation 

of fi sheries was carried out by indi-

vidual states and focused on fi sheries 

Section IV: 
A Survey of 

U.S. Marine Fisheries

within state waters—that is, within 

three miles of shore, except off west-

ern Florida, Texas, and Puerto Rico 

where the boundary is roughly nine 

miles offshore. 

In the early 1970s, frustration 

among federal policy makers with 

ineffective state management and 

lack of growth in the U.S. domestic 

fi shing fl eet combined with outrage 

among fi shermen over the dramatic 

expansion of foreign fi shing off 

U.S. shores. Congress responded 

with the MSA, which, among other 

things, claimed U.S. jurisdiction 

over fi sheries within 200 miles of 

U.S. shores—the Exclusive Econom-

ic Zone or EEZ. The federal govern-

ment and the fi shing industry then 

focused their efforts on excluding 

foreign fl eets from this enormous 

area and on building up U.S. fi sh-

ing fl eets. By the mid-1980s, access 

to U.S. waters had been almost 

completely closed to foreign fi shing 

fl eets. However, access to fi sheries 

by U.S. fi shermen remained open. 

The lack of restrictions on access 

created a vacuum into which U.S. 

fi shing fl eets expanded with aban-

don. Between 1973 and 1984, U.S. 

boatyards constructed more than half 

of the 30,503 fi shing vessels built 
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between 1950 and 1997.† This hyper-

development resulted in too many 

fi shing vessels chasing too few fi sh, 

to use a common saw. As noted in a 

1996 study by the National Marine 

Fisheries Service, “…most U.S. fi sh-

eries can probably be characterized 

as overcapitalized, with too many 

vessels, too much gear, and too much 

time spent at sea harvesting fi sh at 

a higher than optimal cost per unit 

of effort, hurting both consumers 

and producers.” In most fi sheries, 

there are now two to three times the 

number of fi shing craft necessary for 

sustainable catches. 

Besides ineffi cient use of capital 

and other of society’s assets, the size 

of fi shing fl eets has led to greater re-

strictions on fi shing. Developing and 

applying these restrictions require a 

larger investment of public funds in 

regulatory processes, applied science, 

and enforcement, while they tend to 

make fi shing less effi cient and fi nan-

Like fi sheries in 
other countries, 

U.S. fi sheries have 
undergone dramatic 
changes in the last 

several decades, 
as fl eets have grown 

along with the sophis-
tication of fi shing gear 

and equipment.

cially less viable. 

Fishermen may respond to declin-

ing fortunes in several ways. Because 

most fi shing vessels cannot be used 

in other activities, fi shermen either 

sell their vessels at very low prices, 

allowing new participants to enter at 

low cost, or they shift into other fi sh-

eries. This shifting of effort, which 

is one consequence of open access in 

fi sheries, creates continual manage-

ment problems and eventual need 

for restrictions. The diffi culties of 

commercial fi shing, which are com-

pounded in some cases by high levels 

of imports that drive down prices, 

have also convinced some fi shermen 

to leave fi shing altogether. As in other 

countries, fewer young people are tak-

ing up commercial fi shing, or recre-

ational fi shing for that matter. 

Although fi shermen in some fi sher-

ies have been able to work effectively 

within an increasingly complex and 

contentious regulatory process, most 

fi shermen neither invest time and 

effort themselves by participating in 

the management process, nor do they 

support others representing them. 

Reasons for this failure include the 

rugged individualism of many fi sher-

men; the stark differences between 

their world view or culture and that 

of other participants in management 

such as government agency staff, 

scientists, and conservationists; and 

their success in circumventing the 

management process and appealing 

to political patrons who intervene.

There are certainly exceptions to 

these general observations, and it is 

these exceptions that are likely to be 

most promising for broad application 

of CBFM in the United States.

Appendix A presents a statistical 

profi le of U.S. marine fi sheries. This 

profi le suggests in only very general 

terms how large and diverse the pool 

of potential candidate fi sheries may 

be. For instance, the 932 stocks†† 

of fi sh and shellfi sh tracked by the 

National Marine Fisheries Service 

do not include many stocks entirely 

under state jurisdiction and of little 

interest to the federal government. 

Furthermore, whether federally man-

aged or state-managed, many stocks 

are pursued over several jurisdictions 

by fl eets from different states and 

communities using different types 

of fi shing gear. This dimension adds 

many more possible candidates.

Overview of U.S. Fisheries 
Management
Fishery management in the United 

States is spread among several juris-

dictions: federal, state, and interna-

tional. Because fi sh populations often 

overlap jurisdictions, management 

often is shared among several states, 

between the federal government and 

the states, or between the federal gov-

ernment and other countries through 

bilateral or multilateral agreements. 

Ocean resources are considered pub-

lic trust resources, and are open to 

access by all citizens. 

Since 1976, the United States has 

asserted authority over all living 

† Government statistics on fi shing fl eets use two major categories: fi shing vessels and fi shing boats. Fishing vessels are larger fi shing 
craft that must be registered with the Coast Guard. Fishing boats are smaller. Because fi shing boats need not be registered with the 
Coast Guard, statistics on their numbers are very diffi cult to come by. It is clear, however, that the growth in fi shing vessels during the 
late 1970s was mirrored in some areas by a growth in the number of fi shing boats, partly due to falling prices for such craft.

†† The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization defi nes a fi sh stock as follows: “The living resources in the community or popu-
lation from which catches are taken in a fi shery. Use of the term fi sh stock usually implies that the particular population is more or less 
isolated from other stocks of the same species and hence self-sustaining. In a particular fi shery, the fi sh stock may be one or several spe-
cies of fi sh but here is also intended to include commercial invertebrates and plants.”
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marine resources within 200 miles 

of its shores. Within this larger zone, 

the federal government has exclusive 

management authority for fi sheries 

that occur in the U.S. Exclusive Eco-

nomic Zone. The EEZ is that area of 

the ocean that extends from the sea-

ward boundaries of the coastal states 

(three nautical miles, in most cases) 

to 200 miles off the coast of the Unit-

ed States. (Texas, the Florida Gulf 

Coast, and Puerto Rico have fi shery 

jurisdictions extending nine nautical 

miles offshore.) The individual states 

exercise management authority over 

fi sheries that occur within their 

territorial waters, both fresh and 

saltwater. Interstate compacts and 

commissions on the Atlantic, Gulf, 

and Pacifi c coasts provide coordina-

tion for shared resources among the 

states. With a few exceptions, these 

regional commissions do not have 

explicit management authority them-

selves. Regional and international 

agreements lay out the rules for fi sh-

eries that occur in international or 

trans-boundary waters.

 

Federal Fisheries 
Management
The U.S. Department of Commerce, 

through the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 

has stewardship authority for coastal 

and marine resources, including liv-

ing marine resources. Responsibility 

is further divided between the 

National Ocean Service, which is 

generally responsible for non-living 

marine resources, and the National 

Marine Fisheries Service or “NOAA 

Fisheries.” This responsibility extends 

not only to conservation of fi shery 

resources, but to protection of marine 

mammals, protection and recovery of 

endangered marine species, and pro-

tection and restoration of habitat. 

Although the Secretary of Com-

merce, through NMFS, has fi nal 

authority over fi sheries in federal 

waters, the 1976 Magnuson-Stevens 

Fishery Conservation and Manage-

ment Act established eight regional 

fi shery management councils. The 

councils are the core of the U.S. 

management system and have been 

roundly criticized—most recently 

in reports by both the Pew and U.S. 

Ocean Commissions—and passion-

ately defended–for example in the 

proceedings of the Conference on 

Fisheries Management in the United 

States published by the North Pacifi c 

Fishery Management Council.20

Each regional fi shery management 

council is made up of a dozen or more 

voting members. 

• The state offi cial responsible for 

marine fi shery management for each 

state in the council’s region, such as 

the director of the state’s division of 

marine fi sheries.

• The regional director of the 

National Marine Fisheries Service 

(NMFS)—a federal agency within 

the Department of Commerce—for 

the council’s area of jurisdiction.

• Up to 19 members appointed by 

the Secretary of Commerce from a 

list of qualifi ed individuals submit-

ted by the governors of the states in 

the council’s region. “Qualifi ed indi-

viduals” are those knowledgeable or 

experienced with regard to manage-

ment, conservation, or recreational or 

commercial fi shing activities in the 

region. These politically-appointed 

council members are named to three-

year terms.

The following non-voting members 

also sit on each council:

• The regional or area director of the 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, a 

federal agency within the Depart-

ment of the Interior.

• The commander of the local Coast 

Guard district.

• A representative from the appropri-

ate interstate Marine Fisheries 

Commission.† 

• One representative from the U.S. 

Department of State. 

In addition, each council has a 

Scientifi c and Statistical Committee 

(SSC) and Advisory Panels (APs) 

to help provide additional expertise. 

These committees do not have voting 

power; they only advise the council. 

The SSC assists in interpreting bio-

logical, sociological, and economic 

data for the council. The Advisory 

Panel members usually represent 

various interests—commercial, 

recreational, environmental, and 

consumer—and give additional infor-

mation and perspectives on FMPs. 

Some councils have several panels, as 

many as one per fi shery, while others 

have only one. 

The councils develop Fishery Man-

agement Plans (FMPs) that can in-

clude conservation measures such as 

size limits, bag limits, quotas, limits 

on the number of vessels, restrictions 

on net mesh size, closed areas and 

seasons, or any action to regulate 

fi shing activity. Most FMPs are pe-

riodically modifi ed by amendments 

20.  North Pacifi c Fishery Management Council. 2004. Managing our nation’s fi sheries: past, present and future. D. Witherell, editor. Pro-
ceedings of a conference on fi sheries management in the United States held in Washington, D.C. November 2003.

† Interstate marine fi sheries commissions are created by federal law and coordinate state regulations within their regions. There is one 
for the Atlantic states, one for the Pacifi c states, and a third for the Gulf of Mexico states. These are not to be confused with state fi shery 
management bodies, such as the Florida Marine Fisheries Commission, which regulate within state waters.
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that add management measures or 

change existing ones. A proposed FMP 

or amendment to an FMP, after it 

has been released for public comment 

and revised accordingly, is submitted 

to the Secretary of Commerce. The 

Secretary has the fi nal authority to 

approve, partially approve, or reject 

the FMP or amendment. If approved, 

the plan is implemented by the Secre-

tary through regulations promulgated 

by NMFS. Figure 1 illustrates the 

process of FMP development, and 

shows the points at which decisions 

are made in the councils, NMFS, and 

the Department of Commerce in the 

review, approval and implementation 

of the plans.

The councils are charged with car-

rying out the objectives, or National 

Standards, of the MSA in each Fish-

ery Management Plan. The National 

Standards (see box) provide solid 

guidelines that promote conservation 

and sustainability. 

The fi shery management council 

process is open and participatory and 

provides a forum for all interested 

and affected parties. But the regional 

fi shery management councils have 

been criticized for perceived confl icts 

of interest, voting self-interest, vote 

trading, and lack of diversity of mem-

bers. Much of this is attributable to 

the statutory framework under which 

council members are appointed, 

including exemption from federal 

confl ict of interest rules applicable to 

most other comparable decision-mak-

ing bodies, and the political nomina-

tion and selection process that creates 

the councils.

Despite the original intent to pull 

knowledgeable members of fi shing 

communities into the management 

process, the councils have their de-

tractors. In recent years agency deci-

sions based on council actions have 

been increasingly subject to challenge 

in the courts—from all sectors, not 

just conservation advocates.

The objectives and interest of non-

fi shing stakeholders are not always 

accounted for in the regional council 

process. Procedural avenues such as 

public hearings, comment periods, 

and public testimony provide oppor-

tunities for many diverse views to be 

expressed. But, over the history of the 

process, the views of fi shery partici-

pants have generally defi ned issues 

for discussion.

In addition, social and economic 

impacts on fi shing communities are, 

by law, an integral consideration in 

fi shery management planning. The 

regional councils play a major role in 

framing fi shery management deci-

sions, but have not historically seen 

their role extending to conservation 

or to the recovery of affected species 

that are not fi shing targets. 

Just as litigation has forced other 

resource agencies over the past de-

cade to recognize the broader public 

interest in natural resources and to 

reform their decision-making pro-

cesses to better balance conservation 

and use, the current situation sug-

gests that the public is holding the 

NMFS accountable for a broader set 

of environmental and resource values 

than those codifi ed in the Magnuson-

Stevens Fishery Conservation and 

Management Act.

Much of the current litigation is a 

result of a perception that the agency 

is more responsive to industry than to 

environmental constituents, and that 

such constituents are using litigation 

because they have not had a voice in 

the process. According to this view, 

litigation is viewed as a tool to “get 

to the table,” where environmental 

representatives feel they have no 

presence.

On the other hand, the procedural 

challenges by environmental groups 

are only a small portion of pending 

lawsuits. Many interviewees believe 

that increased scrutiny of NMFS by 

environmental groups, funding for lit-

igation by major foundations, and use 

of procedural handles to change the 

substantive outcome of council deci-

sions, lie behind these actions. While Figure 1.
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ing the right to fi sh in their charters 

and constitutions. As the country 

expanded westward, the U.S. courts 

repeatedly affi rmed state ownership 

of coastal waters, shores and their 

resources. The notion of ownership 

was tightened to mean a substantial 

the history of the council system has 

always included a share of conten-

tiousness over allocation disputes 

or gear confl icts, the adversarial 

atmosphere has intensifi ed. Efforts 

by resource managers to improve 

communication with constituents, 

engage fi shermen more with collab-

orative research projects, and adhere 

better to procedural requirements 

have not done much to lessen the “us 

versus them” atmosphere that exists 

between the regulators and the regu-

lated community.

 

State Fisheries Management
As noted in the introduction to this 

section, federal fi shery management 

is exerted over resources in federal 

waters, or the area from state waters 

to 200 miles offshore. Inside state 

waters, the states manage fi sheries, 

either individually, in concert with 

other states, or cooperatively with the 

federal government. Authority over 

fi sh and wildlife matters is one of the 

fundamental states’ rights created 

with statehood and affi rmed by the 

courts over the years. 

The common law doctrine of 

the public trust embraces the idea 

that the sovereign owned natural 

resources, but recognized and pro-

tected public rights to fi shing and to 

navigation. This notion was brought 

from England and Europe to the 

American colonies, and some of the 

colonies included statements protect-

 Authority over fi sh 
and wildlife matters is 
one of the fundamental 

states’ rights created 
with statehood and 

affi rmed by the courts 
over the years.

National Standards21

1. Conservation and management measures shall prevent over-fi shing while achieving, on a continuing basis, the 

optimum yield from each fi shery for the United States fi shing industry.

2. Conservation and management measures shall be based on the best scientifi c information available.

3. To the extent practicable, an individual stock of fi sh shall be managed as a unit throughout its range, and inter-

related stocks of fi sh shall be managed as a unit or in close coordination.

4. Conservation and management measures shall not discriminate between residents of different states. If it becomes 

necessary to allocate or assign fi shing privileges among various United States fi shermen, such allocation shall be (A) fair 

and equitable to all such fi shermen; (B) reasonably calculated to promote conservation; and (C) carried out in such manner 

that no particular individual, corporation, or other entity acquires an excessive share of such privileges.

5. Conservation and management measures shall, where practicable, consider effi ciency in the utilization of fi shery 

resources, except that no such measure shall have economic allocation as its sole purpose.

6. Conservation and management measures shall take into account and allow for variations among, and contingen-

cies in, fi sheries, fi shery resources, and catches.

7. Conservation and management measures shall, where practicable, minimize costs and avoid unnecessary duplication. 

8. Conservation and management measures shall, consistent with the conservation requirements of this Act (in-

cluding the prevention of over-fi shing and rebuilding of over-fi shed stocks), take into account the importance of fi sh-

ery resources to fi shing communities in order to (A) provide for the sustained participation of such communities; and 

B) to the extent practicable, minimize adverse economic impacts on such communities.

9. Conservation and management measures shall, to the extent practicable, (A) minimize bycatch; and (B) to the 

extent bycatch cannot be avoided, minimize the mortality of such bycatch.

10. Conservation and management measures shall, to the extent practicable, promote safety of human life at sea.

21.  Sec. 301. National Standards for Fishery Conservation and Management. 16 U.S.C. 1851. Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation 
and Management Act, Pub. L. 94-265. As amended through Oct. 11, 1996.
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The Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation Management Act

In 1976, Congress passed the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act. The purpose of 

the Act was to prevent over-fi shing, especially by foreign fl eets, and to allow over-fi shed stocks to recover. The Act 

“Americanized “ the fi shing off our coasts by establishing the Fishery Conservation Zone, which excluded foreign fi sh-

ing vessels. This zone was later expanded to include activities besides fi shing, and a U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone 

(EEZ) was declared in 1984. 

Despite the lofty language of the 

MSA and the strong administra-

tive framework established by the 

national standards, ambiguities 

in the law encouraged over-fi shing 

and discouraged conservation. 

After a four-year debate includ-

ing more than a dozen congres-

sional hearings in Washington, 

D.C. and in cities around the coast, 

hundreds of pages of testimony 

and information, and introduction 

of more than half a dozen differ-

ent reauthorization bills, Congress 

reauthorized the MSA by passing 

the Sustainable Fisheries Act on 

September 27, 1996. 

The Act addresses over-fi shing 

in the national standards, defi ni-

tions and requirements for councils 

and fi shery management plans. 

The Act gives councils deadlines 

for updating their fi shery manage-

ment plans, stopping over-fi shing, 

and rebuilding depleted fi sheries. 

If the councils don’t act, the Sec-

retary of Commerce is mandated 

to step in to take conservation 

measures. 

While the MSA was previously 

silent on the issue of bycatch, the 

Sustainable Fisheries Act includes 

a defi nition of bycatch and a new 

national standard calling for ac-

tion to avoid bycatch or minimize 

it where it cannot be avoided. By-

catch reduction is now part of re-

quired conservation and management 

measures in all fi shery management 

plans. 

For the fi rst time, the nation’s prin-

cipal fi shery law included protection 

of essential fi sh habitat as a purpose 

of the law, and required councils to 

develop measures to identify and pro-

tect essential fi sh habitat in fi shery 

management plans. The National 

Marine Fisheries Service conducted 

an extensive public process to begin 

the task of identifying essential fi sh 

habitat, and published fi nal rules in 

late 1997. 

Although there is no requirement 

for ecosystem-based approaches to 

management, the 1996 amendments 

called for a report to Congress on the 

topic. That report and other emphasis 

on ecosystem approaches led to for-

mation of a task force that produced 

guidelines for ecosystem-based ap-

proaches to fi shery management. 

A new national standard calling 

for analysis of the effects of fi shery 

management measures on fi shing 

communities was added late in the 

deliberations. Disputes among mem-

bers about what was a “fi shing com-

munity” nearly jeopardized passage. 

The original intent of proposed lan-

guage was to recognize and protect 

small, family-owned operations. 

The community standard, how-

ever, got caught up in a dispute be-

tween the Seattle-based fl eet and the 

Alaska fl eet. Could Seattle qualify 

as a “fi shing community?” the 

Washington delegation wanted to 

know. An eventual compromise 

was struck, and the new national 

standard required managers to 

“take into account the importance 

of fi shery resources to fi shing com-

munities in order to (A) provide 

for the sustained participation 

of such communities, and (B) to 

the extent practicable, minimize 

adverse economic impacts on such 

communities.”

Floor managers for the legisla-

tion, and later NMFS in its imple-

mentation guidance, were careful 

to point out that consideration of 

economic impacts of management 

on fi shing communities took a 

back seat to conservation stan-

dards.

Of particular relevance to this 

report is the further explanation 

in agency guidance that “This 

standard does not constitute a 

basis for allocating resources to a 

specifi c fi shing community nor for 

providing preferential treatment 

based on residence in a fi shing 

community.” NMFS called for 

socio-economic impact analysis 

as part of fi shery management 

plan development, described 

data requirements for making 

such analyses, and demanded 

both long- and short-term impact 

analysis of various management 

alternatives. 
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property interest in protecting fi sh 

and wildlife resources within state 

borders, but did not extend so far 

as to permit confl ict with the U.S. 

Constitution or federal law. When 

the FCMA was enacted in 1976, it 

was explicit in affi rming that federal 

fi shery management did not pre-empt 

fi shery management by the states in 

their waters.

Detailed description of every one 

of the fi shery management systems 

of the 25 coastal states is beyond the 

scope of this report. However, they 

share some general features. The basic 

authority for management of fi sh and 

wildlife is in most state constitutions. 

State legislatures enact laws that del-

egate natural resource management 

authority to an agency (department 

of fi sh and game, natural resources 

or similar). Legislatures and general 

assemblies decide who can fi sh by en-

acting authorizations to open or close 

fi shing, limit access, and require per-

mits or licenses. They can also enact 

specifi c measures such as seasons, bag 

limits, or size and gear restrictions as 

well as revenue measures including 

licenses, permits or landings fees and 

taxes. Statutes and referenda are vehi-

cles for setting policy such as banning 

shark fi nning, banning certain gear 

types, protecting habitat or preserving 

biological diversity. 

State laws and regulations are 

implemented by the state agencies. 

Most states also have political bodies 

called commissions or boards, which 

take advice from stakeholders, make 

allocation decisions, do some fi shery 

management planning, and recom-

mend and adopt regulations that have 

the force of law. These rules about 

fi sheries may include details on when 

and where fi sheries may occur (some 

of these rules can be very specifi c; 

even to the names of creeks, bridges 

and streets), the opening and clos-

ing dates of seasons, size limits, gear 

specifi cations and so forth.

While the statutory management 

measures are relatively long-standing, 

regulations that come from the com-

missions are generally revised on an 

annual basis or even more frequently. 

Those states that do not have commis-

sions created and appointed for this 

purpose have either advisory councils 

or refer to state administrative pro-

cedures for public hearings before 

the head of the fi shery management 

agency or similar venues for receiving 

public comment on proposals. Table 

1 provides a very brief summary of 

the state systems. In a few cases, 

more localized management, such as 

at the city or township level, governs 

resource use. 

Of note for purposes of this report 

is that many state systems do allow 

distinctions among resource users, for 

example, higher fees for out-of-state 

fi shing licenses, or preferential licens-

ing to users who have historic catch 

records, local access privileges or 

landings requirements. These types of 

distinctions have in most cases passed 

muster with the federal courts, as 

long as they are equally applied to all 

out-of-state residents, and do not con-

fl ict with federal law or constitutional 

provisions such as the privileges and 

immunities clause. It should be noted, 

however, that action by a state legisla-

ture to create such a distinction would 

likely be required.

Regional Fisheries 
Commissions
In the 1940s and 1950s, Congress 

established regional commissions of 

coastal states along the Atlantic, Gulf, 

and Pacifi c coasts (including Alaska 

and Idaho). The principal aim of 

these commissions was to coordinate 

the management of fi sheries for spe-

cies that ranged among the states. 

The Pacifi c States Marine Fisheries 

Commission does not manage any 

fi sheries, but coordinates research 

and facilitates discussion among 

state and federal authorities from 

Alaska to California. The Atlantic 

States Marine Fisheries Commission 

coordinates the interstate manage-

ment of lobster, herring, menhaden, 

bluefi sh, northern shrimp, red drum, 

scup, striped bass, American eel, and 

a dozen other species. The Gulf States 

Marine Fisheries Commission coor-

dinates management of striped bass, 

Spanish mackerel, blue crab, oyster, 

black drum, striped mullet, and men-

haden.

Treaty Tribes
The exception to the general rule 

that communities cannot exclude 

non-members from and manage local 

coastal resources is clearest in the 

case of Indian treaty tribes. While 

there are many treaties and many 

court cases affi rming the rights of 

tribes to use and manage natural re-

sources, the Northwest Indian tribes 

of Washington provide one of the best 

examples of tribal management of 

fi sh and shellfi sh resources on reser-

vation lands.

The scope of participation by 

treaty Indian tribes in the manage-

ment of natural resources in western 

Washington has grown steadily since 

the U.S. vs. Washington ruling or 

“Boldt Decision” in 1974 that reaf-

fi rmed their treaty reserved rights to 

co-manage salmon and steelhead in 

western Washington.

The decision by Federal Judge 

George Boldt in the U.S. v. Washing-

ton case followed more than a decade 

of confl ict between Native American 

fi shermen on the Puyallup River and 
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Washington State regulators. Boldt 

held that the government’s promise in 

treaties in 1854 and 1855 to assure 

the right to fi sh at “usual and ac-

customed grounds and stations” was 

central to the treaty-making process. 

The decision made clear that the 

tribes had an original right to the fi sh 

that they extended to white settlers, 

not the other way around. 

The decision, which allocated 50% 

of the annual catch to treaty tribes, 

turned state fi sheries management 

upside down and incited clashes be-

tween tribal and non-tribal fi shermen 

and regulators for years following. 

The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals 

upheld the decision in 1979, and 

the U.S. Supreme Court affi rmed it 

later that year. Acrimony still exists 

among some non-Indian user groups, 

but for the most part years of co-man-

agement between the tribes and state 

managers has led to what some call 

an era of cooperation.

As a result of this ruling, the tribes 

became responsible for establishing 

fi shing seasons, setting harvest limits, 

and enforcing tribal fi shing regulations 

on reservation fi shing grounds for their 

50% allocation. Professional biological 

staffs, enforcement offi cers, and mana-

gerial staff were assembled to ensure 

orderly, biologically-based fi sheries. 

The tribes co-manage the other 50% of 

the resource with the state.

After a decade of co-management 

of salmon, the tribes sought to restore 

their treaty-reserved rights to man-

age and harvest shellfi sh from all 

usual and accustomed areas. Talks 

with their state counterparts began 

in the mid-1980s, but were unsuc-

cessful. The tribes fi led suit in federal 

court in May 1989 to have their shell-

fi sh harvest rights restored. A fi ve-

year attempt to reach a negotiated 

settlement was unsuccessful and the 

case went to trial in May 1994.

Federal Circuit Court Judge Ed-

ward Rafeedie heard nearly three 

Table 1.  State Management
State State Code Management  Allocation and 
  Agency Public Participation

Alabama Title 9, Ch 2,  Ch 11, Ch 12 Dept. of Conservation & Marine Resources Division

  Natural Resources 

Alaska Title 16, Ch 5, 10, 40, 43 Dept. of Fish & Game Board of Fisheries

California Ca F&G Code, Div 1, Ch 1,2;  Dept. of Fish & Game Commission

 Div 6, parts 1,3  

Connecticut Title 26, Ch 490, 491, 492 Dept. of Env. Protection Public Hearings

Delaware Title 7, Ch 5, 7, 9, 13, 18, 21-28 Dept. of Natural Resources Advisory Council

Florida Title XXVIII, Ch 370 Florida DNR Fish & Wildlife Cons. Comm

Georgia Title 27 Georgia DNR Board of Natural Resources

Hawaii Searchable statutes Dept. of Land and Nat. Res. Advisory Councils

Louisiana Title 56, Ch 22, 30 Dept. of Wildlife & Fisheries Wildlife & Fisheries Comm.

Maine Title 12, Part 9 Maine DNR Public Hearings

Maryland Natural Resources Maryland DNR Advisory Commission

Massachusetts General Laws, Ch 21, Sec 5 Dept. of Fisheries,

  Wildlife & Enf. Law Enfmt. Comm. on Marine Resources

Mississippi Title 49 Dept. Wildlife Fish & Parks Public Hearings

New Jersey Title 23 Dept. Env. Conservation 

New York  DEC 

North Carolina Ch 113 Dept. Env. Health & Nat. Res. 

Oregon Ch 496-513 Dept. Fish & Wildlife Commission

Pennsylvania Title 30 Fish & Boat Commission 

Rhode Island Title 20 Div of Fish & Wildlife 

South Carolina Title 50 Wildlife & Res. Division 

Texas Title 5 Dept. Parks & Wildlife Commission

Virginia Title 28, 1-29.1 Marine Res. Commission 

Washington Title 77 Dept. Wildlife & Fisheries Commission
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omish, Tulalip, and Upper Skagit.

An appeal by the State of Washing-

ton and commercial shellfi sh growers 

in 1997 tried to limit the decision, but 

the appeals court unanimously upheld 

Rafeedie’s decision that restored the 

tribes’ treaty rights, re-stating that 

the tribes have rights to harvest 50% 

of deepwater and free-swimming spe-

cies, plus a 50% share of all shellfi sh 

on unleased state tidelands, regard-

less of whether the beds were created 

or enhanced by the state. The U.S. 

Supreme Court denied a petition for 

rehearing, effectively ending the pro-

cess in favor of the tribes.

Northwest Indian Fisheries 
Commission
Although many of the tribes had 

been managing reservation resources 

for years before the Boldt decision, 

they created the Northwest Indian 

Fisheries Commission (NWIFC) 

to assist them in conducting or-

derly and biologically sound fi sher-

ies. NWIFC member tribes are: 

Lummi, Nooksack, Swinomish, 

Upper Skagit, Sauk-Suiattle, 

Stillaguamish, Tulalip, Muckleshoot, 

Puyallup, Nisqually, Squaxin Island, 

weeks of testimony from tribal elders, 

biologists, and treaty experts, as well 

as testimony from private property 

owners, non-Indian commercial shell-

fi sh growers, and state employees. 

As with the court battle to have their 

rights to salmon restored, the tribes 

relied on the language in the 19th 

century treaties.

Rafeedie found in favor of the 

tribes late in 1994. As with the 

Boldt Decision of two decades ear-

lier, Rafeedie ruled that the treaties 

meant that the tribes had reserved 

harvest rights for up to half of all 

shellfi sh from all of their usual and 

accustomed places, except those areas 

“staked or cultivated” by citizens. 

Rafeedie found, as had Boldt, that 

the United States promised the tribes 

would have a permanent right to fi sh 

as in the past.

The court’s ruling called for har-

vesting tribes to follow time, place 

and manner of harvest restrictions, 

and covers 15 tribes: Jamestown 

S’Klallam, Lower Elwha Klallam, 

Lummi, Makah, Muckleshoot, 

Nisqually, Nooksack, Port Gamble 

S’Klallam, Puyallup, Skokomish, 

Squaxin Island, Suquamish, Swin-

Skokomish, Suquamish, Port Gamble 

S’Klallam, Jamestown S’Klallam, 

Lower Elwha Klallam, Makah, 

Quileute and Quinault.

The NWIFC is governed by its 

member tribes, which appoint com-

missioners to develop policy to guide 

the organization. Commissioners 

elect a chairman, vice-chairman and 

treasurer. The commission’s executive 

director supervises NWIFC staff in 

the implementation of the policies and 

natural resource management activi-

ties approved by the commissioners.

Acting as a central coordinating 

body, the commission also provides 

a forum for member tribes to jointly 

address natural resource manage-

ment issues and enables tribes to 

speak with a unifi ed voice on issues of 

mutual concern. The commission also 

provides support and services in the 

form of federal grants administration, 

coordination of statewide programs, 

technical assistance, coordination of 

management programs, fi shery man-

agement planning, stock assessment 

and management of a catch statistics 

data base. The commission also pro-

vides coordination for tribal hatchery 

programs, policy assistance on habi-

tat protection, and conducts education 

and outreach activities.

Management Functions
Earlier, we described a system for 

analyzing management of fi sheries 

by government or community institu-

tions that was developed by Pinkerton 

and Weinstein. This analytical tool 

helps in understanding where there 

may be opportunities for devolving 

specifi c management functions from 

federal or state authorities in the 

United States. A fi rst step in this pro-

cess is to analyze which social institu-

tions are now responsible for carrying 

out specifi c management functions: 

In their own words.

“Ours is a success story. Competition 
for natural resources in the past was 

fi erce and often ended up with confronta-
tions in court, wasting valuable time and 
limited fi nancial resources. Cooperative 

management in the last twenty-odd years 
demonstrated a new way to overcome 

many of these differences. It is a dynamic 
process providing real, on-the-ground 

outcomes: protection for our streams, 
salmon, shellfi sh, and forests.”

— Billy Frank

Photo courtesy Ecotrust.
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the National Marine Fisheries 

Service, the fi shery management 

councils, other federal agencies, indi-

vidual states, or the fi shing industry. 

Table 2 presents this information.

Pinkerton and Weinstein describe 

seven types of management functions 

with sets of tasks under each function:

• Policy-making and evaluation,

• Productivity capacity of the re-

source,

• Compliance with rules,

• Fishery harvest,

• Fishery access,

• Resource use coordination,

• Returning optimum value to fi sher-

men.

They compared the functions and 

community rights and duties among 

their case studies, noting that it was 

not necessarily true that the com-

munities with the widest array of 

management rights had the most 

effective system. For purposes of set-

ting the stage for a similar compari-

son among selected U.S. fi sheries, 

it may be useful to see which of the 

management functions are performed 

solely by NMFS, and which roles it 

shares with councils, stakeholders, 

other agencies and jurisdictions. The 

question in applying the typology to 

U.S. fi sheries will be which of these 

management functions are or could be 

devolved. Table 2 illustrates manage-

ment functions and tasks, and where 

Table 2. Management Functions and Tasks
Management function NMFS Council Other federal States Industry
   agencies

1. Policy making and evaluation

Scoping problems  X X X X

Setting objectives  X  X

Long-range planning X ?

Research    X X

Public education  X  X X

2. Productive capacity of the fi shery

Monitoring habitat X   X

Monitoring condition of stock X   X

3. Compliance with rules

Implementation and enforcement   X X

4. Fishery harvest

Stock assessment X   X

Harvest planning  X  X

Harvest monitoring X   X

5. Fishery access

Membership/exclusion  X  X

Harvest allocation  X  X

Transfer of membership  X  X

6. Resource use coordination

Planning the coordination of X X  X

different harvest regimes

and strategies

7. Returning optimum value

Supply planning     X

Product quality   X X X

Product diversity     X
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the roles fall among NMFS and other 

resource managers.

As shown in the table, manage-

ment functions can be shared or 

scattered among agencies and juris-

dictions. For instance, the federal gov-

ernment has enforcement agreements 

with some states that cross-deputize 

agents. In some regions, basic collec-

tion of commercial fi sh landings is 

carried out by states in programs co-

ordinated by interstate commissions. 

NMFS contracts with states, uni-

versities and interstate commissions 

to conduct research, particularly 

socio-economic research, and obtains 

habitat monitoring information from 

other agencies inside the Department 

of Commerce such as the National 

Ocean Service. 
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In the following two sections, we use the survey tool 
discussed above to characterize typical and atypical U.S. 
marine fi sheries in order to set the stage for an evalua-
tion of several specifi c fi sheries.

Typical U.S. Fisheries
Physical Setting of the Community

How isolated is the community? As 

the U.S. population has grown along 

the coasts, most coastal communi-

ties have partially or entirely lost 

their isolation. In some areas of some 

states, such as Maine, Louisiana, 

northern California, Oregon, 

Washington, and Alaska, some com-

munities remain quite isolated—that 

is, not easily accessible. These com-

munities are often located in areas 

whose economies are also dependent 

on exploitation of other natural re-

sources such as forests. Markets for 

fi sh caught in these areas can be 

quite distant.

Is the fi shery accessible to partici-

pants outside the community? Most 

commercial fi sheries in the United 

States have been closed partially or 

entirely to new entrants, although 

far too many participants have been 

allowed to remain in the fi shery. Per-

mittees in some fi sheries, such as the 

nearshore fi nfi sh fi shery in Califor-

nia, are quite restricted in numbers 

and are confi ned to certain regions 

of the state; such situations may be 

amenable to greater self-manage-

ment. Some small-scale and large-

scale fi sheries take place far from 

shore, effectively discouraging other 

participants.

How near is the community to ves-

sel maintenance, fi sh processing and 

shipping facilities? Most fi sheries in 

the United States depend upon mar-

kets that are more or less distant. 

Increasingly, commercial fi shing 

fl eets are losing such infrastructure 

as docks, repair facilities, ice houses, 

cold storage, and transportation, 

especially where communities have 

relied upon major fi sheries that have 

collapsed or come under severe re-

strictions. 

Characteristics of the Fishery

To what degree are the species seden-

tary or highly migratory? U.S. fi sher-

men pursue a wide range of fi nfi sh 

and shellfi sh with a wide range of 

distribution types. Sedentary species 

that support regionally signifi cant 

Section V: 
U.S. Fisheries and the CBFM

fi sheries include American and spiny 

lobster, oysters, blue and Dungeness 

crabs, sea urchins, sea cucumbers, 

brown and white shrimp, scallops 

and clams. There are also important 

fi sheries for species that move signifi -

cant distances seasonally, ranging 

from cod and striped bass to the tu-

nas and sharks.

Does the fi shery occur near shore 

or offshore? In terms of total volume, 

nearshore waters—state waters for 

these purposes—account for more 

than one third of U.S. commercial 

landings. Nearshore fi sheries are 

also more diverse and involve higher 

numbers of fi shermen than offshore 

fi sheries, as well as fi shermen who 

are more closely tied to their local 

communities. 

Based on federal statistics for 

2002, fi sheries that occur mostly 

in state waters include alewives, 

anchovies, bonito, chubs, Atlantic 

croaker, American eel, Atlantic fl oun-

der, Pacifi c herring, jack mackerel, 

Chub mackerel, Atlantic and Gulf 

menhaden, mullets, several species 

of salmon, sardines, seatrout, shads, 

sheepshead, smelt, spot, striped bass, 

tenpounder, various species of clams, 

conch, various species of crab, Ameri-

can and spiny lobster, mussels, oys-
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ters, Gulf shrimp, and Pacifi c market 

squid. It must be noted that federal 

statistics do not track many other 

species and fi sheries of some signifi -

cance in state waters.

What are the characteristics of the 

fl eet? U.S. fi shing fl eets range from 

large numbers of very small boats 

with outboard motors to small num-

bers of 300-foot factory trawlers that 

process their catches on board. Some 

large vessels are so specialized that 

they cannot be converted to other 

uses or other types of fi sheries. As a 

result, fl eets of these types of vessels 

can be very dependent on a particular 

fi shery. Other fl eets are composed of 

small boats that are not so special-

ized and are limited only by restrict-

ed access to other fi sheries.

Are the vessels owner-operated? 

Generally, small-scale fl eets are 

owner-operated. Operator ownership 

is less common, but not unusual, in 

larger scale fl eets.

Is the gear confi gured specifi cally 

toward the local species, or more 

universal? As access to fi sheries has 

closed in many fi sheries, the opportu-

nities to change gear and move to an-

other fi shery have generally declined. 

There are many examples of gear 

that is very much restricted in its use, 

such as hookah dive gear used in the 

sea urchin fi shery. Other gear can 

be used in a variety of fi sheries; these 

types include longlines, trawls, purse-

seines, and gill nets.† Does the fl eet par-

ticipate in more than one fi shery? As 

access to fi sheries has closed to one de-

gree or another in most fi sheries, fi sh-

ermen are less able to move from one 

fi shery to another fi shery. For this and 

other reasons, fi shermen in the United 

States generally are more dependent 

upon one or a few fi sheries than they 

were just two decades ago. Another ef-

fect of restricted access or limited entry 

has been specialization. In the past, 

local, smaller scale fl eets might have 

shifted to different fi shing gear in order 

to take advantage of seasonal fi sheries, 

such as herring in the spring, salmon 

trolling in the summer, and shrimp or 

crab pot fi shing in the winter. The high 

cost of licenses has made entry into 

more than one fi shery prohibitive.

Do fi shing operations occur daily 

or over days (does the fl eet return to 

port every day)? Once again, there is 

a great diversity in the daily behavior 

of U.S. fi shing fl eets. The volume and 

high value of nearshore fi sheries sug-

gests how signifi cant day-trippers are 

in U.S. fi shing fl eets.

Socio-Cultural Setting

How embedded is fi shing in the fabric 

of the community? With some excep-

tions, commercial fi shing has been 

marginalized in the life of coastal 

communities, even where fi shing has 

historically played a large role. New 

Bedford, Massachusetts, is just one of 

many salient examples. This marginal-

ization has been driven by a number of 

factors, such as diversifi cation of local 

economies into tourism, economic ac-

tivities that do not depend upon extrac-

tion of natural resources, the confl ict 

between the values and behavior of 

fi shermen versus the values and behav-

ior of new residents, and the lack of in-

volvement of fi shermen in local cultural 

and political life. 

The broader community and fi sh-

ing communities themselves exert 

little peer pressure on fi shermen to 

act for the long term. If anything, 

communities rally around fi shermen 

when they are accused of violating 

management measures or when new 

management measures are imposed. 

This area is a great challenge in 

any effort to promote community 

management of fi sheries in the Unit-

ed States.

Is the fi shery part of the communi-

ty’s history, or a recent phenomenon? 

Generally, the historical grounding of 

a fi shery in a community decreases as 

one moves around the coast from New 

England to the west. Often, fi sheries 

closer to shore have a longer history 

associated with particular communi-

† The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) defi nes a longline as follows: “A fi shing gear in which short lines carry-
ing hooks are attached to a longer main line at regular intervals. Longlines are laid on the bottom or suspended horizontally at a prede-
termined depth with the help of surface fl oats. The main lines can be as long as 150 km and have several thousand hooks (e.g. in tuna 
fi sheries).”

FAO defi nes a trawl as follows: “Towed net consisting of a cone-shaped body, closed by a bag or codend and extended at the opening by 
wings. It can be towed by one or two boats and, according to the type, are used on the bottom or in midwater (pelagic). In certain cases, 
as in trawling for shrimp or fl atfi sh, the trawler can be specially rigged with outriggers to tow up to four trawls at the same time (double 
rigging).”

FAO defi nes a gill net as follows: “Or Entangling net. With this type of gear, the fi sh are gilled, entangled or enmeshed in the net-
ting, which may be either single (gill nets) or triple (trammel nets). Several types of nets may be combined in one gear (for example, 
trammel net combined with a gill net). These nets can be used either alone or, as is more usual, in large numbers placed in line 
(‘fl eets’ of nets). According to their design, ballasting and buoyancy, these nets may be used to fi sh on the surface, in midwater, or 
on the bottom.”
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ties than do offshore fi sheries. There 

are many exceptions to these two 

generalizations, such as the distant-

water tuna fi shing fl eet that operated 

out of San Diego beginning after 

WWII. Long association of a fi shery 

with a community may be over-

whelmed by more recent trends, as 

has occurred in many New England 

coastal communities. What is the 

role of peer pressure within the com-

munity to embrace and enforce rules? 

As mentioned above, peer pressure to 

conform to management rules is all 

but absent in most U.S. fi sheries.

How diverse is the community? If 

anything, coastal communities in the 

United States are becoming more 

diverse. Within this diversity, how-

ever, there are tightly-knit communi-

ties of immigrants, some of whose 

members have participated primarily 

in nearshore fi sheries that supply 

ethnic markets and restaurants. In 

California, for instance, Vietnamese 

fi shermen have adapted traditional 

techniques of fi shing to nearshore 

fi sheries that supply the large de-

mand for live fi sh in ethnic markets 

and restaurants. Ethnic fi shermen 

often are treated as entirely separate 

constituents by government agencies 

and other members of the fi shing in-

dustry, whether they are in California 

or Texas.

Economic Setting

What is the contribution of fi shing 

and fi shery-related activities to the 

local economy? Commercial fi sheries 

contribute substantially to local econ-

omies in just a handful of localities. 

Generally, the economic contribution 

of commercial fi sheries has declined 

as local and regional economies have 

diversifi ed, and consumer demand 

for fi sh has been met increasingly by 

imports. 

Do fi shers have occupational mo-

bility, i.e. other opportunities for em-

ployment? Given the very specialized 

knowledge of fi shermen in the United 

States or elsewhere, fi shermen can of-

fer few general skills to the workforce. 

Depending upon the state of local or 

regional economies, fi shermen with a 

limited range of skills will have little 

occupational mobility. High general 

unemployment rates further reduce 

occupational mobility for fi shermen 

in rural areas such as northern 

California and parts of Oregon and 

Washington.

Management Setting

What rights do community members 

have to the resource? Few U.S. com-

munities or fi shermen have signifi -

cant rights to the resource. In oyster 

fi sheries in several states and kelp 

harvesting in California, fi shermen 

may hold leases to public lands that 

provide habitat for the target spe-

cies. In three federal fi sheries—for 

ocean quahog and surf clams off the 

mid-Atlantic, wreckfi sh off South 

Carolina, and halibut and sablefi sh 

off Alaska—fi shermen hold transfer-

able quota shares that exclude other 

fi shermen. 

What rights do community mem-

bers have to manage the resource? In 

the United States, authority to man-

age fi sheries is invested in supra-local 

governmental agencies—for “federal” 

fi sheries, the National Marine Fish-

eries Service and the regional fi shery 

management councils; and for most 

fi sheries within state waters, state 

agencies. The federal government and 

some state governments have taken 

tentative steps toward collaborating 

in the execution of a few management 

functions, such as monitoring the sta-

tus of fi sheries. 

What responsibilities do commu-

nity members have to manage the 

resource? As described in the previous 

item, fi shing communities have few 

active responsibilities to manage the 

resource. For a variety of reasons, 

including the inability of fi shing 

communities to organize themselves, 

execution of most key management 

functions has been concentrated ei-

ther in the federal government or a 

state government.

What is the nature/role of infor-

mation in the management system? 

Although there have been tenta-

tive efforts to develop collaborative 

research programs with fi shermen 

in some parts of the country, chiefl y 

New England, Alaska and the Pacifi c 

Northwest, nearly all scientifi c re-

search and monitoring of federal and 

state-managed species is carried out 

by agency staff or contractors.

What is the incentive for pursuing 

CBFM? The most common incentives 

for fi shing communities in the United 

States to pursue CBFM are declines 

in catches in fi sheries, competition 

with fi shermen using other fi shing 

gear or foreign sources of seafood, 

and dissatisfaction with government 

management of fi sheries. 

Atypical U.S. Fisheries
As with any generalization, there 

are exceptions to the above descrip-

tion of American fi sheries. Using the 

typology’s attributes and questions 

to examine the “atypical” American 

fi shery provides a different picture. In 

this group one can fi nd examples of 

fi sheries that may be suitable candi-

dates for CBFM.

Physical Setting of the Community

How isolated is the community? 

Even the farthest coastal villages 

of western Alaska have access to 

telephone, satellite communications, 
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air strips and the kind of technology 

that links them to processing and 

markets. However, there are fi sher-

ies where distance, limited entry, or 

culture has isolated the fi shery for local 

participants. Examples include Alaska 

salmon, Maine lobster, California sea 

urchin, Alaska and California herring, 

California spiny lobster, New England 

shrimp, Alabama menhaden (bait fi sh-

ery), Maryland and Mississippi oyster 

fi sheries and many others.

Is the fi shery accessible to par-

ticipants outside the community? 

As described earlier, U.S. fi sheries 

are for the most part in a period of 

contraction: cutting catches, limiting 

entrants, reducing capacity. The one 

area where new fi sheries are develop-

ing is in near-shore, state-managed 

waters. These are often small-scale 

and targeted for a highly specialized 

market, such as sea cucumbers or 

sea urchins. Although some of these 

fi sheries remain open to entry, such 

as Maine’s sea cucumber fi shery, they 

are of such a small scale and of such 

close margins economically that they 

have not (yet) attracted any but local 

fi shermen. These are examples where 

local fi shermen as a group may be 

able to take greater responsibility for 

the management of the fi shery if the 

benefi ts of good management are not 

dissipated among outside fi shermen.

How near is the community to ves-

sel maintenance, fi sh processing, and 

shipping facilities? In some of the 

community fi sheries we examined, 

the very absence of local facilities 

fueled the drive for community orga-

nizing. Several of the CDQ programs 

of western Alaska, for example, have 

concentrated on fi nancing and build-

ing an infrastructure of ports, docks, 

processing, vessel construction and 

maintenance facilities that will en-

able their residents to participate 

in offshore fi sheries that previously 

had been accessible only to a Seattle-

based fl eet.

Characteristics of the Fishery

To what degree are the species sed-

entary or highly migratory? Sea ur-

chins, sea cucumbers, lobsters, clams, 

oysters and shrimp provide examples 

of sedentary species that are targeted 

by local fl eets in nearshore waters. The 

Quinault Indians have been managing 

razor clams on reservation lands for 

more than 30 years, and co-manag-

ing that resource with the State of 

Washington for nearly that long. 

Does the fi shery occur near shore 

or offshore? Most of the fi sheries we 

have examined as possible candidates 

for CBFM occur nearshore, and are 

within state-managed waters.

What are the characteristics of the 

fl eet? Concomitantly, nearshore fi sher-

ies can be prosecuted by smaller ves-

sels, with limited crew, in the course of 

one day, rather than weeks at sea. 

Are the vessels owner-operated? With 

the exception of the CDQ vessels, which 

are owned by the CDQ corporations 

rather than individuals, most of the 

vessels in the fi sheries we found to be 

“atypical” are owner-operated.

Is the gear confi gured specifi cally 

toward the local species, or more 

universal? Gear can be a defi ning 

factor for a community fi shery. For 

example, in the case of Chatham cod, 

the area where the fi shery occurs is 

not suited to the larger vessels and 

heavy drag gear of the majority of 

the New England groundfi sh fl eet. 

Although the hook and line sector is 

in the minority, they have exclusive 

access to the Cape Cod portion of the 

cod stock. By the same token, they 

do not fi sh for cod in other parts of 

Georges Banks because their boats 

are too small and the gear ineffi cient. 

In some cases—such as for urchins 

and cucumbers—the gear is also 

highly specialized, so the fi sheries 

lend themselves to exclusive arrange-

ments because few other fi shermen 

are set-up to prosecute them

Does the fl eet participate in more 

than one fi shery, and if so, are they 

local or distant? Some coastal Alaska 

communities are home to fl eets that 

target salmon exclusively, while oth-

ers use the same small (less than 60’) 

boats to fi sh salmon, herring, cod, 

shrimp or crab. The latter re-gear to 

fi t the availability or seasonality of 

the target species. While these are 

local fl eets, and cannot go to fi sheries 

in other areas, they are less vulner-

able to the boom and bust pressures 

of single-species fi sheries than the 

community fl eets that fi sh only 

salmon. The fact that they use a di-

versity of local resources makes them 

more suitable for CBFM, but their 

fl exibility may reduce incentives for 

collaborative action. 

Do fi shing operations occur daily 

or over days (does the fl eet return to 

port every day)? Aside from the CDQ 

programs that participate in the 

offshore pollock fi sheries, most of the 

other examples are from fl eets that 

make day trips.

 The fact that they 
use a diversity of local 
resources makes them 

more suitable for 
CBFM, but their 

fl exibility may reduce 
incentives for 

collaborative action.
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Socio-Cultural Setting

How embedded is fi shing in the fabric 

of the community? In Maine, Cape 

Cod and Southeast Alaska, fi shing is 

part of the history of the communi-

ties. Even where fi shing is no longer a 

signifi cant economic contributor, such 

as on Cape Cod, it has taken on a pa-

tina of “quaintness” or historical in-

terest to tourists. In these cases, the 

ability of a local fl eet to deliver fresh 

fi sh for high-end consumers becomes 

as important as attractive beaches 

and good restaurants. 

Is the fi shery part of the communi-

ty’s history, or a recent phenomenon? 

There are fi sheries remaining with a 

long history in the community, rang-

ing from the Maine lobster fi shery to 

the Chatham cod fi shery to the nearly 

moribund Monterey sardine fi shery. 

What is the role of peer pressure 

within the community to embrace 

and enforce rules? The Maine lobster 

fl eet is famous for what commentator 

Jim Wilson has described as “mutual 

coercion, mutually agreed upon.”22 He 

points out that if it were not for the 

effectiveness of social sanctions, en-

forcement of rules in the widespread 

fi shery would be impossible.

How diverse is the community? 

Studies of several fi sheries, such as 

the oyster fi sheries of New York, Flor-

ida, Louisiana, and Mississippi, have 

found informal community manage-

ment is stronger in communities that 

are ethnically homogeneous. There 

are examples of strong community 

identifi cation without the ethnic ties, 

but certainly longevity and history 

are necessary to strengthen ties that 

are not ethnically based.

Economic Setting

What is the contribution of fi shing 

and fi shery related activities to the lo-

cal economy? Where fi sheries contrib-

ute substantially to a local economy, 

dependence on the sustainability of a 

fi shery is likely to be stronger. In the 

United States, there are few such ar-

eas. The CDQ program is an example 

of a policy choice to strengthen com-

munity connection to fi shing in areas 

where that is the only potential for 

economic development.

Do fi shers have occupational 

mobility, i.e. other opportunities for 

employment? There remain remote, 

rural coastal areas with chronic high 

unemployment where fi shing is em-

ployment of last resort. For fi shermen 

who have fi shed most of their lives, 

employment opportunities are few.

Management Setting

What rights do community members 

have to the resource? The rights to the 

resource that are evident in the atypi-

cal fi sheries include treaty rights, 

rights to access, and rights to a por-

tion of a quota.

What rights do community mem-

bers have to manage the resource? In 

the candidate fi sheries that might 

be suitable for CBFM, manage-

ment rights run the gamut from the 

Quinault, who have rights to manage 

fi shery resources on a treaty reser-

vation, to co-management between 

tribes and the states, rights to man-

age for the community group a subset 

of an overall government managed 

quota. In addition, community mem-

bers have the same rights as any 

U.S. citizen to engage in the parts of 

decision-making processes that allow 

stakeholder participation.

What responsibilities do commu-

nity members have to manage the 

resource? In some of the fi sheries we 

examine, community members are 

responsible for catch reporting, moni-

toring, habitat restoration, data col-

lection and allocation of catch among 

themselves. 

What is the nature/role of informa-

tion in the management system? Col-

laborative information collection and 

participation of fi shermen in moni-

toring, data collection, and habitat 

restoration surfaced as a signifi cant 

fi rst step in a number of the fi sheries 

we consider candidates for CBFM. 

In many cases, it was the fellowship 

of being on the water and sharing 

experience and learning between the 

scientists and fi shermen that opened 

the door to devolving additional re-

sponsibility. 

What is the incentive for pursu-

ing CBFM? Of the communities 

and atypical fi sheries we examined, 

incentives included situations where 

the local fl eet was cut out of the man-

agement system, suffered economic 

marginalization, was competing for 

declining resources, was dissatisfi ed 

with current management, or faced 

incursion by “outsiders.” In a few 

cases, because of the economic suc-

cess of the local fl eet, the fi sheries 

may be less suitable for CBFM, even 

though they have many of the other 

attributes.

Goals and Objectives for 
CBFM in the United States
As elsewhere in the world, U.S. 

fi shing communities face enormous 

challenges in pursuing fi sheries that 

can be ecologically and economically 

sustainable. Because of such consid-

22.  Wilson, J. 1994. Self-Governance in the Maine Lobster Fishery. In Limiting Access to Marine Fisheries: Keeping the focus on conser-
vation. K. Gimbel, ed. Center for Marine Conservation & World Wildlife Fund, Washington, D.C. 316 pp.
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In their own words.

“This sense of community, this social capital if you will, 
really allowed our dock project to succeed...The [creation of 
an easement to preserve working waterfront] built a new 

sense of what can be accomplished. It forged new links be-
tween the fi shing and conservation communities that will 
serve us in the future. Whether community-based fi sheries 
management or community-based land use, unless people 
take charge of their lives and their livelihoods, their com-

munities, as they know them, will be gone.”

Ala Reid, York Land Trust Partnership

erations as their size, the technical, 

political, and jurisdictional complex-

ity of their management, most U.S. 

fi sheries are unsuitable for the kind 

of CBFM initiatives described above. 

However, there are U.S. fi sheries that 

we believe would benefi t from apply-

ing CBFM approaches. 

In the United States, as in most of 

the countries we have investigated, 

the goals of CBFM are to improve the 

livelihoods of people in fi shing com-

munities, and to make management 

more sustainable. Possible objectives 

for achieving these goals include the 

following:

Reconnecting communities with 

their fi sheries. 

For a variety of reasons, a growing 

number of coastal residents know lit-

tle about their local fi sheries and fi sh-

ing communities, much less marine 

fi sh populations and other marine 

wildlife. Fishing ports and marinas 

large and small have been converted 

from commercial fi shing uses to rec-

reational fi shing and other leisure 

uses. Local seafood restaurants are 

far more likely to serve imported, 

frozen fi sh than locally caught sea-

food. In many communities, fi sheries 

have become quaint museum pieces 

if they have been tolerated at all. For 

the most part, this alienation of com-

munities from their fi sheries has not 

been overt or deliberate, but rather 

one result of the gentrifi cation of 

many coastal areas. 

Local management of fi sheries for 

ecological and economic sustainabil-

ity will require broader involvement 

and support than that of the fi sher-

men themselves. Among other things, 

reconnecting broader local communi-

ties with their fi shing communities 

can provide critical political and fi -

nancial support for taking on specifi c 

management functions, and can also 

create a source for peer pressure that 

will promote compliance with man-

agement decisions. 

Reconnecting fi shermen with 

their communities. 

The life of a fi sherman has never 

made it easy to participate in the life 

of a community as a salaried worker 

might. The connection of fi shermen 

to their communities generally has 

been the work of wives and other fam-

ily members. It is the rare fi sherman 

who is entrepreneurial enough to 

market his catches to local markets 

and restaurants, which increasingly 

have depended upon external sources 

for their supply of seafood. Likewise, 

fi shermen often have done little to 

engage local leaders and the general 

public in understanding what they do. 

In some cases, relations between fi sh-

ermen and the broader community 

can be antagonistic.

Also, fi shermen quite often have had 

no need to develop the skills that are 

necessary for negotiating the political 

and social life of landside communities. 

When fi shermen do engage, it quite 

often is in a crisis situation where such 

skills and a previous investment in 

building connections to the non-fi shing 

community can be critical.

The lack of connection between 

fi shermen and their communities 

results in an incapacity to work col-

lectively for the good of fi shermen and 

the community as a whole. In this 

respect, most U.S. fi shing communi-

ties face a problem common to many 

fi shing communities abroad where 

CBFM has been introduced. Bridging 

the gulf between fi shermen and the 

broader community is a critical step 
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toward building the capacity of com-

munities to take on not only fi sheries 

management functions, but also other 

community projects, such as waste-

water treatment or watershed habitat 

protection, that contribute to the 

sustainability of marine resources for 

fi shing as well as overall community 

quality.

Increasing the capacity of fi sher-

men to participate in management. 

Besides rebuilding broader commu-

nity capacity, CBFM techniques can 

also be usefully applied to building 

the ability of fi shermen to participate 

actively in various management func-

tions. In some cases, the objective 

might be to build technical capacity 

in research and assessment or in best 

management practices. In other cas-

es, the focus might be upon building 

capacity of fi shermen’s organizations 

to function effectively, from managing 

organizational fi nances to interven-

ing in government processes.

Increasing collaboration among 

fi shermen and scientists. 

In many fi sheries around the coast, 

one of the fi rst steps regulators and the 

regulated community can take toward 

closer collaboration in management 

is by gathering information about the 

fi shery. Cooperative research projects 

vary in the level of involvement of each 

of the participants, ranging from the 

minimum participation by fi shers who 

simply provide their vessels as research 

platforms, to more collaborative ef-

forts where fi shermen participate in 

all phases of the research process from 

formulation of the question to actually 

collecting data.

Cooperative research partner-

ships may exist between fi shermen 

and academic institutions, fi shermen 

and state agencies, state and federal 

agencies, non-governmental orga-

nizations and fi shermen, and many 

other combinations. The National 

Marine Fisheries Service has, since 

the mid-1990s, put more emphasis 

on engaging fi shermen in the process 

of information collection about the 

fi sheries in which they work. This 

collaboration has served multiple 

purposes. 

Fishermen who participate in data 

collection have more confi dence in 

the results of the research, and its 

application to management questions.  

Agency scientists and fi shermen 

working together aboard a vessel, 

solving technical problems, sharing 

their enthusiasm for the marine envi-

ronment and its resources have gone 

a long way to building bridges. The 

Cape Cod Hook and Line Association 

reports that cooperative research op-

portunities not only provided money 

and reason to keep fi shermen on the 

water, “it kept them happy and fi sh-

ing and developing relationships with 

the scientists.” Even after the projects 

were completed, the parties stayed in 

communication. “It was a way to see 

both sides have a passion for being on 

the water. It has been tremendously 

helpful to create those relationships.” 

The improved communication that 

has resulted from these relation-

ships is reported not only by some 

of the fi shermen we talked to, but 

also in the literature on cooperative 

research. Many reports point out that 

cooperative research projects provide 

numerous benefi ts to the regulatory 

agency, not the least of which is an in-

creased understanding by fi shermen 

of aspects of research design and re-

quirements of collecting information 

in a statistically valid manner.

Other benefi ts include:

• Additional data collection,

• Access to vessel time,

• Access to the practical knowl  

        edge of fi shermen,

• Development of partnerships             

        with industry.

Increasing the capacity of govern-

ment agencies to support self-

management.

Devolving authority to manage 

public resources from federal and 

state agencies to local government or 

fi sheries associations is not only prac-

tically and legally diffi cult, it goes 

against the grain of decades of fi shery 

management policy and practice. 

Although there is a tradition in the 

United States of seeking the advice 

and views of fi shermen on proposed 

management measures, participation 

generally remains at the advisory 

stage. Government agencies charged 

with the responsibility of stewardship 

can fi nd many reasons not to entrust 

that responsibility with users of the 

resource. But even if the resistance to 

community-based management could 

be overcome, the skill sets required 

for supporting self-management dif-

fer from those of science and resource 

management.

In 2000, a federal advisory com-

mittee to the National Marine Fish-

eries Service identifi ed lack of agency 

capacity in key “people management” 

skills and roles such as social sci-

ence, communication, outreach and 

 Fishermen who 
participate in data 

collection have more 
confi dence in the results 

of the research, and 
its application to 

management questions.
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education.23 Another report that year 

compiled by the Heinz Center from 

hundreds of interviews with fi shery 

participants concluded that there was 

a need for improvement in the ability 

of fi shery stakeholders to participate 

more effectively in management, and 

a need for managers to improve their 

ability to evaluate fi shery perfor-

mance. 

To foster, negotiate, and partici-

pate in co-management or commu-

nity-based management programs, 

government agencies at both the state 

and federal level would need to devel-

op capacity in many new areas such 

as convening, facilitating, negotiating, 

contract development, communication 

and information sharing. One of the 

dangers is the risk, especially in peri-

ods of cuts in domestic programs, that 

government efforts to share power 

would simply be to “download” the 

costs of management onto the com-

munity, a complaint pointed out by 

the fi xed gear sector in Nova Scotia.

The kind of shift in agency roles 

and budget that would be necessary 

would have to be supported by either 

state or federal legislation. This in 

turn would require substantial buy-

in from constituent groups other 

than those that might participate in 

community-based management. For 

example, the conservation groups 

that advocated reforms in U.S. fi sh-

ery management system in the mid-

1990s might not be ready to turn that 

system over to user groups, nor to 

relinquish agency resources dedicated 

(only recently at higher levels) to 

stock assessments, regulatory reform, 

environmental assessment and man-

agement.

Strategic Obstacles to CBFM 
in the United States
CBFM assumes that the community 

that is managing its fi shery for its 

own sustainable use and long-term 

future must be able to have some 

authority, not only over making and 

implementing the rules—the “man-

agement” part—but also some exclu-

sive access to the resources in their 

locale, the “ownership” part. The 

community must also have incentives 

and capacity to take on the burden of 

management, and acquiescence, or 

at least cooperation, from the current 

managers, in most cases government.

There are obstacles to each of 

these aspects of CBFM in the United 

States. That is not to say it is impossi-

ble to overcome them, but the hurdles 

are signifi cant, and clearing them 

will require shifts in social, legal, 

political and cultural conventions, 

including grant-making.

Perhaps the most fundamental hur-

dle is overcoming a general aversion to 

rights-based systems, especially those 

that create exclusive rights for a few 

to public resources that are seen to be 

held in common. There is a long tradi-

tion in the U.S. of the public trust doc-

trine. The “ownership” of resources was 

held by the state in trust for the public 

and in turn, it has been the state’s 

responsibility to protect use rights, in-

cluding access to the coast, navigation, 

and fi shing.

Although this idea has changed 

In their own words.

“The real problems are at the personal level: taking time to 
broaden areas of interest, trying to imagine the feasibility of 

an idea, getting to the realization that maybe we could 
learn how to do it. This is about creating a sense of possibility. 
There is no sense trying to rush the process. You have to give 
people time to get from where they are to where they need to be.”

Ted Hoskins, Stonington Alliance

23.  Hanna et al. 2000. Fishing Grounds. Island Press, Washington, D.C. 241 pp.
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over time, and states have assigned 

property rights in numerous ways 

to individuals and communities, po-

litical support from both the fi shing 

sector and conservation advocates 

for retaining stewardship rights in 

government remains strong. The 

reasons conservation groups cite are 

skepticism that “ownership” will nec-

essarily instill stewardship, a belief 

that public resources should not be 

sold off or given away, and a fear that 

ownership and access will be con-

centrated in a few hands. Fishermen 

share some of these concerns, but also 

have the view that those who earn 

their living from the sea by their own 

work have earned the right to fi sh, 

and do not want to see their access 

restricted. This view has taken on 

a particularly assertive guise in the 

recreational sector and their Freedom 

to Fish Act, proposed legislation that 

would curtail government actions 

that reduce fi shing opportunities.

Of course, access to fi sheries has 

been restricted in numerous ways 

over the years through actions rang-

ing from the requirement for a fi shing 

license or limited entry permit to 

shellfi sh and aquaculture leases to 

individual fi shing and community de-

velopment quotas. In the Heinz Cen-

ter’s book Fishing Grounds, McKay 

offers a way to look at rights in fi sh-

ing as a “bundle” composed of various 

“sticks” including rights to fi sh, rights 

to entry, rights to a portion of the 

quota, and so forth. If one uses this 

rubric, it is possible to examine one 

“stick” at a time to see if there are op-

portunities where communities might 

seek one or more rights from the 

bundle of fi shing rights, and thereby 

gain one or more kinds of authority 

over local resources.

The next question is from whom 

must the community seek that au-

thority. Government jurisdiction 

over fi shing is not as straightforward 

as the “coast to three miles,” “three 

miles to 200 miles” boundaries above. 

It is generally true that the states 

manage nearshore fi shery resources, 

but depending on the species or par-

ticular state set-up, a community that 

wanted to embark on CBFM might 

have to take it up with the state re-

sources agency, the legislature, an 

interstate commission, the regional 

fi shery management council, a fed-

eral agency, or some combination of 

the above. 

On the other hand, there are cir-

cumstances where state law already 

provides for local management. The 

State of Massachusetts, for example, 

granted regulation of shellfi sh to 

coastal towns in the early 1900s, and 

city councils and boards of aldermen 

manage those fi sheries to this day. In 

another example, the federal courts 

granted management authority to In-

dian tribes for resources on reserva-

tions, and prescribed co-management 

for resources off the reservation but 

traditionally used by the tribes. But 

even in cases where there has been 

an explicit grant of authority to man-

age shellfi sh fi sheries locally, other 

aspects of shellfi sh management 

remain with state or federal authori-

ties. In both the examples cited, the 

authority to open and close shellfi sh 

beds for water quality reasons is re-

tained by the states of Massachusetts 

and Washington, as delegated by the 

federal Environmental Protection 

Agency under the Clean Water Act. 

Furthermore, federal standards 

for shellfi sh processing and handling, 

known as “HACCP” or Hazard Anal-

ysis and Critical Control Point rules, 

emanate from the federal Food and 

Drug Administration. 

So, even in what appear to be easy 

cases for local management, the ju-

risdiction over aspects of the coastal 

environment are spread among nu-

merous local, state and federal agen-

cies. Jurisdictional issues become 

more complex with species and fi sher-

ies that are more mobile and cross 

jurisdictions among states, between 

state and federal waters, or between 

fresh and marine waters.

If one looks at the CBFM notion that 

resource management should be eco-

system-based, rather than focused on a 

single species, the jurisdictional thicket 

becomes even more complex. Natural 

resource management in the marine 

environment—especially at the ecosys-

tem level—crosses political, legal, and 

administrative boundaries, as well as 

scientifi c and ecological ones. 

Watershed management projects 

provide some lessons for fi rst at-

tempts at ecosystem-based resource 

management. The work done in the 

Pacifi c Northwest to galvanize sup-

port for action to restore salmon wa-

ters could provide some guidance in 

this area. In a report to the National 

Marine Fisheries Service providing 

guidance on ecosystem-based ap-

proaches to fi shery management, a 

task force noted that although many 

agencies are already collecting and 

processing information that would 

provide major building blocks for im-

plementing the ecosystem approach, 

most marine resource agencies still 

focus on their required responsibili-

ties. For example, in a national sur-

vey of state fi sh and wildlife agencies, 

only 64% cooperated with their state’s 

environmental agency. An exception 

is the biannual “National Coastal 

Condition Report,” which is a start in 

interagency cooperation dealing with 

marine resources. 

External forces such as market 

mechanisms, government initia-
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tives to centralize management, and 

conservation group campaigns to 

increase regulatory constraints add 

to the societal changes in coastal 

communities described in Section 

III, “Lessons for CBFM Initiatives 

in the United States.” McCay and 

Jentoft have written about these fac-

tors and what they call a “community 

failure.”24 They point out that fi shing, 

like other resource extraction practic-

es, takes place within the context of a 

community, with all its social norms, 

expected behavior, relationships and 

values, and argue that this “embed-

dedness” makes strict economic ex-

planations (e.g., the “Tragedy of the 

Commons”) of fi shing too simplistic. 

They note that property rights alone 

are not suffi cient to understand 

today’s resource problems:

Situations of resource decline may 

be due to the mismatch between 

individual intentions and social 

goals because of imperfect property 

rights. However, they could also be 

due to confl ict among competing 

interest groups; the opportunism of 

privileged elites; internally or ex-

ternally induced differences in the 

ability of groups to make and en-

force institutional arrangements; 

or the inadequacy of human ef-

forts to understand, predict, or 

control nature.

They conclude that fi shery failures 

are as much community failures as 

management failures or market fail-

ures, and that communities fail in 

their resource stewardship because 

they no longer have the “social bonds 

that connect them to each other and 

to their communities and where re-

sponsibilities and tools for resource 

management are absent.”

An irony pointed up by this 

analysis is that the very regulatory 

constraints imposed for the purpose 

of curbing individualistic, rational, 

opportunistic action may actually 

reduce habits of cooperation or ac-

tion in the community interest and 

the ability of communities to man-

age their resources. The relationship 

between users and the regulators 

becomes more important than the 

relationships users had with each 

other, transforming cooperation and 

interdependence to competition. 

This theoretical proposition can 

be seen in action in one aspect of 

In their own words.

“The fi shing world shuts the dayboats out. We are punished 
for going small, staying in town. In New England we 

have lost most of our fi sh market to imports as we’ve tried 
to reduce catches, put in limitations, rebuild stocks. 

After all we have been through, why would we put in a 
program that says go out and fi ll the boats with haddock 
and yellowtail fl ounder? Four boats took 30,000 pounds 
each of yellowtails, the price went from $1.67 to 69 cents 

a pound. Several more boats came back with 30,000 
pounds each and the price went down to 13 cents. 

Management hasn’t thought of those things. No one has 
thought about the possibility that we don’t need to fi ll the boats. 

No one has asked what do we need to exist. 
Instead we are rewarding greed.”

— Craig Pendleton, Northwest Atlantic Marine Alliance

24.  McCay, B.J., S. Jentoft. 1998. Market or Community Failure? Perspectives on Common Property Research, Human Organization, 
57(1), 21-29, 1998, Society for Applied Anthropology.
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groundfi sh management in New Eng-

land. As groundfi sh stocks in New 

England declined over the last decade 

or more, managers responded to con-

stituent pressure to allow continued 

over-fi shing. Rather than set a hard 

and fast catch limit, managers have 

instead used days-at-sea and trip lim-

its to control catch. These rules have 

been unsuccessful and have been 

found wanting in numerous court 

decisions in response to litigation by 

conservation advocates. Even in the 

most recent round of restrictions on 

the New England groundfi sh fl eet, 

those with catch histories of high 

landings—those whom conservation 

advocates would argue were most 

responsible for over-fi shing by the 

fl eet—were rewarded with the great-

est number of days-at-sea. Fishermen 

who backed off cod and fl ounder to 

fi sh other species or even fi nd other 

pursuits are now shut out of any pos-

sibility to get back into the fi shery 

should the stocks ever rebuild. 

In the words of one fi sherman: 

“Time and time again we have been 

advised to focus our attention away 

from groundfi sh. We have been asked 

to target dogfi sh, to sell back our 

boats, to target monkfi sh or whiting, 

even skates. Today, many inshore 

fi shermen are unable to access the 

groundfi sh resource. The stocks are 

simply found too far offshore. Other 

fi shermen are waiting for the stocks 

to recover. They are clamming or 

painting or constructing. How would 

they be considered in an IFQ/ITQ al-

location? The answer is: they would 

not be considered!”
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With the foregoing as a basis, we now turn to evaluat-
ing U.S. fi sheries and fi shing organizations that may 
be good candidates for application of some or all of the 
CBFM approaches and tools just described by applying 
the survey tool. These are the following:

• The Chatham Hook and Line Fishery for Cod
• The Corpus Christi Bay Shrimp Fishery
• The Gulf of Alaska Coastal Communities Coalition
• The Gulf of Mexico Red Snapper Fishery
• The Port Orford Ocean Rescue Team
• The Quinault Razor Clam Fishery
• The San Diego California Red Sea Urchin Fishery.

Section VI: 
Case Studies of U.S. Fisheries

Chatham Sector Allocation
(Cape Cod Commercial Hook 
Fishermen’s Association) 
“If you went to New York in the 

1960s to 1980s, there was a market 

class of fi sh called Chatham Cod. 

It fetched 10 cents more per pound 

than other cod because of its qual-

ity.” By 2000, the hook and line fl eet 

of Cape Cod was nearly shut out of 

the New England groundfi sh fi shery 

and Chatham Cod was no longer 

distinguished in the market. Late in 

2003, after a multi-year battle to in-

corporate conservation measures into 

groundfi sh management by the Cape 

Cod Commercial Hook Fishermen’s 

Association and others, managers 

approved a program that allocates 

slightly more than 12% of the total 

catch of Georges Bank cod to hook 

and line fi shermen of Cape Cod. 

Physical Setting of the Community

How isolated is the community? 

Cape Cod is approximately 75 miles 

from major airports in Boston and 

Providence, Rhode Island, and is con-

nected to major metropolitan areas 

by highways, rail and ferry. Chatham 

and Harwich are located on the 

Lower Cape, near the “elbow” of the 

peninsula. Although the Cape has 

been a vacation destination for de-

cades, recent years have seen boom-

ing coastal development and tourism. 

The population increases ten-fold in 

the summer.

Is the fi shery accessible to par-

ticipants outside the community? 

Although there is no regulatory 

restriction on access, Chatham has 

been the traditional port for hook 

fi shing, according to John Pappa-

lardo. “That’s the way it was done. 

The geography of Cape Cod doesn’t 

lend itself to deep draft vessels. There 

is no deepwater access; we have a lot 

of shoals, moving sands and bottom.” 

These attributes make the waters 

around Chatham unsuitable for mo-

bile and bottom-tending gear. “They 

are not suited for ports in Cape Cod. 

In a place like Chatham or Harwich 

people are Cape Codders. They do 

things the way they do things because 

that’s the way they’re done. We are 

both traditional and practical.” 

How near is the community to 

vessel maintenance, fi sh processing 

and shipping facilities? While many 

waterfront communities have pushed 

aside working docks and other fi sh-

ery-related facilities to make room 

for tourism and coastal development, 

Chatham has capitalized on the his-

tory and charm of its traditional hook 

and line fl eet. The fi shery has become 

part of the attraction of the town, and 

summer people like buying fresh fi sh 

at the dock. Given the Cape’s proximi-

ty to Boston and New York, fi shermen 

have access to all necessary facilities.
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Is the gear confi gured specifi cally 

toward the local species? The fl eet 

uses demersal long lines, hand-baited 

hooks, hand lines, rod and reel jig-

ging. They use circle hooks to avoid 

bycatch and make live release of un-

dersized fi sh easier. There are zones 

within the sector that have hook lim-

its, depending on where the member 

is fi shing.

Does the fl eet participate in more 

than one fi shery? Some fi shermen 

participate in other nearshore fi sher-

ies, including clamming and lobster, 

and they land other groundfi sh spe-

cies including haddock, dogfi sh, fl oun-

der. All the other fi sheries are in the 

same nearshore area off Cape Cod. 

None of them fi sh offshore.

Do fi shing operations occur daily 

or over days (does the fl eet return to 

port every day)? One trip takes 12 to 

14 hours, so the hook and line fl eet 

is a day fl eet. Pappalardo notes that 

another reason trawlers are not part 

of their sector is because they are 

multiple-day fi shers. 

Socio-Cultural Setting

How embedded is fi shing in the fabric 

of the community? Perhaps one of the 

best demonstrations that the Hook 

Fishermen’s Association is part of 

the community is the fact that of its 

Characteristics of the Fishery

To what degree are the species seden-

tary or highly migratory? The prin-

cipal target of the fi shery is Georges 

Bank cod, believed to be a stock 

within the overall population of cod 

in the Northwest Atlantic. Although 

they would not be considered highly 

migratory, cod occur from Greenland 

southward to Cape Hatteras, North 

Carolina. Scientists have identifi ed a 

number of different stocks through-

out these ranges, but stock structure 

remains poorly understood, as are 

migration patterns.

Off New England, Atlantic cod 

move inshore during the fall, and 

then retreat into deeper waters dur-

ing the spring. Cod are generally a 

demersal or “groundfi sh” species, but 

can be found throughout the water 

column. Atlantic cod in the northwest 

Atlantic occur from inshore shallow 

waters to the edge of the continental 

shelf, in water as deep as 600 meters. 

But the greatest concentrations are 

generally found in depths of 10 me-

ters to 150 meters. 

Does the fi shery occur near shore or 

offshore? The Chatham/Harwich fi sh-

ery is a nearshore fi shery, operating 

within Cape Cod Bay.

What are the characteristics of the 

fl eet? Under the sector allocation, 58 

members signed up. The average ves-

sel size is 35 feet. Under the sector 

agreement, there will be a manager 

who will track landings, communi-

cate with the vessels, make the elec-

tronic reporting and be the agent who 

is responsible to NOAA Fisheries. 

Each of the sector members has his 

own contract with NOAA.

Are the vessels owner-operated? All 

boats are owner-operated. A skipper 

and one crew member are aboard for 

a trip; crews bait hooks onshore be-

fore a trip.

 “...In a place like 
Chatham or Harwich 

people are Cape 
Codders. They do things 
the way they do things 
because that’s the way 
they’re done. We are 
both traditional and 

practical.” 

2,300 members, only 300 are fi sher-

men. The organization has been able 

to draw on the skills, expertise, con-

nections and wealth of Cape Cod’s 

summer people for everything from 

planning and strategy to fundraising 

and media. “These people have deep 

pockets and big minds,” Pappalardo 

notes. The organization’s annual 

“Hookers Ball” has become the social 

event of the year on the Cape.

Is the fi shery part of the communi-

ty’s history, or a recent phenomenon? 

It is only in the last 20 years or so 

that fi shing has not been a substan-

tial part of the economy of Cape Cod. 

Even though it is now overshadowed 

by coastal development and tourism, 

hook and line fi shing for cod is seen 

as the traditional method. Fishermen 

using this gear see themselves as 

part of an unbroken tradition extend-

ing back to the earliest days of Ameri-

can settlement. 

What is the role of peer pressure 

within the community to embrace 

and enforce rules? Within the sec-

tor, members will be responsible 

for staying within its TAC, making 

and enforcing their own rules. They 

have their own internal schedule of 

penalties and will enforce all admin-

istrative violations, leaving criminal 

violations up to the Coast Guard for 

enforcement.

“Any violations could potentially 

cost us the ability to self-manage,” 

Pappalardo says. “Assuming we don’t 

catch too much of what we’re sup-

posed to catch, it’s a win win.”

How diverse is the community? 

Nearly all the fi shermen are Cauca-

sian Americans; some are second-

generation immigrants. 

Economic Setting

What is the contribution of fi shing 

and fi shery-related activities to the lo-
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cal economy? In 2002, fi shermen from 

the ports of Chatham and Harwich 

landed 15.4 million pounds of fi sh 

worth $15.2 million. These fi shers are 

a small portion of the overall ground-

fi sh fl eet, which itself is no longer a 

signifi cant contributor to the regional 

economy. 

Do fi shers have occupational 

mobility, i.e. other opportunities for 

employment? Although there are 

other employment opportunities on 

the Cape and surrounding metropoli-

tan areas, the members of the Hook 

Fishermen’s Association identify 

themselves as fi shermen, and do what 

is necessary to preserve that activity. 

“The forecast for the near to mid-term 

is for low quotas,” Pappalardo said. 

“So we can agree to a lower return 

today for the promise of better times 

in the future. Our members are from 

the late 20s to mid-50s. The former 

have a long future ahead if there is a 

guarantee of fi sh to be caught. We are 

having discussions about how the sec-

tor can maintain the permits of those 

who want to retire.”

Although the hook fi shermen are 

still dealing with fi sh buyers out of 

New York and Gloucester, they are 

making inroads to large, high-end 

supermarkets and white tablecloth 

restaurants that are interested in a 

contract price. They also are inter-

ested in pursuing eco-labeling with 

the MSC or other sources. Pappalardo 

said the hook and line caught cod 

already gets a good price, but others 

who don’t use the same catch methods 

are benefi ting from their reputation 

because the market does not dis-

tinguish. The notion of cooperative 

marketing is something they want to 

consider later.

Management Setting

What rights do community members 

have to the resource? The sector allo-

cation has been approved through the 

council process; the group has com-

pleted an environmental assessment 

and developed an operating plan. A 

fi nal comment period closed in July, 

and the members of the Georges 

Bank Cod Hook Sector are awaiting 

fi nal sign-off from the Department 

of Commerce on their plan. Once 

that occurs, they will have exclusive 

rights to 372 metric tons of Georges 

Bank cod, or about 12.6% of the New 

England catch limit for cod. Their al-

location is under a “hard” TAC (total 

allowable catch), meaning once they 

reach it, they cannot fi sh for or land 

cod or other regulated species.

What rights do community mem-

bers have to manage the resource? 

The group developed its own rules for 

allocation within the sector, and its 

operations plan sets out how they will 

fi sh. The agency has not yet agreed, 

however, to let the group manage 

itself under the hard TAC, and is still 

requiring the sector to use days at 

sea. “It is going to take the agency 

awhile to let go,” says Paul Parker. 

The group is putting together propos-

als for research separate from the 

sector, such as testing survival of 

hooked and released fi sh, assessing 

the bycatch of cod during haddock 

fi shing, and testing gear to catch pol-

lock and haddock without catching 

cod. The fi shermen also want to use a 

portion of their TAC for the research, 

but are having a diffi cult time con-

vincing federal managers that a fi xed 

catch limit really means they will 

stop when they reach it.

What responsibilities do com-

munity members have to manage 

the resource? The fi shermen have 

to comply with regulations, sign a 

contract, and operate according to 

the sector plan. They also had to as-

sume the responsibility of producing 

a draft environmental assessment on 

the effects their sector would incur. 

They will use electronic reporting 

to report catches within 48 hours of 

landing, and land catch at specifi ed 

ports. The sector manager will report 

weekly. Perhaps most signifi cant is 

that in order to pay for the organiza-

tion, the members have agreed to tax 

themselves. Fishermen have been 

exempted for years from paying a fuel 

tax, but the members of the Hook As-

sociation pay it in order to support the 

organization.

What is the nature/role of infor-

mation in the management system? 

The role of information in the system 

is important, but its nature is con-

tentious. Despite quality checks by 

expert review and even the National 

Academy, the New England ground-

fi sh fl eet continues to quibble about 

how many fi sh are out there, and to 

exceed the biological limits set by the 

council and federal managers. Parker 

believes that better understanding of 

science and stock assessment proce-

dures has empowered the members 

of their group, who no longer believe 

there are more fi sh out there. About 

40 of the Hook Association’s members 

have attended a course put on by the 

Northeast Consortium at the Uni-

versity of New Hampshire covering 

the policy, science, and integration of 

marine resource management.

“It has really empowered fi sher-

men. They come back with a concrete 

understanding of how the whole 

arena works,” Parker said. Once you 

are empowered with the facts, your 

conclusions about strategy become 

apparent. Disempowerment takes 

over when you are disillusioned and 

believe your own myths.” 

The hook and line association’s 

members are convinced that getting 
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a guarantee to a portion of the cod re-

source will protect their fi shery when 

the larger fi shery completely col-

lapses. “Our immediate objective was 

to get out from under the collapse,” 

Parker said. “People don’t understand 

how ugly and disruptive it is going to 

be. They are not empowered enough 

to fi gure out a new system that has 

any chance of working. Sector- or 

community-based allocation will be 

the only hope. Most will go down 

screaming.” 

Other Considerations

What is the incentive for pursuing 

CBFM? Hook fi shermen started go-

ing to council meetings in the early 

1990s. “For a long time it didn’t mat-

ter at the council what we thought,” 

observes Parker. “We got into buses, 

went up to meetings, were told that 

what they were talking about didn’t 

affect us and we should go away. The 

impetus for people to get organized 

and go to regulatory meetings is diffi -

cult. The regs were aimed at the peo-

ple causing the problem, and the rules 

were made and focused on those do-

ing the damage, for example cutting 

in half the days they were fi shing. It 

wasn’t until the late 1990s that the 

rules began to affect how we made a 

living, too. It wasn’t just the rules, but 

the availability of the resource. The 

fi sh just are not there.” 

Interventions: With the passage 

of the Sustainable Fisheries Act in 

1996, these fi shermen had a platform 

to talk about habitat loss, bycatch, 

and over-fi shing, and the difference 

between their fi shing methods and 

those of the majority of the fl eet. They 

fi led a lawsuit about loss of habitat 

and its effect on Georges Bank cod. 

“It was a shot across the bows of the 

draggers and scallopers,” says Pap-

palardo. “We came on the scene guns 

blazing, and quickly developed a 

reputation as a bunch of cry babies.”

The Corpus Christi Bay 
Shrimp Fishery
Brown, white, and pink shrimp are fi shed 

with trawls in the Gulf of Mexico 

from Key West to Brownsville, Texas. 

Annual landings of brown shrimp, 

which accounts for about two-thirds 

of the catch, ranged between 50,000 

and 70,000 mt worth between $180 

million and $354 million to fi shermen 

in 1992-2002. Fishermen also catch 

less but still signifi cant amounts of 

white shrimp. 

  Corpus Christi Bay

The fi shery is pursued by roughly 

2,500 trawlers in deeper waters of 

the Gulf and by thousands of smaller 

trawlers in nearshore waters and 

extensive bays, especially in Louisi-

ana. Most fi shermen have operated 

near bankruptcy since the late 1980s, 

when easy bank loans and govern-

ment subsidies spurred a dramatic 

increase in the number of fi shing 

vessels. At roughly the same time, 

prices paid to fi shermen deteriorated 

dramatically as imports of farmed 

shrimp rose and came to account 

for 80% of shrimp consumed in the 

United States.

Shrimp fi shing in federal waters 

has been managed by the Gulf of 

Mexico Fishery Management Council 

under a fi shery management plan 

adopted more than two decades ago. 

State commissions and wildlife de-

partments manage the fi shery within 

state waters, consistent with the fed-

eral plan.

This profi le looks at a small seg-

ment of the Gulf fi shery in Corpus 

Christi Bay, which is one of several 

major bays in coastal Texas. Because 

the bay is nearly enclosed, it is a far 

easier target for CBFM efforts than 

the open ocean fi shery.
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Physical Setting of the Community

How isolated is the community? 

Increasingly, once isolated fi sh-

ing communities along the Gulf of 

Mexico have been incorporated into 

larger, suburbanizing communities. 

Generally, the weather is mild enough 

to allow considerable movement of 

even small boats along the coast.

Is the fi shery accessible to partici-

pants outside the community? Access 

to state and federal shrimp fi sheries 

throughout the Gulf is generally open 

to anyone who pays for a license. Tex-

as has closed its bay fi sheries to new 

entrants, but these fi shermen may 

move among the different bays.

How near is the community to ves-

sel maintenance, fi sh processing and 

shipping facilities? Although process-

ing and other facilities are available, 

they are much reduced compared 

with a decade ago.

Characteristics of the Fishery

To what degree are the species sed-

entary or highly migratory? Gulf 

shrimp are an annual “crop.” Eggs 

are spawned in open Gulf waters. 

Larvae are carried by the tides into 

shallow bay waters, where they grow 

into juveniles and move into deeper 

bay waters, before immigrating to the 

Gulf. Shrimp that reach the Gulf are 

larger and fetch a higher price on the 

market.

Does the fi shery occur nearshore 

or offshore? There are several sepa-

rate components of the Gulf shrimp 

fi shery: offshore, nearshore, and bay. 

Smaller boats that fi sh in the shallow 

bays generally are unable to fi sh in 

nearshore Gulf waters and are never 

able to fi sh farther offshore. Likewise, 

the larger open Gulf shrimp vessels 

cannot fi sh the nearshore or bays. 

The Corpus Christi Bay fi shery is 

confi ned to the bay.

What are the characteristics of the 

fl eet? The Gulf shrimp fl eet includes 

roughly 2,500 larger trawl vessels 

that operate in open Gulf waters, 

hundreds of smaller trawl boats that 

fi sh in nearshore waters, and thou-

sands of shrimp boats that fi sh bays, 

primarily in Louisiana. There are 

roughly 75 licensed shrimp fi shermen 

in Corpus Christi Bay.

Are the vessels owner-operated? 

Small bay and nearshore trawlers are 

owner-operated, while many offshore 

trawlers are parts of fl eets owned by 

larger companies.

Is the gear confi gured specifi cally 

toward the local species? There are no 

real alternative uses for shrimp trawls 

in the Gulf, particularly in the bays.

Does the fl eet participate in more 

than one fi shery? No.

Do fi shing operations occur daily 

or over days (does the fl eet return to 

port every day)? The small size of the 

boats limits these bay and nearshore 

fi shermen to one-day trips, unlike 

the fi shermen who fi sh the open Gulf, 

whose trips last a week or more.

Socio-Cultural Setting

How embedded is fi shing in the fabric 

of the community? The links between a 

shrimp fl eet and the surrounding com-

munity depends largely upon whether 

the community is rural or part of a sub-

urban or urban aggregation.

Is the fi shery part of the communi-

ty’s history, or a recent phenomenon? 

Shrimp fi shing has been carried 

out in many communities since 

the 1920s. What is the role of peer 

pressure within the community to 

embrace and enforce rules? Peer pres-

sure is very weak from the general 

community and from the fi shermen 

themselves.

How diverse is the community? 

Most shrimp fi shermen are Cau-

casian; Vietnamese fi shermen now 

comprise 28% of the shrimp boat op-

erators in Texas. 

Economic Setting

What is the contribution of fi shing and 

fi shery related activities to the local 

economy? The economic contribution of 

shrimp fi shing to the Texas economy 

is locally signifi cant, but not statewide 

or regionally. Fishermen who landed 

brown, white, and pink shrimp from 

Texas bays received an average of 

$14.4 million for their catches since 

the 1960s. Gulf shrimp fi sheries off 

Texas fetched fi shermen $109 million. 

Overall, direct expenditures for all 

saltwater commercial fi shing in Texas 

amounted to $174 million in the early 

1990s, compared to saltwater recre-

ational activities with direct expendi-

tures of $866 million.

Do fi shers have occupational 

mobility, i.e. other opportunities for 

employment? Many bay and near-

shore Texas shrimp fi shermen fi sh 

part-time. About half of all Texas 

shrimp fi shermen say that they re-

ceive only part of their household’s 

gross annual income from fi shing. 

Generally, shrimp fi shermen have 

few if any transferable skills. Overall, 

the number of shrimp vessel workers 

in Texas has declined by nearly half 

since 1990. 

 
About half of all 

Texas shrimp fi shermen 
say that they receive 

only part of their house-
hold’s gross annual 
income from fi shing.  
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Management Setting

What rights do community members 

have to the resource? Fishermen who 

purchase a license for the bait, bay, or 

Gulf fi sheries, may catch shrimp up 

to any limits that may be set. Since 

1995, the state has spent $4.3 mil-

lion in buying back one-quarter of the 

3,231 licenses held by bay and bait 

fi shermen; the buyback succeeded in 

halting increases in fi shing, but did 

not reduce overall effort. In 2001, 

1,237 bait, 1,250 bay, and 1,794 Gulf 

licenses were issued.

What rights do community mem-

bers have to manage the resource? 

Fishermen enjoy the same rights as 

other citizens to infl uence decisions 

regarding management of the fi shery 

as they are made by the Texas Parks 

and Wildlife Commission under the 

shrimp fi shery management plan. 

What responsibilities do commu-

nity members have to manage the 

resource? None.

What is the nature/role of infor-

mation in the management system? 

Information for management of the 

shrimp fi shery is developed by fed-

eral and state agencies. The Gulf of 

Mexico Fishery Management Council 

uses this information in developing 

regulations to manage the fi shery in 

federal waters under the Magnuson-

Stevens Fishery Conservation and 

Management Act. States use this and 

their own information in managing 

the fi shery in state waters.

Other Considerations

What is the incentive for pursuing 

CBFM? Many Gulf shrimp fi shermen 

are facing bankruptcy due to intense 

competition with other fi shermen and 

with imported shrimp. Management 

measures for the fi shery are set Gulf-

wide or statewide and do not signifi -

cantly recognize the differences in the 

fi sheries between bays, for instance. 

As a result of these and other factors, 

shrimp fi shermen in individual bays, 

such as Corpus Christi, fi nd them-

selves playing the role of victims.

Interventions: A combined effort 

in Corpus Christi Bay might fashion 

a new model for some parts of the 

shrimp fi shery that will be more 

sustainable both ecologically and eco-

nomically. For instance, if the 70 or 

so fi shermen in the bay were to form 

a cooperative, they may well fi nd that 

they can catch all the shrimp, with 

less effort and expenditure, if only 30 

of them fi sh. Such a reduction in fi sh-

ing effort would likely reduce damage 

to sensitive habitats such as eel-grass 

beds. Overall revenues from the fi sh-

ery could then be shared equitably 

among those who fi shed and those 

who didn’t fi sh. 

Second, Corpus Christi Bay serves 

as a logical focus for a watershed-

based approach to the shrimp fi shery 

and other fi sheries, including impacts 

of up-watershed activities on water 

and habitat quality in the bay. Fisher-

men who are not fi shing for shrimp 

might be employed in gathering key 

information—in collaboration with 

agencies and scientists—on status 

and trends of the bay. 

Third, the Corpus Christi fi sh-

ery and most of the rest of the Gulf 

shrimp fi shery do not take advan-

tage of their strategic advantage in 

being able to provide high-quality 

fresh shrimp to local, regional, and 

national markets. Instead, fi shermen 

sell to processors largely concerned 

with providing frozen product that 

has to compete with imported frozen 

product. 

Ultimately, the aim would be a 

locally-managed fi shery for shrimp 

that is ecologically and economically 

sustainable because it maximizes 

the value of its catch and comprehen-

sively studies the role of the fi shery in 

the bay ecosystem through the active 

engagement of fi shermen and other 

community members.

Gulf of Alaska Coastal 
Communities Coalition
The coastline of the Gulf of Alaska 

encompasses a huge area—its conti-

nental shelf is the equivalent of 12.5 

percent of the total continental shelf 

of the United States—most of which 

is not connected by a road system. 

The majority of communities on its 

shores have fewer than 1,500 inhabit-

ants, and many have fewer than 500. 

Without local employment related to 

ocean industries, people would have 

to leave the region to fi nd work.

“These communities are predomi-

nantly marine-dependent and are 

largely self-suffi cient,” says Gulf of 

Alaska Coastal Communities Coalition 

organizer Gale Vick, “but they are all 

facing continued loss of jobs and income 

and infrastructure because of market 

value shifts, transportation issues, 

rising fuel and power costs, and regula-

tory issues.” Thirteen of those commu-

nities are among the top-ranked dollar 

value ports in the United States, and 

brought in $257.8 million of Alaska’s 

total landings value of $811.6 million 

in 2002.

 
Although coastal com-
munities in the Gulf of 
Alaska fi shed halibut 
and groundfi sh—the 

target species in the two 
programs—they were 

shut out of both. 
income from fi shing.  
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In the 1990s, Alaska federal 

fi shery managers implemented two 

programs: one to slow the open ac-

cess race that had turned the Alaska 

halibut fi shery into a dangerous two-

day frenzy, and one to provide fi shery 

access to remote Western Alaska vil-

lages. Although coastal communities 

in the Gulf of Alaska fi shed halibut 

and groundfi sh—the target species 

in the two programs—they were shut 

out of both. The halibut and sablefi sh 

Individual Fishing Quota program 

accomplished the aim of ending the 

race, but resulted in consolidation 

of the fi shery to a degree that quota 

share holdings in communities in the 

Gulf decreased and became prohibi-

tively expensive for individual fi sher-

men to purchase.†

The Western Alaska Community 

Development Quota Program set 

aside 7.5% of the Bering Sea ground-

fi sh catch for local communities, who 

were to use the profi ts for fi shery de-

velopment projects, thereby allowing 

western communities entry into the 

lucrative groundfi sh fi sheries. The 

program was enacted by Congress, 

explicitly defi ning communities on 

the Bering Sea, making Gulf fi shing 

communities ineligible.

Through the efforts of the coali-

tion, the North Pacifi c Council ad-

opted and NOAA has approved a new 

program that will allow community 

quota entities (CQEs) to purchase 

quota shares in the halibut and 

sablefi sh fi shery. The non-profi t orga-

nizations, which can be incorporated 

under state or tribal regulations, will 

hold the shares, and lease the annual 

individual fi shing quotas to local 

residents. The program defi nes the 

communities that qualify, sets out the 

rules for purchase and leasing, and 

requires participants to abide by the 

same rules as other quota-holders in 

the fi shery. Now that the structure is 

in place to allow the communities to 

get back into a fi shery in which they 

traditionally participated, they are 

working to agree on the initial al-

location split and raise the capital to 

purchase quota shares.

Physical Setting of the Community

How isolated is the community? Most 

of the 42 communities in the coalition 

are not connected to a road system 

and must be accessed by air or water. 

The Gulf of Alaska stretches from 

Halibut at processing plant

the southern end of the Aleutian 

chain to the Alexander Archipelago, 

and its coastal communities include 

larger towns such as Kodiak and 

Ketchikan, and small villages like 

Craig and Chignik. 

Is the fi shery accessible to partici-

pants outside the community? The 

vulnerability of local, coastal fi sheries 

to distant water fl eets was the prime 

motivation for formation of the coali-

tion. While local boats cannot go off-

shore for crab, groundfi sh and other 

species, larger trawl vessels can come 

close to shore to prosecute fi sheries 

that previously had been the target of 

the communities. The coalition was 

created, says Vick, “for the specifi c 

purpose of fi nding ways to stem the 

drain of fi sheries access that was oc-

curring in our small Gulf of Alaska 

coastal communities.”

How near is the community to 

vessel maintenance, fi sh processing 

and shipping facilities? Since most 

of these towns are concentrated on 

the fi shing sector, their docks, cold 

storage, packing, gear and vessel 

maintenance facilities are right on 

the waterfront. However, residents 

worry that as access to local fi sheries 

is consolidated in the hands of non-

residents, there will be less support 

for infrastructure like processing and 

cold storage. Although there was a 

complex structure built into the hali-

but and sablefi sh quota program to 

prevent consolidation, consolidation is 

happening, according to Vick. “If you 

take away the benefi t of a fi shery to 

smaller communities, you see more 

† In the fi ndings that preceded the approval of the CQE program, NOAA Fisheries stated: “Since initial issuance of quota shares, and as a 
result of voluntary transfers of quota shares, the amount of quota shares and the number of resident share holders has declined substan-
tially in most of the Gulf of Alaska communities affected. This trend may have had an effect on employment and may have reduced the di-
versity of fi sheries to which fi shermen in rural communities have access. The ability of fi shermen in small rural communities to purchase 
quota share or maintain existing quota shares may be limited ....Although the specifi c causes for decreasing holdings in rural communi-
ties may vary, the net effect is overall lower participation by residents of these communities in the halibut and sablefi sh IFQ fi sheries.” 
(69 Fed. Reg. 23682, April 30, 2004)
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ty’s history, or a recent phenomenon? 

All the communities have traditional-

ly been dependent on fi sheries, and in 

fact are among the few that actually 

meet the federal defi nition for “fi shery 

dependent community” in the Mag-

nuson-Stevens Act. The commitment 

of the communities to the program 

has been demonstrated with fi nancial 

and other support. The coalition’s 

own technical team is funded by local 

individual contributions, as well as 

support from regional and village cor-

porations and support from the con-

gressional delegation in the form of 

a federal grant through the National 

Marine Fisheries Service since 1999.

What is the role of peer pressure 

within the community to embrace and 

enforce rules? The Gulf fl eets were 

among the pioneers of peer pressure, 

beginning in the 1990s with daily 

reports on levels of bycatch by specifi c 

vessels and skippers. They have used 

real time, computerized catch report-

ing for years. One of the new ideas out 

of the coalition is the “Alaska Coastal 

Community Observer System.” The 

proposal calls for “all members of a 

community—fi shermen, teachers, all 

residents, even visitors—to be able 

to report detailed observations about 

everything from marine mammal 

interactions to water temperature 

changes.” The idea is to develop a 

“databank” over time, which records 

changes in a local area that might not 

otherwise be recorded, and might also 

help to foster a lot more involvement 

at the local level, according to Vick. 

How diverse is the community? The 

Gulf communities include numerous 

Native corporations, villages and tribes 

from Aleuts to Athabaskan and Tlingit 

people to second- and third-generation 

Scandinavian fi shing families as well 

as Filipinos and the melting pot of 

Alaskan pioneering souls.

and more consolidation, absentee 

ownership, and loss of infrastruc-

ture,” she says. 

Characteristics of the Fishery

To what degree are the species 

sedentary or highly migratory? 

Communities along the shores of the 

Gulf began their fi sheries on salmon 

and crab, then moved to groundfi sh, 

including halibut. Local fl eets also 

fi sh for shrimp, herring, urchins, 

sea cucumbers and clams. At issue 

in the Coalition’s current effort to 

create Community Quota Entities is 

access to halibut and sablefi sh. These 

species, while not “sedentary,” are 

located both near and offshore. 

Does the fi shery occur nearshore or 

offshore? Halibut are taken closer to 

shore, while sablefi sh are pursued in 

deeper waters with larger vessels. 

What are the characteristics of the 

fl eet? Indigenous people of the north-

western coastline of North America 

have been taking halibut for centu-

ries. The fi shery has since become a 

thriving industry shared by many 

user groups, including the descen-

dents of those early fi shers, sport 

fi shers, directed commercial fi shers 

(those who target halibut), and inci-

dental commercial fi shers (those who 

take halibut as bycatch in other com-

mercial fi sheries). Under the rules 

for the Community Quota Entity, 42 

communities with fewer than 1,500 

persons, no road access, and a demon-

strable catch history for halibut may 

qualify to participate in the program. 

The communities are quite diverse, 

and include Native villages such as 

Metlakatla and Chignik, as well as 

fairly large towns such as Ketchikan 

or Kodiak. Traditionally, halibut are 

taken on longlines from small vessels 

(less than 65 feet), but some vessels, 

such as freezer longliners, are larger.

Are the vessels owner-operated? For 

the most part, vessels in the commu-

nities in the coalition are owner-oper-

ated. There may be one or more crew 

members depending on the fi shery 

and the vessel.

Is the gear confi gured specifi cally 

toward the local species? For pur-

poses of the CQE program, the gear 

would be confi gured toward catching 

halibut on longlines. In Gulf commu-

nities in general, the same vessels are 

used for different local fi sheries. They 

regear to troll or purse seine for salm-

on, trawl for cod, set and retrieve crab 

pots, or set gill nets or purse seines 

for herring. This is done to enable the 

fl eets to fi sh all year. 

Does the fl eet participate in more 

than one fi shery? Yes. One of the 

reasons small communities in the 

Gulf lost out on the initial allocation 

of quota share for halibut is that 

they shifted to herring and salmon 

when the halibut open access fi shery 

became overcrowded. The communi-

ties traditionally have fi shed salmon, 

crab, herring, halibut, shrimp and, 

more recently, groundfi sh such as pol-

lock and Pacifi c cod.

Do fi shing operations occur daily 

or over days (does the fl eet return to 

port every day)? It depends on the 

fi shery. Many of the community fl eets 

are day-boat fl eets, but there is some 

capacity for offshore, multi-day trips.

Socio-Cultural Setting

How embedded is fi shing in the fab-

ric of the community? The primary 

source of income in Gulf coastal 

communities is fi shing and fi shery-

related businesses. Although timber, 

mining and government jobs contrib-

ute to the economies of these towns, 

commercial fi shing is second only to 

oil in producing revenue in Alaska.

Is the fi shery part of the communi-
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Economic Setting

What is the contribution of fi shing 

and fi shery-related activities to the lo-

cal economy? In 2002, fi shermen from 

ports in the Gulf of Alaska (excluding 

at-sea processor catch) landed 632.8 

million pounds of salmon, halibut, 

cod, crab, and other species worth 

$257.8 million.

Do fi shers have occupational mo-

bility, i.e. other opportunities for em-

ployment? Coastal towns in the Gulf 

are predominantly fi shery-dependent. 

Vick says that without renewal of 

the infrastructure for fi shing and 

improved access to local fi shery op-

portunities, the towns will “dry up 

and blow away.”

When the Community Develop-

ment Quota program was developed 

for western Alaska, communities 

in the Gulf were not part of the 

fi sheries management system. The 

Community Quota Entity program 

they have worked through the North 

Pacifi c Fishery Management Council, 

NMFS, and Alaska state govern-

ment is aimed at providing a similar 

economic development boost, but with 

a few additional twists. They hope to 

have more fl exibility for investment 

of profi ts, unlike the CDQ revenue, 

which is restricted to fi shing-related 

investments, but that is far down the 

road. The other difference is that the 

 Although timber, 
mining and government 

jobs contribute 
to the economies of these 

towns, commercial 
fi shing is second only 

to oil in producing 
revenue in Alaska.

CQE will create a kind of revolving 

loan fund for residents to buy into 

quota share. As Vick describes it: 

“This is something that will keep 

money in Alaska. We have National 

Standard 8, but we need access, prop-

erty rights, capital. Our component 

is that the money stays in the com-

munity in perpetuity. Any revenue 

realized after we start making profi t 

will be plowed back into the system. 

After someone has a lease for a cer-

tain time, people buy it, put money 

back into the system for somebody 

else to lease.”

Management Setting

What rights do community mem-

bers have to the resource? Through 

amendment to the existing halibut 

and sablefi sh IFQ program, com-

munities in the Gulf of Alaska may 

purchase and hold quota share on 

behalf of residents. Non-profi t enti-

ties will receive the shares and lease 

them to members. Quota shares give 

fi shers access to the specifi c amount, 

eliminating the open access “race” for 

halibut.

What rights do community mem-

bers have to manage the resource? 

The coalition has worked through the 

existing system of council, agency 

rulemaking, and Alaska state sys-

tem. “We work within the system,” 

Vick says, “with the processes de-

veloped by the Pacifi c Council, the 

Alaska Board of Fish, the Halibut 

Commission and so forth. We made 

a deliberate decision to do that. We 

wanted to help be a part of the solu-

tions and we believe that we have a 

certain moral imperative in doing so.” 

What responsibilities do commu-

nity members have to manage the re-

source? Members of the coalition are 

actively involved in various aspects of 

all the management bodies, technical 

and scientifi c committees, boards and 

so on. They are also advocating the 

use of “local area management plans” 

such as the one in Sitka Sound to 

increase dialogue among researchers, 

regulators and fi shermen.

What is the nature/role of informa-

tion in the management system? In 

addition to their participation in the 

technical and scientifi c committees 

that exist within the system, the co-

alition has created its own technical 

team. Members place signifi cant em-

phasis on what they term “local and 

traditional knowledge.” 

Other Considerations

What is the incentive for pursuing 

CBFM? After fi rst fi ghting a mora-

torium on charterboat operations for 

halibut to protect an emerging oppor-

tunity for recreational fi shing-based 

tourism, the coalition next turned to 

what Vick describes as the “bleeding” 

of access to local resources caused 

by the 1996 implementation of the 

Halibut and Sablefi sh IFQ program.

“This program was designed to 

increase safety and quality of product 

and to bring a level of management 

to the harvesting. It did that, but 

the unintended consequence was 

an immediate and very pronounced 

out-migration of quota share from 

most of our smaller communities to 

larger communities – like Petersburg 

and Homer (because of aggressive 

capital investments and processing) 

– and to points outside Alaska, most 

notably, Seattle-based companies. 

We were able to demonstrate this 

out-migration and, after four years 

of work, were instrumental in the 

North Pacifi c Council’s 11-0 passage 

of Amendment #66, allowing 42 

eligible communities in the Gulf of 

Alaska to create non-profi t (formed 

after April 10, 2002) CQEs eligible to 
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buy halibut and sablefi sh IFQs on the 

open market for lease to community 

residents.” 

Interventions

The coalition has secured approval 

from the Alaska Legislature to allow 

the new CQEs to be eligible for state 

fi shing loan programs. “This was a 

big step—and greatly appreciated—

but we still need that seed money—or 

collateral—to meet the 35% matching 

requirement,” says Vick. “Some CQEs 

will be able to do this to a limited de-

gree, others are going to really strug-

gle The coalition is currently trying to 

raise $1.5 million to provide start-up 

money in interest-free revolving loans 

to those CQEs that are not able to 

raise their own matching capital.

“Considering the current price of 

halibut and sablefi sh quota shares, 

that is not a lot of money to spread 

out over many communities, but it 

will give some of those communi-

ties a real opportunity not otherwise 

available.” The coalition has received 

federal grants for start-up technical 

assistance, including the preparation 

of a template for the CQE bylaws and 

articles of incorporation, which is 

being offered by the coalition–at no 

cost–to the CQEs. 

“Our major current challenge, 

aside from the start-up of the CQE 

program, is the initial issuance of 

quota share (or percentage of value, 

depending on how it is structured) 

of the pending rationalization of 

groundfi sh in the North Gulf,” Vick 

explains “This is critical and, for obvi-

ous reasons, we have a lot of opposi-

tion. But we do have strong support, 

also. We are seeking a minimum of 

10 percent to be divided among eligi-

ble communities. Because the current 

value of the Total Allowable Catch 

is only between $70 and 80 million, 

a lot of people have argued that $7-8 

million is not enough to try to divide 

up. We, of course, aggressively differ. 

That amount, as both initial capital 

and opportunity, combined with other 

initiatives, creates real money for 

a small community literally strug-

gling to survive, and provides jobs for 

families so that schools stay open and 

other services are supported. And, of 

course, this all depends on the unique 

circumstances of an individual com-

munity to make this work,” she says. 

The Gulf of Mexico Reef 
Fish Fishery
Red snapper is one of the most popu-

lar and commonly caught of Gulf reef 

fi sh. Both commercial and recre-

ational fi shermen fi sh for red snap-

per. Recreational fi shermen now are 

allocated 49% of each year’s total al-

lowable catch—an amount they have 

regularly exceeded. 

In 1981, the Gulf of Mexico Fish-

ery Management Council adopted a 

federal fi shery management plan for 

the reef fi sh fi shery, of which the red 

snapper fi shery is a part. Because 

red snapper now is classifi ed as 

over-fi shed, the Gulf Council must 

develop a rebuilding plan to restore 

the population to target levels within 

a set period. Rebuilding red snapper 

Shrimp, snapper, grouper, and stone 
crab fi shing boats at A.P. Bell Fish Co. 

will require a great reduction in the 

bycatch of red snapper by the shrimp 

trawl fi shery. Shrimp trawlers now 

are required to use fi nfi sh excluders 

in their nets, which reduce red snap-

per bycatch by up to 40%.

The individual states, which are rep-

resented on the Council, must conform 

their regulations to those proposed by 

the Council and approved by the Na-

tional Marine Fisheries Service.

Physical Setting of the Community

How isolated is the community? The 

commercial and recreational fi sheries 

occur nearly Gulf-wide. Many of these 

fi shing communities are part of much 

larger communities, although there 

are small ports that are quite rural in 

some areas.

Is the fi shery accessible to par-

ticipants outside the community? 

Access to the red snapper fi shery is 

somewhat limited. In the 1980s, the 

Gulf Council capped the number of 

permittees in the commercial reef fi sh 

fi shery. In 1998, the Council divided 

the remaining commercial permit-

tees into two groups: 134 vessels were 

permitted to land up to 2,000 pounds 

of red snapper per trip, while another 

579 vessels were permitted to land no 

more than 200 pounds. 

How near is the community to vessel 

maintenance, fi sh processing and ship-

ping facilities? Facilities are generally 

available. However, fi shermen complain 

that they must do much of their own 

maintenance in order to hold down 

costs. Fishermen also complain that 

there are too few buyers. Roughly 155 

dealers buy or sell red snapper in the 

Gulf of Mexico—96 in Florida, 22 in 

Louisiana, and 22 in Texas. 

Characteristics of the Fishery

To what degree are the species seden-

tary or highly migratory? Adult red 
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possess transferable skills. In many 

of the rural communities in which the 

fi shery fi gures, there are very high 

rates of less than a high school educa-

tion, and alternative employment op-

portunities are few.

Management Setting

What rights do community members 

have to the resource? As in other open 

access fi sheries, licensed fi shermen 

own the fi sh once they have caught 

them. Depending upon their fi sh-

ing history, roughly 125 commercial 

boats were allowed individual catch 

limits of 2,000 pounds per trip begin-

ning in 1998. The top 50 boats ac-

counted for 60% of the catch, and the 

next 81 boats accounted for 34%. 

What rights do community mem-

bers have to manage the resource? 

Fishermen have the same access to 

the regulatory process as do other 

citizens. None of the basic functions 

of management have been devolved to 

local communities.

What responsibilities do commu-

nity members have to manage the 

resource? Community members have 

no responsibilities to manage the re-

source. Participation in the decision-

making process is quite low.

What is the nature/role of infor-

mation in the management system? 

Information on the fi shery is gener-

ated by technical experts, mostly in 

snapper and other reef fi sh are quite 

sedentary. Juveniles use bays and 

nearshore waters as nurseries, then 

move into deep water as they age.

Does the fi shery occur near shore or 

offshore? The directed fi shery occurs 

mostly in federal waters. 

What are the characteristics of the 

fl eet? The commercial fl eet is com-

posed of small vessels that depend 

largely on local resources. Also, recre-

ational fi shermen fi sh for red snapper 

and reef fi sh from party-boats and 

private skiffs. For-hire boats have 

accounted for more than 60% of red 

snapper landed by recreational fi sher-

men. In all, there are nearly 2,000 

permitted charter boats in the Gulf 

states, led by Florida with 1,194, fol-

lowed by Texas with 300, Louisiana 

with 162, and so on.

Are the vessels owner-operated? 

Many of the commercial vessels are 

owner-operated.

Is the gear confi gured specifi cally 

toward the local species? Although 

commercial vessels may be used in 

other fi sheries, the fi shing gear it-

self—mostly vertical lines—is useful 

only for catching red snapper and 

other reef fi shes.

Does the fl eet participate in more 

than one fi shery? The commercial 

fl eet does participate in other fi sher-

ies, but red snapper is the primary 

target. Other species include vermil-

ion snapper, grouper, and amberjack.

Do fi shing operations occur daily 

or over days (does the fl eet return to 

port every day)? Commercial fi sher-

men fi sh only during 10-day openings 

and are limited in their catches. A 

top commercial fi sherman will make 

three to four trips during an open-

ing. Recreational fi shing—mostly on 

day trips—opens in the spring and 

closes in the fall. Like the commercial 

fi shery, the recreational fi shery has 

remained open for fewer and fewer 

days each year.

Socio-Cultural Setting

How embedded is fi shing in the fabric 

of the community? Sport fi shing in 

particular fi gures prominently in the 

local community. 

Is the fi shery part of the communi-

ty’s history, or a recent phenomenon? 

The red snapper fi shery has been car-

ried out for many years.

What is the role of peer pressure 

within the community to embrace and 

enforce rules? There is modest peer 

pressure in the community.

How diverse is the community? The 

community is largely homogenous.

Economic Setting

What is the contribution of fi shing 

and fi shery-related activities to the 

local economy? In a recent regulatory 

review, the Gulf of Mexico Fishery 

Management Council identifi ed 38 

communities likely to be affected by 

changes in the management of red 

snapper. Gathering economic data for 

many of these communities is very 

diffi cult since they are not routinely 

surveyed by the U.S. Census.

Since the imposition of total al-

lowable catch limits, commercial 

fi shermen have raced to catch fi sh as 

quickly as possible. This common dy-

namic has led to shorter and shorter 

seasons, so that in 2003, commercial 

fi shing has been restricted to two 

ten-day openings. One result of the 

race to fi sh is a glutting of the market 

during the openings, which dramati-

cally reduces prices paid commercial 

fi shermen. As a result, fi shermen now 

receive $1.14 per pound less for their 

fi sh than they did before 1990.

Do fi shers have occupational 

mobility, i.e. other opportunities for 

employment? Many fi shermen do not 

As a result of the race 
to fi sh is a glutting of 

the market during 
the openings, which 

dramatically reduces 
prices paid commercial 

fi shermen.
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trawl caught fi sh. The higher price 

means the fl eet can land much less 

and still make a living. In 2003, the 

port landed 1.2 million pounds worth 

$2.0 million. By comparison, in 1990 

they landed 6.4 million pounds worth 

only $3.1 million. Port Orford also is 

the principal site for sea urchin land-

ings in Oregon, and had a urchin pro-

cessing plant, but that the economics 

of that fi shery were “boom and bust” 

with its dependence on Asian mar-

kets.

In 2003, fi shermen from Port 

Orford accounted for about 0.6% of 

the statewide catch by volume but 

approximately 3% of the value of 

Oregon’s landings.

Physical Setting of the Community

How isolated is the community? Port 

Orford is a few miles from Cape 

Blanco, the westernmost point in 

the continental U.S. and completely 

exposed to Pacifi c storms. It has not 

experienced the growth seen in other 

Oregon south coast communities and 

has a population of about 1,000. The 

reef is exploited under both open ac-

cess (state) and limited entry (federal) 

guidelines. Entry is fairly easy and 

inexpensive: small boat, outboard mo-

tor, and a commercial fi shing license. 

Is the fi shery accessible to par-

ticipants outside the community? 

Fishermen from areas outside of Port 

Orford, particularly vessels displaced 

federal and state agencies, and by 

public testimony. 

Other Considerations

What is the incentive for pursuing 

CBFM? Both commercial and rec-

reational fi shermen express great 

frustration with state and federal 

management. Many segments of the 

fi shery are suffering fi nancially, and 

from increasing confl icts between 

commercial and recreational fi sher-

men, for instance. Fishermen also 

express concern about the waste of 

fi nfi sh caused by incidental capture 

and discard in the shrimp fi shery.

Interventions: The geographically 

dispersed nature of the red snapper 

fi shery makes it a diffi cult object of 

community-based fi sheries manage-

ment initiatives. However, there are 

a number of CBFM tools that could 

usefully be applied in the commercial 

fi shery. 

One of the key problems in this 

fi shery as in others is the inability 

of fi shermen to exclude fi shers from 

outside their community. Even in a 

geographically dispersed fi shery such 

as the red snapper fi shery, however, 

it may be possible to overcome this 

handicap by defi ning a community of 

fi shermen through different types of 

harvest rights.

In the early 1990s, the Gulf of 

Mexico Fishery Management Council 

developed an individual transferable 

quota (ITQ) program for the fi sh-

ery. Implementation of the program 

was blocked by a moratorium on all 

Federal ITQ programs imposed by 

Congress in 1996; this moratorium 

expired in 2002. The Council has 

renewed its consideration of an ITQ 

program at the request of some com-

mercial red snapper fi shermen. En-

vironmental Defense (ED) has been 

actively pursuing an ITQ program 

together with a number of commer-

cial red snapper fi shermen. In doing 

so, ED has assisted the fi shermen in 

their approach to the Council. 

An ITQ program has the potential 

to defi ne a group of fi shermen with 

exclusive access to the commercial 

quotas. Some fi shermen and fi shery 

managers believe that such a pro-

gram would reduce the race to fi sh 

and related economic, ecological, and 

management problems. 

Sutinen and Johnston recently pro-

posed assigning harvest rights to the 

recreational segment of the fi shery as 

well through angling management 

organizations (AMO), which we will 

discuss in greater detail below. These 

authors argue that an AMO would 

help address several key management 

issues that conventional management 

of the fi shery cannot, such as weak 

control over recreational catches.

In order to take full advantage of 

the foundation that might be provided 

by an ITQ program or AMO, other 

interventions would be helpful, in-

cluding organizational development, 

promotion of collaborative research, 

and engagement of other members of 

the broader community, particularly 

the conservation community.

The Port Orford Fishery
Port Orford, Oregon is home to a 

fl eet of about 50 longline vessels. 

Former salmon trollers, these vessels 

switched to longlining in the 1990s 

and have been caught in the West 

Coast groundfi sh crisis. They also 

fi sh for crab, black cod and tuna. 

In the late 1990s they began to 

develop a live-fi sh fi shery for China 

rockfi sh, kelp greenling, canary 

rockfi sh and cabezon, all of which 

bring far higher prices in the live 

fi sh market, up to $6.25 per pound 

in comparison to $0.40 per pound for 

Port Orford hoists
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of the community? Fishing is a prima-

ry economic activity in Port Orford, 

equaled only by other resource-relat-

ed activities such as agriculture and 

forestry. When the town had to pass a 

bond issue to refurbish the dock and 

port facility, the community gave it 

overwhelming support. “People were 

willing to invest their property tax 

dollars to contribute to the dock,” ac-

cording to Laura Anderson. 

Is the fi shery part of the communi-

ty’s history, or a recent phenomenon? 

Fishing has been a mainstay of Port 

Orford since its founding in the mid-

1800s.

What is the role of peer pressure 

within the community to embrace 

and enforce rules? Signifi cant. In the 

words of Cobb: “When you come into 

port, you have to look everybody in 

the face. We have multi-generational 

fi shing families here.” 

How diverse is the community? 

Nearly all the fi shermen are Cauca-

sian Americans. 

Economic Setting

What is the contribution of fi shing 

and fi shery related activities to the lo-

cal economy? Fishing and related ac-

tivities including recreational fi shing 

and tourism were the top economic 

activities in 2002 in the county in 

which Port Orford is located. When 

the sea urchin processing plant was 

operating, it was the town’s largest 

employer. Premier Pacifi c Seafood 

is the second largest today. In 2003, 

fi shermen catching live rockfi sh 

for shipment to markets in San 

Francisco and Los Angeles were paid 

$2 million, a signifi cant contribution 

to the local economy.

Do fi shers have occupational 

mobility, i.e. other opportunities for 

employment? The nearest town of 

any size is Coos Bay, an hour away 

from California because of more 

stringent inshore rules there, are 

entering the reef fi shery. The com-

munity is working with the Oregon 

Department of Fish and Wildlife to 

develop a limited entry program to 

protect against overcapacity. 

How near is the community to 

vessel maintenance, fi sh processing 

and shipping facilities? Port Orford 

is unique in that they actually hoist 

the vessels out of the water every 

day to protect them from the severe 

weather. The “port” is in actuality 

a parking lot. They have a limited 

amount of room to bring gear onto 

the dock or to repair vessels. Most 

fi shermen put their boats on trailers 

and take them home to work on them. 

(“We use a broom to raise the utility 

wires in town so we can get the boats 

down the street,” laughs Leesa Cobb, 

a third-generation member of a Port 

Orford fi shing family.) There was 

processing for salmon, crab and other 

species in the past. But now there is 

none. The live fi sh market does not 

require any processing. 

Characteristics of the Fishery

To what degree are the species seden-

tary or highly migratory? Although 

some of the Port Orford fl eet fi sh 

black cod, tuna and salmon in both 

state and federal waters, the princi-

pal target of the fl eet are species of 

rockfi sh that inhabit the reef in near-

shore waters. Not only do rockfi sh 

tend to remain on their reefs, biolo-

gists now believe there are separate, 

very localized populations of several 

rockfi sh species off the Washington 

and Oregon coasts. 

Does the fi shery occur near shore 

or offshore? The Port Orford fi shery is 

primarily a nearshore fi shery. Because 

all the vessels are less than 40 feet in 

length, they cannot go offshore. 

What are the characteristics of 

the fl eet? There are between 100 and 

150 persons who participate in com-

mercial fi shing and related activities. 

The four dozen vessels of Port Orford 

belong to local families who fi sh for a 

living. The 30 boats that fi sh in the 

live rockfi sh fi shery are small, and 

incapable of running offshore or far 

up the coast.

Are the vessels owner-operated? All 

boats are owner-operated.

Is the gear confi gured specifi cally 

toward the local species? Longline 

gear can be used for other species 

in addition to rockfi sh, including 

black cod and lingcod. The fl eet uses 

pots for crab, and some still troll for 

salmon. The combination of the ves-

sel size and the gear, however, keeps 

the Port Orford fl eet close to home. 

Does the fl eet participate in more 

than one fi shery? Some fi shermen 

participate in other nearshore fi sh-

eries including crab, salmon, ling 

cod and black cod. 

Do fi shing operations occur daily 

or over days (does the fl eet return to 

port every day)? The small size of the 

boats limits these fi shermen to one-

day trips, and the boats are hoisted 

out of the water every day. The prac-

tice of taking the boats out of the wa-

ter has been going on in Port Orford 

since the 1800s.

Socio-Cultural Setting

How embedded is fi shing in the fabric 

 The practice of taking 
the boats out of the 

water has been going 
on in Port Orford      
since the 1800s. 
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from Port Orford. There is very little 

besides fi shing or fi shing-related ac-

tivity. 

Management Setting

What rights do community members 

have to the resource? Licensed fi sher-

men have open access to fi nfi sh fi sh-

eries in state waters. Limited entry 

permit holders have access to specifi c 

fi sheries. All of the proposals for quota 

or rights-based programs to reduce ef-

fort in the west coast groundfi sh fi sher-

ies are aimed at the trawl fl eet, so none 

of those proposed measures would be 

available to the Port Orford fl eet.

What rights do community mem-

bers have to manage the resource? 

Fishermen enjoy the same rights as 

other citizens to infl uence decisions 

regarding management of the fi sh-

ery as they are made by the Pacifi c 

Fishery Management Council and 

the Oregon Department of Wildlife 

and Fisheries. However, Cobb says 

there is “no easy avenue into the state 

and federal decision-making process.” 

Since 2002, a project to develop com-

munity-based management for the 

Port Orford reef has been underway. 

The project has held community 

meetings, set up a local offi ce, con-

vened a science advisory committee, 

and developed a database of local 

scientifi c and user information on the 

area’s marine resources.

What responsibilities do commu-

nity members have to manage the 

resource? The only formal responsi-

bilities that fi shermen have are to 

comply with regulations. The Port 

Orford initiative has participated in 

several cooperative research projects, 

including port sampling, a rockfi sh 

survey, and providing platforms for 

sea lion and sea urchin surveys. 

Their offi ce provides space for the 

SeaGrant Port Liaison Project and 

serves as a contact point for the West 

Coast Observer Program.

What is the nature/role of infor-

mation in the management system? 

One of the greatest concerns in Port 

Orford is the inappropriate scale of 

information collection by the man-

agement agencies, both the Pacifi c 

Council and the State of Oregon. 

According to Cobb, the community of 

Port Orford is fi shing on a discrete 

ecosystem, yet the regulations for 

catch limits are governed by trawl 

survey data from thousands of miles 

away from where they are, mainly off 

the Columbia River.“ That was one 

factor that contributed to people get-

ting on board the project, especially 

for the local knowledge interviews. 

We want documented local informa-

tion and evidence so we can make 

a management system that fi ts our 

area, not one driven by triennial 

trawl surveys off the Columbia River.” 

Vicki Wedell of NOAA, who worked 

with the project as a graduate student 

at OSU, agrees. “The scale of man-

agement and the scale of data collec-

tion, both biological and economic, 

are not appropriate. Even at a refi ned 

experimental scale the fi sh ticket in-

formation, for example, is totally out 

of proportion to Port Orford.”

In response, one of the major 

elements of the Port Orford CBFM 

project has been to collect, consoli-

date and combine information from a 

variety of sources to develop a more 

accurate picture of the area’s marine 

resources. They collected existing 

scientifi c data from NOAA nautical 

charts, used a local vessel to com-

plete—with ODF&W—a sidescan 

sonar survey of the Orford Reef, 

pulled several years of data from the 

ODF&W nearshore rocky shores in-

ventory, obtained a bathymetric grid 

and geologic habitat map from OSU, 

and gathered other datasets using 

internet sources.

Added to this, Wedell collected ex-

periential knowledge about the Port 

Orford ocean area from commercial 

fi shers, fi sh buyers, recreational 

fi shers, bird watchers, divers, kayak-

ers and others. She used interviews 

about the spatial distribution of 

various marine resources and human 

uses to develop a GIS process that 

has documented local resource use 

and created a baseline community 

inventory of biological resources and 

human activities.

Other Considerations

What is the incentive for pursuing 

CBFM? Port Orford was one of the 

ports with a longline fl eet that has 

been severely affected by the decline 

in west coast groundfi sh. Moreover, 

all the measures under consideration 

to address problems in the groundfi sh 

fi shery are aimed only at the trawl 

sector of the groundfi sh fl eet, and 

Port Orford will be left out. “We are 

under a threat of poor management,” 

Leesa Cobb says. “There is a live fi sh 

fi shery near shore, with no data, and 

managers guessing about size and 

maturity.” The other threat in her 

view is the accessibility of small-scale 

fi shing communities to the federal 

fi shery management process itself. 

“The time, the travel, the money; 

it’s just not practicable, so we are 

not well-represented in the process.” 

In contrast, the trawl sector of the 

groundfi sh fl eet has fairly well de-

fi ned organizations that work on their 

behalf—Oregon Trawl Commission, 

Coos Bay Trawlers, and MidWater 

Trawler Cooperative, for example.

Interventions

The Port Orford project began as a 

way of collecting and disseminating 
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information. Cobb says they would 

like to talk about community alloca-

tion or quota shares based on the lo-

cal science. “But there is not a process 

in our council for it. We would be 

blazing the trail. Area management 

is where we’re headed; area closures.” 

The group is still in the exploratory 

phase, working in the community to 

devise a vision of a future they want 

to see on the Port Orford Reef and 

to develop the capacity to infl uence 

decisions on area management and 

allocation decisions. They have the 

offi ce, which has become a focal point 

not only for Port Orford fi shermen, 

but for other fi shery-related activities. 

They have reached out to universi-

ties, SeaGrant, SurfRider, federal 

and state agencies. They would like to 

explore marketing and infrastructure 

issues, as well as to participate in wa-

tershed activities in their region, but 

are not ready yet.

According to project leader Laura 

Anderson: “How do the PFMC, 

NMFS, ODFW, OPAC or other enti-

ties charged with making tough 

decisions about fi shery manage-

ment begin to assemble and digest 

the information needed to manage 

fi sheries on a local scale? How can 

they adequately address the whole 

context of fi shery management in a 

place as unique as Port Orford? Short 

of massive increases in funding and 

staffi ng, they simply cannot. Single-

issue management across the scale of 

three states is not going to get us to 

the goal of sustainable fi sheries and 

communities. It has become painstak-

ingly clear that current centralized, 

issue-based, stock-specifi c manage-

ment has failed us.”

She sees the need to continue the 

dialog with local fi shermen and con-

tinue to enlist other community mem-

bers and leaders as well as partners 

outside Port Orford. This discussion 

has moved from the very large scale 

of the groundfi sh fi shery, through 

the medium scale of open access and 

limiting entry nearshore, to the small 

scale in Port Orford. She believes the 

argument for community-based man-

agement in Port Orford is compelling. 

“I am suggesting that community-

based management is worth a demon-

stration in the South Coast area, and 

that if it is successful, it may serve as 

a model for other ports.”

The Quinault Razor 
Clam Fishery
The Olympic Peninsula is the home 

of the Quinault Indian Nation, where 

the tribe has exclusive commercial 

access to the largest single razor 

clam resource on the Pacifi c Coast. 

Western Washington Indian tribes 

have depended upon shellfi sh as a 

source of food and for trade or income 

for thousands of years. 

A series of treaties between the 

tribes and federal representatives 

from the territorial government in 

the mid-1850s reserved to the tribes 

the right to harvest shellfi sh from all 

of their customary areas in exchange 

for access to hundreds of thousands of 

acres of tribal lands that would form 

the new Washington Territory.

Among these tribes were the 

Quinault, who signed the Quinault 

River Treaty with the U.S. in 1855. 

Under the Treaty, the Quinaults ceded 

claims to their land and the United 

States promised to reserve lands for 

the use and occupancy of the Quinault 

people, protect their rights to fi sh, 

gather, and hunt, and recognize the 

sovereignty of the Quinault govern-

ment. The Quinault reservation covers 

208,150 acres, and is the largest of the 

coastal tribes’ reservations. In 1995, 

the population on the reservation was 

2,975. In 1997, there were 2,217 en-

rolled members of the tribe.

In 1997, the value of the tribal 

harvest of shellfi sh in Washington 

was about $20 million, in comparison 

with $50 million for non-tribal land-

ings. The share of the tribal harvest 

has been growing, following a court 

decision that affi rmed similar rights 

to shellfi sh that the Boldt Decision 

did for salmon. In 2002, the com-

mercial harvest of razor clams in 

the state of Washington was worth 

$118,353. 

Physical Setting of the Community

How isolated is the community? 

The Quinault reservation is on the 

Olympic Peninsula, straddling Grays 

Harbor and Jefferson Counties on the 

Quinault River. It is surrounded by 

wilderness, national forest, and other 

park areas. The reservation lies more 

than 40 miles from the nearest town 

of any size (Aberdeen) and nearly 200 

miles from Olympia. 

Is the fi shery accessible to partici-

pants outside the community? The 

tribes have exclusive rights to harvest 

shellfi sh on reservation lands, but 

share shellfi sh beds on non-tribal 

lands in a 50-50 split. Washington 

state is one of the few states in the 

nation where tidelands are privately 

owned. The state sold off the tide-

lands several decades after the trea-

ties that promised the tribes half of The Olympic Coast
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the shellfi sh, but in the court decision 

that affi rmed the reservation of shell-

fi sh harvest rights to the Quinault, 

the judge also held that the Indians 

had rights to 50% of the shellfi sh on 

public and private lands where they 

customarily had harvested them.

How near is the community to ves-

sel maintenance, fi sh processing and 

shipping facilities? Razor clams are 

dug by hand at low tide, so there is 

no mechanical equipment or vessels 

needed for the fi shery. The tribe has 

its own processing facility on the res-

ervation.

Characteristics of the Fishery

To what degree are the species seden-

tary or highly migratory? The Pacifi c 

razor clam is found on surf-pounded 

ocean beaches and in sheltered areas 

along the coast. They may be found 

out to a half-mile. They are highly 

sedentary. 

Does the fi shery occur near shore 

or offshore? Digging for razor clams 

occurs on beaches at extremely low 

tides. 

What are the characteristics of 

the fi shery? The tribes conduct com-

mercial, ceremonial and subsistence 

harvest of razor clams. The com-

mercial harvest is sold to local res-

taurants and groceries and for bait 

in the Quinault’s own crab fi shery as 

well as to non-tribal crab fi shermen. 

Some is processed and labeled as 

part of the Quinault Pride Seafoods 

product offerings and marketed over 

the internet and to tourists. A signifi -

cant portion of the harvest is used by 

the community. The tribe has hired 

a consultant to see if their fi shery 

products can qualify for certifi cation 

by the Marine Stewardship Council. 

Ceremonial harvests are intended 

for use in weddings, funerals and 

other traditional gatherings, while 

subsistence harvests are intended to 

provide tribal members with food.

Are the vessels owner-operated? 

To the degree boats are used to gain 

access to beaches, they are owner-

operated.

Is the gear confi gured specifi -

cally toward the local species? The 

Quinault use shovels to dig razor 

clams by hand. Although the use of 

mechanical dredges, pressure hoses 

and other means has come up from 

time to time, the decision has always 

been to stick with the traditional 

methods to avoid damage to the 

beaches and the resource. 

Does the fl eet participate in more 

than one fi shery? The Quinault also 

participate in salmon, halibut, black 

cod, steelhead and Dungeness crab 

fi sheries. Tribal members also serve 

as guides to recreational fi shermen 

who come onto the reservation to fi sh 

for steelhead. 

Do fi shing operations occur daily 

or over days (does the fl eet return to 

port every day)? The razor clam digs 

occur at traditional times of the year 

and before special events. Clam dig-

ging is done daily during the season.

Socio-Cultural Setting

How embedded is fi shing in the 

fabric of the community? Use of the 

land and resources is a tradition of 

hundreds of years. The connection is 

clear in the tribe’s mission statement: 

“We uphold our Sovereignty and 

right to self-determination. We iden-

tify with our land and water. Our 

resources sustain us – fi sh, forests, 

beaches, clean water and air. We 

value our rights and responsibilities 

for individually owned and tribal 

trust lands. We value having our own 

resource base that is solid, cohesive, 

and managed for the benefi t of all. We 

value knowing our past and where 

we have been to understand where 

we are and to know where we want to 

be. We are proud of our many local, 

regional and national accomplish-

ments.”

Is the fi shery part of the communi-

ty’s history, or a recent phenomenon? 

The ready access to abundant fi sh 

and shellfi sh helped shape the culture 

of the Northwest Indian tribes over 

centuries, and the Northwest Indians 

have been trading seafood resources 

with the non-Indian population for 

more than 150 years. The access to 

private beaches for shellfi sh harvest 

is a recent phenomenon, and there 

continues to be some friction between 

tribal and non-tribal users. 

What is the role of peer pressure 

within the community to embrace and 

enforce rules? Within the tribe, tribal 

managers and users are unifi ed in 

their acceptance of the rules. Knowl-

edge of the resource, educating others 

about it and developing the skills to 

manage are among important goals 

in the tribe’s strategic plan. Outside 

the tribe, there is not only remaining 

resentment and sensitivity about the 

Boldt Decision, but there is still some 

misunderstanding about the rights 

 Within the tribe, tribal
managers and users are 

unifi ed in their 
acceptance of the rules. 

Knowledge of the 
resource, educating 

others about it and de-
veloping the skills to 
manage are among 
important goals...
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to shellfi sh harvest and about the 

private beaches where the Quinault 

harvest.

There are many non-Indian land-

owners who live close to the reserva-

tion, according to shellfi sh manager 

Larry Gilbertson, “so all our neigh-

bors can see us. The closer you get to 

the reservation, the greater the re-

sentment, but at the same time, also 

the better your friends. It is mellow-

ing out; people are getting used to it,” 

he said. Gilbertson noted that the ma-

jority of local community residents do 

agree with how the Quinault manage 

the resources, and support the work 

of the Fish & Game Commission and 

the work of the tribe’s fi sheries de-

partment. “They recognize it’s not a 

one-time event. They want it for their 

lives and kids and grandkids.”

How diverse is the community? The 

Quinault defi ne their “community” as 

the tribe, frequent visitors, people who 

live in the area, non-resident tribal 

members, and all who deal with the 

reservation lands and resources. 

Economic Setting

What is the contribution of fi shing 

and fi shery related activities to the 

local economy? Historically, natural 

resources, especially fi shing and 

timber, have been a mainstay of the 

Washington economy. Among the 

Northwest tribes, fi shing, hunting 

and gathering remain important for 

subsistence as well as ceremonial 

and commercial purposes. In 1997, a 

study of the economic contribution of 

the tribes to the state’s economy val-

ued fi shing at $6.8 million. Shellfi sh 

have been outpacing salmon in their 

economic value. When the tribal 

processing facility is handling razor 

clams, the plant employs 15 to 20 

people who shuck, steak, clean and 

pack the clams for retail sale.

Do fi shers have occupational mo-

bility, i.e. other opportunities for em-

ployment? Tribal-owned enterprises 

in western Washington (other than 

fi shing) include forestry, construction, 

transportation and utilities, retail, fi -

nancial, health services, gaming and 

government. Indian gaming has had 

the largest effect in creating jobs out-

side natural resources, making the 

Quinault tribe the largest employer 

in the region. 

Management Setting

What rights do community members 

have to the resource? Through the 

treaties and court interpretations of 

them, the Quinault have exclusive 

rights to shellfi sh resources on the 

reservation, and the authority to 

make rules, exclude others, and regu-

late their own members on the reser-

vation. Outside the reservation, they 

have rights to 50% of the harvest on 

public and private shellfi sh lands.

What rights do community mem-

bers have to manage the resource? 

The Quinault Nation had a fi sheries 

technical management organization for 

about 30 years, but managed resources 

through its own governmental system 

far longer. The Washington Fish and 

Game Commission had been in exis-

tence for decades prior to Boldt. For the 

off-reservation fi sheries, the tribe co-

manages with the State of Washington. 

According to Gilbertson, Boldt recog-

nized the Quinault as a self-regulating 

tribe, which put them in special status 

in terms of their relationship with the 

state. 

“It really put in place an arms-

length, equal footing relationship. 

Where we have fi sheries that co-man-

age with state, they manage theirs, 

we manage ours, the only thing we 

do jointly is get together and agree 

on what the allowable harvest is. We 

have discussions on whether each 

other’s fi sheries will interfere with 

the management scheme, and we try 

to keep it cordial and professional. 

Accommodations are made.”

What responsibilities do com-

munity members have to manage 

the resource? The Quinault manage 

their fi sheries with support from the 

Northwest Indian Fisheries Com-

mission, of which they are a member. 

They conduct all aspects of man-

agement from stock assessment to 

research, habitat protection, enhance-

ment, setting harvest levels, seasons 

and other rules, to monitoring, re-

porting and enforcement.

What is the nature/role of infor-

mation in the management system? 

For razor clams, the tribe does an 

annual population assessment. They 

close down the beaches for two and a 

half months, during which time they 

conduct sampling to determine age 

structure, and conduct population 

estimates on the beach. Based on this 

assessment, they determine harvest 

levels for the next year. They do their 

own research and conduct collabora-

tive projects with the state on some 

of the off-reservation clamming areas 

that are co-managed. 

Other Considerations

What is the incentive for pursuing 

CBFM? In the case of Northwest 

Indian tribes, community-based man-

agement “comes with the territory.” 

In addition to the requirements to 

manage the resources that the tribe 

owns, the Quinault also are inter-

ested in the bigger picture. According 

to the tribe’s strategic plan: 

The Quinault Nation preserves 

and protects our natural resources 

utilizing holistic science-based 

management that integrates 
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ecological, economic and socio-

cultural factors to maintain and 

enhance the quality of the environ-

ment. The Quinault Nation main-

tains and exercises its treaty rights 

to co-manage natural resources 

off-reservation, and protects the 

right to harvest shellfi sh, fi sh, 

game, and traditional plants in 

Quinault-seated lands (i.e. tradi-

tional Quinault territories, Usual 

and Accustomed, Ceded lands and 

other Quinault areas). The QIN 

owns and manages a substantial 

majority of the total reservation as 

a consolidated, contiguous land 

base within the reservation bound-

aries. The Quinault Nation and 

the community work together to 

protect, preserve, and enhance the 

environment. The Quinault com-

munity understands and values 

their cultural relationship to the 

environment and are knowledge-

able about sustainable use of 

natural resources.... The Quinault 

Nation informs and educates the 

Quinault people, non-tribal land-

owners, neighboring communities 

and governmental entities about 

treaty rights, regulations and ac-

cess to Quinault resources.

One of the biggest threats to the 

razor clam resource is habitat degrada-

tion. The tribe has habitat protection 

regulations on its beaches, and has re-

sisted the kind of mechanized harvest 

practices that could cause damage. On 

the off-reservation sites, habitat de-

struction is also a potential threat, as is 

over-harvest. Gilbertson says that there 

is a lot of pressure on those beaches 

from non-treaty clam diggers.

“Thousands of people come to the 

beach areas of these communities. 

It is a major economic activity for 

the communities, and they want the 

digs.” For several years the razor 

clam population was under pressure 

from harvest and disease. Gilbertson 

acknowledges that their co-manage-

ment partners at the Department of 

Fish and Wildlife “did a good job of 

holding off the political pressure. It 

was economically devastating to close 

the clamming, but in the last several 

years it has built back up. Now we 

have a stable production, good digs, 

smiling motel owners.”

San Diego, California, 
Red Sea Urchin Fishery
California ranks fi rst in landings of 

sea urchins, followed by Maine and 

Alaska. California sea urchin land-

ings fetched fi shermen more than 

$10 million in 2002. Catches are very 

sensitive to currency values in Japan, 

the principal export market. A weak 

yen has contributed to very low land-

ings in recent years. 

In 2003, fi shermen from the San 

Diego port complex accounted for 

about 11% of the statewide catch.

Physical Setting of the Community

How isolated is the community? Most 

of the fi shermen in the San Diego 

nearshore segment of the urchin fi sh-

ery operate out of harbors in the San 

Diego metropolitan area. As a result, 

the fi shery is not geographically iso-

lated from other larger communities.

Is the fi shery accessible to partici-

pants outside the community? Fisher-

men from areas outside of San Diego 

may enter the fi shery if they hold 

necessary California licenses. The 

San Diego area fl eet is small enough, 

numbering about a dozen active fi sh-

ermen, that the entry of a fi shermen 

from outside the area is noted im-

mediately. San Diego fi shermen ap-

parently do not attempt to force any 

new fi sherman out, although they do 

make sure that outsiders are aware of 

their way of doing things. 

How near is the community to ves-

sel maintenance, fi sh processing and 

shipping facilities? Since the fi shery 

is embedded in a large urban area 

and a port complex that services 

several other fi sheries and marine in-

dustries, fi shermen have access to all 

necessary facilities.

Characteristics of the Fishery

To what degree are the species sed-

entary or highly migratory? The 

principal target of the fi shery is the 

red sea urchin (Strongylocentrotus 

franciscanus). Red sea urchins are 

sedentary inhabitants of shallow 

reefs and kelp beds. Sea urchins are a 

keystone species since they affect the 

abundance of kelp through their graz-

ing and are themselves affected by 

predation by lobster and sheephead, 

themselves subject to commercial and 

recreational fi sheries.

There is some reason to believe that 

populations of sea urchin populations 

on individual reefs are self-suffi cient. 

Does the fi shery occur near shore or 

offshore? The San Diego fi shery is pri-

marily a nearshore fi shery, operating 

Sea urchin
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These fi shermen, whose average age is 

50, have been fi shing all of their adult 

lives. “Their bag is going out on the 

ocean observing and catching things,” 

says Halmay. “If we could give them 

different jobs that allowed them to take 

their boats out, they would be fi ne. 

Fishing for data is something they can 

change to.”

Management Setting

What rights do community members 

have to the resource? Licensed fi sher-

men have open access to sea urchins 

throughout the state. However, San 

Diego fi shermen have no rights to ex-

clude fi shermen from other areas.

What rights do community mem-

bers have to manage the resource? 

Fishermen enjoy the same rights as 

other citizens to infl uence decisions 

regarding management of the fi shery 

as they are made by the California 

Fish and Game Commission. Recent-

ly, fi shermen statewide approved the 

creation of a California Sea Urchin 

Commission, whose responsibility it 

is to allocate revenues generated by a 

one-cent-per-pound tax on sea urchin 

landings. These funds may be used 

for sponsoring independent scientifi c 

research, development of manage-

ment alternatives, public information 

and educational programs, develop-

ment of markets, etc. Sea urchin 

fi shermen already have sponsored the 

design of a program for collection of 

biological information by fi shermen 

that would make it possible to con-

duct a fi rst-ever stock assessment.

immediately along the coast as far 

north as Dana Point. Together with 

nearshore fi sheries operating out of 

port complexes to the north, the San 

Diego nearshore fi shery accounts for 

30% of southern California landings. 

A separate offshore fi shery operates 

around the Channel Islands and ac-

counts for the balance of the catches. 

A separate fi shery operates in north-

ern California.

What are the characteristics of the 

fl eet? In all, roughly 30 fi shermen fi sh 

at some time during the year for sea 

urchins in this area, although only a 

dozen are very active. All of the boats 

used in the fi shery are small, and in-

capable of running offshore or far up 

the coast.

Are the vessels owner-operated? All 

boats are owner-operated.

Is the gear confi gured specifi cally 

toward the local species? The gear 

used by fi shermen is nearly unique 

to the fi shery. Divers use so-called 

hookah gear which is simply an air-

line linked to an air compressor on 

board a small boat. The continuous 

air supply allows divers to remain on 

the bottom gathering sea urchins for 

extended periods. The gear is useful 

in few other fi sheries, such as the 

fi shery for sea cucumbers.

Does the fl eet participate in more 

than one fi shery? Some fi shermen 

participate in other nearshore fi sher-

ies, such as the trap and hook-and-

line fi sheries for nearshore fi nfi sh, 

such as sheephead. 

Do fi shing operations occur daily or 

over days (does the fl eet return to port 

every day)? The small size of the boats 

limits these sea urchin fi shermen to 

one-day trips, unlike the fi shermen 

who fi sh at the offshore islands.

Socio-Cultural Setting

How embedded is fi shing in the fabric 

of the community? The fi shery has 

few ties with the larger community, 

which is dominated by military facili-

ties and tourism. From the beginning 

of the fi shery in 1971, catches have 

been exported to Japan. Recently, 

however, the San Diego fl eet has fo-

cused upon supplying local sushi bars 

with fresh sea urchin uni.

Is the fi shery part of the communi-

ty’s history, or a recent phenomenon? 

The sea urchin fi shery in southern 

California began in 1971 as an effort 

by the National Marine Fisheries 

Service to develop fi sheries for so-

called underutilized species and to 

reduce the damage to kelp beds by 

sea urchins.

What is the role of peer pressure 

within the community to embrace and 

enforce rules? The isolation of the 

fi shery from the larger community 

means that there is little community 

pressure to observe the rules. The 

fi shermen themselves do enforce in-

formal standards of behavior.

How diverse is the community? 

Nearly all the fi shermen are Cauca-

sian Americans; some are second-

generation immigrants. 

Economic Setting

In 2003, fi shermen landing sea ur-

chins in the San Diego port complex 

accounted for about seven percent 

of the 10.7 million pounds of red 

sea urchin landings in California. 

California sea urchin fi shermen re-

ceived $7.7 million for their landings. 

The direct revenues generated by the 

fi shery are dwarfed by the enormous 

economy of southern California.

Do fi shers have occupational mobil-

ity, i.e. other opportunities for employ-

ment? In the words of Pete Halmay, the 

President of the Sea Urchin Harvesters 

Association – California, the fi sher-

men in this fi shery have no place to go. 

These fi shermen, 
whose average age is 
50, have been fi shing 
all of their adult lives.
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What responsibilities do commu-

nity members have to manage the 

resource? The only formal responsi-

bilities that fi shermen have are to 

comply with regulations. However, 

most fi shermen in this fi shery ac-

tively support efforts to manage the 

fi shery, according to Halmay. For 

instance, of eleven boats in the area, 

fi ve now have on-board computers 

that enable fi shermen to record spe-

cifi c information about their catches 

and will enable other data collection 

in the future. 

What is the nature/role of informa-

tion in the management system? The 

Department of Fish and Game has no 

capacity for collecting biological infor-

mation about sea urchin populations 

or about the fi shery. Local fi shermen 

recognize the importance of collecting 

spatial information as a fi rst step in 

gaining management authority over 

the fi shery in their area; however, the 

ability of fi shermen from outside to 

enter the fi shery discourages sharing 

of such information. 

Other Considerations

What is the incentive for pursuing 

CBFM? The principal aim of the Sea 

Urchin Harvesters Association – 

California is to bring the local fi shery 

under a TURF (territorial use-rights 

for fi sheries) program that would 

empower them to carry out a number 

of management functions, such as 

harvest strategies and stock assess-

ment, which the Department of Fish 

and Game does not have the capacity 

to carry out. In addition, Halmay be-

lieves that fi shermen can make twice 

as much money catching three-quar-

ters of what they catch now if they 

market their urchins fresh to local 

restaurants. Halmay sees a three-

year transition period during which 

fi shermen will make less money but 

will later reap considerable benefi ts. 

Interventions

Fishermen in the area seem to be 

relatively well organized and will-

ing to invest in better management. 

However, their investment is insuf-

fi cient to complete some key tasks 

in gathering and analyzing data on 

the status of their fi shery and in de-

veloping management measures. In 

addition, legal authority to devolve 

management functions from the 

Department of Fish and Game to 

fi shermen in this area is unclear, and 

may require legislative action. 
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Section VII: 
Tools to Use in the U.S.

Fishermen, fi sheries managers, conservationists—our-
selves included—and the general public in the United 
States generally view our fi sheries and fi sheries man-
agement system as fundamentally different from those 
of most countries abroad. For the most part, we pride 
ourselves on the much greater (though inadequate) effort 
at science-based decision-making and our public partici-
pation processes. 

Becoming familiar with CBFM 

efforts abroad has caused the authors 

of this report to question this self-con-

fi dence. Like fi sheries abroad, many 

of our own fi sheries suffer from a 

reliance on centralized management 

that overstates the capacity of gov-

ernment to manage and understates 

(and erodes) the capacity of fi shermen 

and fi shing communities to manage 

fi sheries, particularly locally. 

Perhaps for different reasons than 

those in the Philippines or Thailand, 

for instance, U.S. fi shing communities 

and the broader communities of which 

they are a part have lost the capacity 

to work together. We see rebuilding 

the capacity of coastal communities 

to collaborate as key to their taking 

on managing local fi sheries as part of 

a broader suite of community assets. 

This task is the fi rst and central chal-

lenge to address, and is an appropri-

ate target for employing tools used 

in CBFM initiatives abroad. Many of 

these tools are familiar to community 

development practitioners and are de-

scribed elsewhere in this report. 

Given the lamentable state of in-

formation about coastal communities 

in the United States and the alien-

ation of fi shing communities from 

broader communities, assembling 

social, cultural, economic, and biologi-

cal profi les and histories locally and 

regionally may be particularly useful. 

Involving fi shermen and others in the 

preparation of such profi les can build 

confi dence and trust within a commu-

nity, as can such techniques as Par-

ticipatory Action Plan Development. 

Among other things, such engage-

ment may enable fi shermen, in par-

ticular, to move beyond adopting the 

role of victim to actively participating 

with other members of the commu-

nity in the management of fi sheries 

and other coastal resources.

More generally, initiatives here 

could usefully pursue strategies or ac-

tivities such as those identifi ed by the 

Community-Based Coastal Resource 

Management Center:

• Providing venues for the regular 

exchange of ideas,

• Study tours,

• Workshops that help in redefi ning 

problems and solutions,

• Exposing and resolving confl icts,

• Facilitating synthesis of divergent 

ideas, interests, and perception,

• Exploring and researching new 

ways of doing things,

• Identifying ideals and bases of 

friendship. 

We emphasize the usefulness of 

study tours and training exchanges 

not simply within the United States 

but abroad as well. Seeing is believing, 

particularly for fi shermen, and fi sher-

men and other community members 

exposed to very different situations out-

side their home territory can provoke 

dramatic shifts in perspective.

Even if efforts to rebuild the con-

nection between fi shing communities 

and the broader community are suc-

cessful, there is still the challenge of 

building the capacity of fi shermen’s 

organizations to take a lead role in 

participating in fi sheries management 
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functions. In the United States, op-

portunities to do so will be limited for 

the foreseeable future, but they should 

not be limited by incapacity in fi sher-

men’s organizations. In some cases, 

needs will be relatively basic, such as 

training members of an organization 

in organizing meetings, preparing 

minutes, and designing, funding, and 

implementing projects. In other cases, 

it will be possible to work with a fun-

damentally sound organization and to 

build its capacity to conduct research 

and monitoring, for instance, in a way 

that gains the respect of government 

management agencies. 

Finally, fi shermen and fi shing com-

munities will need access to capital for 

increasing their capacity to add value 

to their catches, for instance. Creating 

new markets and gaining access to 

existing markets will further enhance 

the fi nancial stability of fi shermen and 

fi shing communities as well.

Other Tools for Mitigating 
Major Obstacles to CBFM in 
the United States
Earlier, we identifi ed some major 

obstacles to applying CBFM in U.S. 

fi sheries, such as the limited ability 

to exclude others, confl icts among 

different governmental jurisdictions, 

and the dispersed nature of fi shing 

communities in the United States. 

Below, we describe several measures 

that may be helpful in overcoming 

these problems and increasing the 

capacity of fi shing communities to 

manage fi sheries for ecological and 

economic sustainability.

1. Use Rights Systems Generally

The degree of participation of fi sher-

men in management and operation 

of a marine fi shery fl ows from the 

types of use and management rights 

fi shermen hold. In a general sense, 

use or access rights determine who 

can go fi shing, while management 

rights determine who can participate 

in deciding how much fi shing can go 

on. A use or access right might allow 

someone to catch a certain amount 

of fi sh of a particular species in a 

particular area during a particular 

period of time. A management right 

might allow someone to participate in 

formulating management measures 

to conserve species or in allocating 

quotas among fi shermen.

Use rights offer a means of meet-

 Even if efforts to rebuild 
the connection between 

fi shing communities and 
the broader community 

are successful, there is still 
the challenge of build-
ing the capacity of fi sh-
ermen’s organizations 
to take a lead role in 

participating in fi sheries 
management functions.

ing a key precondition for CBF—the 

ability to exclude others from a 

fi shing area or fi sh population. The 

degree of exclusion depends upon 

several characteristics of the right, 

which may be in the form of an an-

nual license to fi sh, a right to a share 

of an overall quota, an exclusive right 

to fi sh in an area, a right to use a 

certain type of gear, etc. As Shotton 

suggests, some key characteristics of 

such rights are as follows:25 

Durability: The time period for 

which the right is effective, such as 

an annual license.

Exclusivity: The degree to which 

the resource specifi ed in the right is 

shared with other participants, such 

as recreational fi shermen or other 

types of commercial fi shermen who 

are not constrained by the same rules.

Security of Title: Is the right constitu-

tional, legislated, accepted practice, etc.?

Transferability: Can the right be 

transferred as through sale or lease 

in part or in whole to anyone or to 

just a select group?

The more durable, exclusive, and 

secure a right is, the more likely it 

is that a group of fi shermen can ef-

fectively exclude others so that they 

can take on management of a fi shery. 

Unless transfer of rights is confi ned 

to the immediate community of fi sh-

In their own words.

“The reality of staying alive is hitting us. I can’t emphasize 
enough the importance of preserving these communities with 
local effort. National groups are waiting in line to get access, 
and we are getting gobbled up. If they go, we’ve lost not only 
the income potential, but the culture. It’s about the kids, the 

future, how we learn to love and protect the resource.”

25.  Shotton, R., ed. 2000. Use of Property Rights in Fisehries Management. FAO Fisheries Technical Paper 404/1. Proceedings of the 
FishRights99 Conference. Fremantle, Western Australia 11-19 November 1999.
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ermen, transferability may weaken 

excludability.

As Charles points out, conferring 

use rights raises a couple of broad policy 

questions.26 First, will the rights be held 

individually or collectively? The choice 

between the two will depend upon his-

torical context, for instance. Individual 

rights are likely more suitable for a 

recently developed industrial fi shery, 

while collective rights are likely more 

suitable for a longstanding traditional 

fi shery. Suitability of collective rights in 

such a situation will depend somewhat 

on the cohesiveness of the community, 

its experience in and capacity for local 

management, the size and extent of the 

fi shery, and similar considerations.

Second, there is the question of 

whether holders of the rights — and 

therefore participants in the fi shery 

— will be determined by the market 

or by multi-objective strategic plan-

ning, according to Charles. Each 

process has its advantages and disad-

vantages. For instance, market-based 

approaches can be very fl exible and 

responsive to changing conditions in 

fi sh populations and markets; how-

ever, they can also lead to social dis-

location and concentration of wealth. 

An effective planning approach may 

reduce confl ict or raise management 

effi ciency by engendering greater ac-

ceptance of management measures; 

however, such an approach can also 

require considerable social capital 

and can be economically ineffi cient, 

among other things. Which approach 

will work best in a given situation de-

pends upon such considerations as the 

scale of the fi shery, the relationship 

of the fi shery with the surrounding 

community, the history of the fi shery, 

and the role of fi shing in local and re-

gional cultural and economic life.

There are a number of common 

types of use rights in commercial fi sh-

eries. From those with lower to those 

with higher levels of exclusion of oth-

ers, these types are as follows:

License: A license confers a right 

on a fi sherman to catch and retain as 

personal property any fi sh that he can 

catch. In a fi shery where the number 

of licenses is not limited, fi shermen 

generally race against each other to 

catch fi sh before others catch them and 

the overall quota is taken. Without 

limits on the number of issued licens-

es, this type of use right provides little 

excludability, and is unsustainable. 

Limited Licenses: As a fi rst step in 

reducing the race to fi sh, management 

agencies often limit the number of li-

censes issued to fi sh for certain species 

or in a particular area. Such limits are 

not particularly effective in maintain-

ing fi shing at sustainable levels since 

fi shermen within the fi shery continue 

to race against each other by fi shing 

harder or investing in more fi shing 

gear, generating pressure toward over-

fi shing. However, limiting the number 

of licenses is a fi rst step toward exclud-

ing others from a fi shery. 

Input Rights: Managers may al-

locate the amount of time or gear, for 

instance, that fi shermen may use in a 

fi shery. A common reaction by fi sher-

men to such restrictions is to increase 

other factors. For instance, if the sea-

son is limited, fi shermen may increase 

the amount of gear they fi sh. Equally 

problematic, fi shing gear technology 

continues developing, magnifying the 

effect of fi shing. Limiting gear or time 

fi shed does little to exclude others, un-

less the award of these rights is based 

on past participation and transfer of 

the rights is limited.

Output Rights: In many U.S. 

fi sheries, managers set a quota for 

landings of fi sh, often called Total Al-

lowable Catch or TAC. As discussed 

below, the overall quota in some fi sh-

eries in the United States and abroad 

is allocated among participants in the 

fi shery or entire communities. Such 

limitations on individual catches may 

encourage fi shermen to under-report 

their catches and to discard fi sh that 

will not fetch the highest price on the 

market. These programs can also 

increase economic effi ciency, fi nancial 

stability of fi shermen, and reduce or 

end the race to fi sh. Depending upon 

such matters as transferability, such 

rights are the most effective at ex-

cluding others.

Since we are most interested in 

In their own words.

“The most promising factor is that the community recognizes 
that resource-based activity is essential to long term 

community health. Whether you are running a pharmacy or 
cannery or motel, the health of the ocean and its resources 

are a prediction of the health of the community  
and its future. When this settles in, people can make decisions; 

whether they are going to buy a boat or open a B & B.”

26.  Charles, A.T. 2000. Use Rights: Overview and Multi-Objective Analysis. IIFET 2000 Conference. International Institute of Fisheries 
Economics and Trade.  http://oregonstate.edu/dept/IIFET/2000/abstracts/charles.html.
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types of use rights that meet the pre-

condition for excludability, the discus-

sion below will focus upon individual 

fi shing quotas, cooperatives, and com-

munity development quotas.

2. Individual Fishing Quotas and 

Similar Measures

Depending upon how they are estab-

lished, individual fi shing quota (IFQ) 

programs can help provide the founda-

tion for CBFM activities, principally 

by providing participating fi shermen 

with exclusive access to a portion of 

a total quota in a fi shery. In doing so, 

IFQs can address one precondition for 

CBFM—excludability of others from a 

fi shery and from reaping the benefi ts 

of management measures taken by the 

fi shing community.

In an IFQ program, fi shery manag-

ers determine a total quota of catches 

for a fi shery, then allocate shares of 

the total quota among eligible vessels, 

fi shermen, or other recipients, based 

on initial qualifying criteria such as 

catch history. Most programs allocate 

percentage shares rather than abso-

lute amounts, so that actual amount of 

catch allowed a fi sherman in any one 

year varies with the size of the total 

allowable catch. Generally, IFQ shares 

are transferable—that is, sharehold-

ers can rent, lease, or sell their shares, 

within restrictions, depending upon 

how much they want to participate in 

the fi shery. In the United States, such 

shares represent a privilege to fi sh a 

public resource indefi nitely, unless the 

government revokes the share or ends 

the program. IFQ and related pro-

grams are far more common abroad 

than in the United States, where only 

three programs have been established. 

One key purpose of an IFQ pro-

gram is to slow or end the race to fi sh 

that occurs in open access fi sheries 

where fi shermen compete by fi sh-

ing longer, investing in fi shing gear, 

or other measures. This race to fi sh 

almost always leads to over-fi shing, 

together with its ecological and eco-

nomically destructive consequences, 

unless very strict controls are ad-

opted. For instance, over time, so 

many fi shermen entered the lucrative 

Alaska halibut fi shery that seasons 

were reduced from months to three or 

four openings lasting 24 hours. Dur-

ing these openings, fi shermen would 

sail regardless of weather and race 

against each other, leading to lost 

fi shing gear, lost lives, and a glut of 

halibut that drove prices down. Soon 

after adoption of an IFQ program in 

this fi shery in the 1980s, the race for 

the fi sh ended, the season increased 

to eight months, and fi shermen were 

receiving far more for their catch, 

since it could be sold fresh.

IFQ programs are intended mostly 

to improve economic effi ciency and 

to conserve the resource. Economic 

effi ciency is achieved by allowing fi sh-

ermen to either fi sh or market their 

shares. According to the theory, the 

most effi cient fi shermen are likely to 

pay less-effi cient fi shermen for their 

shares, leading to more effi cient use 

of fi shing vessels and other assets. 

Also, quota shares are thought to en-

courage a long-term interest in the re-

source, since the value of their shares 

is tied to the resource itself.

By the mid-1990s, regional fi shery 

management councils had developed 

and the Commerce Department had 

approved IFQ programs in the ocean 

quahog and surf clam fi shery of the 

middle Atlantic, the wreckfi sh fi shery 

off the south Atlantic coast, and the 

Alaska halibut and sablefi sh fi shery. 

These programs operated more or less 

as anticipated. Among salient chang-

es in the fi shery were a reduction in 

the number of participating vessels, 

some consolidation of ownership of 

shares, and a more stable fi shery.

Although IFQs enjoy widespread 

support among economists, fi sher-

ies managers, and some fi shermen, 

they have generated signifi cant op-

position among many fi shermen and 

most conservationists. Opposition by 

fi shermen refl ects concerns about the 

fairness of initial allocations of quota, 

increased costs for new participants to 

enter, and loss of employment in com-

munities that depend upon fi shing, 

among other things. Objections from 

conservation groups, many of which 

share fi shermen’s equity concerns, 

include opposition to the notion of 

privatizing a public resource, fear that 

there will not be suffi cient protection 

of the public interest in the fi sh, and 

concern whether there will be eco-

nomic return to the public. As a result 

of this opposition, Congress placed a 

moratorium on new IFQ programs 

beginning in 1996. That moratorium 

expired in September 2002. 

Although several new IFQ pro-

grams have been developed since 

then for Gulf of Alaska groundfi sh 

only an IFQ program for Bering 

sea crab has progressed very far. In 

this later case, processors reacted 

to the anticipated strengthening of 

fi shermen’s position in negotiations 

over prices for crab and successfully 

pressed to have shares of quota al-

located to them, effectively requiring 

fi shermen to deliver most of their 

catch to a few processors. This move 

by the processors has been taken 

up by processors elsewhere in the 

country and promises to increase the 

diffi culty of establishing quota share 

programs in U.S. fi sheries.

The years-long controversy over 

IFQs in U.S. fi sheries has led to 

a healthy discussion of measures 

that can reduce or eliminate most 
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ies. Discussion of the use of IFQ and 

related programs in state-managed 

fi sheries has been limited, although 

the opportunities are quite possibly 

considerable. Given the other favor-

able aspects of state-managed fi sher-

ies, investing in the consideration of 

IFQ programs as part of a suite of 

CBFM activities in otherwise attrac-

tive fi sheries is worth considering.

In the end, effective IFQ programs, 

like other management measures, 

depend for their effectiveness upon 

conscientious care in addressing pos-

sible undesirable impacts and in es-

tablishing clear objectives. Compared 

with many other fi shery management 

techniques, IFQ programs can draw 

upon a much larger body of empirical 

and theoretical understanding. 

3. Cooperatives

The 2004 GAO report on the impacts 

of IFQ programs on fi shing com-

munities also analyzed two fi shery 

cooperatives that were established 

during the moratorium on IFQ pro-

grams. Both of these cooperatives 

involve large-scale fi shing fl eets that 

catch large volumes of whitefi sh, 

most of which is converted into frozen 

seafood products—Pacifi c whiting off 

Oregon and Washington, and pollock 

off Alaska. 

Unlike IFQ programs established 

of the problems identifi ed by critics. 

Recently, for instance, the General 

Accounting Offi ce (GAO 2004) issued 

a study of methods for designing IFQ 

programs in such a way as to protect 

communities. 

Like any management measure, 

IFQ programs must be compared 

against alternative measures for 

their relative merits. Compared to 

other management approaches, IFQ 

programs offer a unique means for 

tackling a major obstacle to CBFM 

and to economic and ecological sus-

tainability in many U.S. fi sheries: 

too many fi shermen chasing too few 

fi sh. As long as there is such a great 

imbalance in the number and size 

of fi shing vessels on the one hand 

and the size and productivity of fi sh 

populations on the other, any kind of 

sustainability is unlikely for human 

or wildlife communities. 

IFQs enable fi shermen to leave a 

fi shery and to receive some compen-

sation for their past investment, and 

for other fi shermen to increase their 

fi shing to levels that allow them to 

earn a living without engaging in an 

unsustainable race against other fi sh-

ermen to catch fi sh. As fi shing fl eets 

come into balance with fi sh popula-

tions, the economic stability and 

strength of fi shermen can increase, 

whether they are small-scale or large-

scale operations, making them better 

prepared to weather other challenges 

and to adopt conservation measures. 

Because fi shermen holding shares 

are no longer driven to race to catch 

their fi sh before the season closes, 

they are also more available to par-

ticipate in other activities, including 

management, research, and habitat 

restoration.

Most efforts to establish IFQs 

in fi sheries have been in relatively 

large-scale, federally-managed fi sher-

 The years-long con-
troversy over IFQs in 
U.S. fi sheries has led 

to a healthy discussion 
of measures that can        
reduce or eliminate        

most of the problems 
identifi ed by critics.

by the government, these cooperatives 

are contractual agreements among 

fi shermen to apportion shares of a to-

tal quota among themselves. In both 

fi sheries, a small number of fi shing 

vessels accounted for all landings un-

der a quota for a part of a somewhat 

larger fi shery. Rather than racing 

against each other for this “sub-quo-

ta,” participants in the cooperative 

agreed to allocate the quota among 

themselves beforehand, much as in 

an IFQ program. 

In comparing existing IFQ pro-

grams with these two fi shing coopera-

tives, the GAO made the following 

observations:

• IFQ programs are more stable 

because they are established by regu-

lation.

• IFQ programs take much longer 

to establish since they must be devel-

oped by fi shery management councils 

in a public process. While the whiting 

cooperative for Oregon and Wash-

ington was established in a day, the 

halibut program took three years to 

pass through the formal administra-

tive process.

• IFQ programs can manage more 

participants—3,500 in the halibut 

program, for instance. The whiting 

fi shery cooperative has four partici-

pants and the pollock cooperative has 

eight. 

• In both these cooperatives, large 

fi shing and processing companies 

own the vessels, while the partici-

pants in the halibut IFQ program are 

owner-operators of the vessels.

• In the IFQ programs, NMFS 

allocates quota to individual permit 

holders who may trade shares on the 

open market. In the cooperatives, 

NMFS allocates quota to the coopera-

tive, which allocates the quota among 

its members.

• In the IFQ programs, NMFS 
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enforces quota limits on individual 

shareholders. In the cooperatives, 

NMFS monitors the overall quota of 

the cooperative, while the cooperative 

monitors its members. Cooperative 

members can bring suit against an-

other member for breach of contract.

In its analysis, the GAO suggests 

as an alternative establishing a co-

operative of shareholders within an 

overall IFQ framework. The GAO 

suggests that this approach would al-

low a large number of participants to 

organize into smaller groups to help 

manage fi sheries collectively. In this 

connection, the GAO cites the New 

Zealand rock lobster fi shery where 

holders of IFQ shares organized into 

nine regional cooperatives. 

The GAO suggests further that 

such an arrangement would enable 

fi shermen to pool information, assess 

fi sh populations, and undertake other 

management functions, such as moni-

toring and enforcement, which now 

are carried out by government. The 

GAO also argues that such coopera-

tives may create peer pressure to con-

form with rules—a rare phenomenon 

in U.S. fi sheries.

The two fi shery cooperatives dis-

cussed here are quite different from 

other cooperatives organized under 

the Fishermen’s Collective Market-

ing Act of 1934 (15 USC 521), which 

exempts some activities of fi shing 

cooperatives from anti-trust law, 

and allows them to jointly harvest, 

market, and price their product. The 

conservation benefi ts of such coopera-

tives are quite limited.

As Jonathan Adler, Assistant 

Professor of Law at Case Western 

Reserve University, points out in a 

recent article,27 the courts have held 

that fi shermen’s cooperatives that 

have entered into agreements to sell 

their catches exclusively to certain 

processors at certain prices were 

necessarily anti-competitive and were 

violating the Sherman Antitrust Act 

of 1889, although there were conser-

vation benefi ts.

The chief aim of the Sherman 

Antitrust Act is to protect consumers 

from anti-competitive conduct that 

increases consumer prices. Since the 

1930s, courts have dismissed the pos-

sible conservation benefi ts of reducing 

catches in their analysis of the poten-

tial antitrust violations by fi shermen’s 

cooperatives. In one case against the 

Pacifi c Coast Fishermen’s Union re-

garding salmon, the Supreme Court 

held that allowing private associa-

tions to conserve fi sh stocks without 

government approval would unduly 

threaten the public’s right to have 

fi sh to eat.

Professor Adler argues that the 

courts should reconsider the prevail-

ing rule of summarily dismissing 

such arrangements as anticompeti-

tive. Instead, Adler argues that the 

courts should apply a “rule of reason” 

to such arrangements, in which the 

positive and negative effects of such 

arrangements would be weighed. 

However, the courts have yet to be 

asked to do so.

4. Community Development 

Quotas

As the groundfi sh fi sheries of the 

Bering Sea and Gulf of Alaska de-

veloped in the late 1980s, and trans-

formed from mostly foreign to joint 

venture between foreign fl eets and 

U.S. fl eets to mostly American fi sher-

ies, there was one group of American 

fi shermen who did not participate: 

Native Alaskans who lived on the 

Bering Sea.

Without any source of economic 

development, these remote communi-

ties did not traditionally participate 

in offshore groundfi shing, although 

they relied on the sea for both sub-

sistence uses of marine resources 

and nearshore commercial fi shing. 

In 1992, in an effort to provide some 

of the benefi ts of the rapidly growing 

groundfi sh fi shery to these areas, the 

North Pacifi c Fishery Management 

Council created what is known as 

the Community Development Quota 

(CDQ) Program.

The program set aside a portion of 

the TAC for communities in western 

Alaska that met certain criteria. The 

aim of the program was to provide 

entry into the lucrative groundfi sh 

fi sheries for coastal residents. To 

qualify as a CDQ community, a vil-

lage had to:

• Be located within 50 miles of the 

Bering Sea,

• Be an Alaska Native Claims 

community,

• Have residents who conduct 50% 

of their commercial or subsistence 

fi shing activity in the Bering Sea,

• Not already have signifi cant ac-

tivity in the pollock fi shery.

The original 56 communities eli-

gible under this defi nition organized 

themselves into six groups of varying 

sizes. Akutan was added as the 57th 

community in 1996. Each CDQ group 

wrote a Community Development 

Plan (CDP) to structure their organi-

zation and to outline their economic 

development strategy within the 

region, using their estimated income 

from sales of quota pollock as capital. 

27.  Adler, J.H. 2004. Conservation through collusion: Antitrust as an obstacle to marine resource conservation. Washington and Lee Law 
Review. 61(1): 4-97.
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Each group laid out plans assuming a 

certain quota share. 

Today, 65 remote Alaska commu-

nities participating in the CDQ pro-

gram hold a catch allocation of crab, 

halibut, groundfi sh and specially 

restricted species through six non-

profi t corporations. Their allocation 

in 2000 amounted to 180,000 mt of 

groundfi sh, and about 1,361 mt each 

of halibut and crab. Revenues earned 

(mostly from pollock) in 2000 were 

about $63 million. The program has 

enabled the communities to invest in 

Today, 65 remote 
Alaska communities 

participating in the CDQ 
program hold a catch 

allocation of crab, 
halibut, groundfi sh and 
specially restricted spe-

cies through six non-prof-
it corporations. Their    

allocation in 2000 
amounted to 180,000 mt 
of groundfi sh, and about 

1,361 mt each of hali-
but and crab. Revenues 
earned (mostly from pol-
lock) in 2000 were about 

$63 million. The pro-
gram has enabled the 

communities to invest in 
vessels, processing, port 
and harbor facilities, de-
veloping local fi sheries, 
job training, and fi shing 

related businesses.

vessels, processing, port and harbor 

facilities, developing local fi sheries, 

job training, and fi shing related busi-

nesses. 

The idea of carving out a place for 

western Alaska communities in this 

lucrative fi shery was fi rst discussed 

in 1990 during reauthorization of the 

Magnuson-Stevens Act. Although the 

provisions were not included in the 

legislation, the North Pacifi c Coun-

cil continued discussion of the topic. 

These discussions eventually became 

part of the negotiations over the bitter 

allocation battle between catcher boats 

who fi shed for onshore processors 

along the coast of Alaska, and catcher 

vessels from Seattle that could also 

process their catches at sea.

By the late 1980s, overcapitaliza-

tion had intensifi ed competition and 

increased the allocation controversy 

between the inshore and offshore sec-

tors until the North Pacifi c Fishery 

Management Council split the season 

in 1990 to spread fi shing throughout 

the year, and delayed the offshore 

season. In 1992, the Council pro-

posed, and NMFS approved, rules 

that split the total allowable catch 

among inshore, offshore, and Alaska 

coastal communities. First, 7.5% 

was set aside for local development 

projects, known as the “CDQ” or com-

munity development quota, thereby 

allowing western Alaska communi-

ties entry into the groundfi sh fi sher-

ies. The remaining allowable catch 

was split 65/35 between offshore and 

inshore sectors.

The program that was created 

by regulation had a complex tangle 

of relationships and responsibilities 

among the federal government, the 

State of Alaska, the fi shery manage-

ment council, and other entities. The 

program that was put into regulation 

was codifi ed by Congress with pas-

sage of the Sustainable Fisheries Act 

in 1996, and the CDQ Program is now 

part of U.S. fi shery management law.

In a review of the CDQ programs 

in 1999, the National Academy of Sci-

ences criticized the restriction of CDQ 

investment to fi shery-related projects, 

noting that “community development” 

might be broader than just “fi shery 

development.” They also noted the 

perception on the part of CDQ partici-

pants that the assurance of a portion 

of the quota in the future was uncer-

tain, and this uncertainty affected 

the kinds of investments the commu-

nities were willing to make. Another 

criticism of the program was the lack 

of communication between the CDQ 

programs and the people in the com-

munities they purport to benefi t. The 

Academy also had several recommen-

dations on improving the governance 

structure of the CDQ programs to 

make them more inclusive.

Although the Alaska CDQ pro-

gram is now codifi ed in specifi c legis-

lation designed to address particular 

communities, there are some ele-

ments that may be useful to consider 

for other communities leaning toward 

CBFM. Indeed, the provisions in the 

SFA that made the program perma-

nent provided authority for a similar 

effort in Hawai’i. 

5. Angling Management 
Organizations
Recreational fi shing presents enor-

mous, possibly insurmountable 

challenges to conventional fi sheries 

management. Among other prob-

lematic features, the sheer number 

of fi shermen, the diversity of their 

modes of fi shing, and the general ab-

sence of requirements to report catch-

es make marine recreational fi shing 

very likely impossible to monitor and 

manage. It is largely the ineffi ciency 
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of recreational fi shing that reduces 

its potential impact on most fi sh 

populations. However, its impact can 

be signifi cant for some types of fi sh 

populations and for fi sh populations 

also under pressure from commercial 

fi sheries.

Understandably, the literature on 

CBFM has little to say about recre-

ational fi sheries, since CBFM has 

advanced in countries where recre-

ational fi shing is minimal if it exists 

at all. As a result, we have found few 

suggestions on how to apply CBFM 

approaches in fi sheries where there is 

signifi cant recreational fi shing. 

Recently, however, Jon Sutinen 

and Robert Johnston have presented 

an idea that provides a means for 

engaging recreational fi shermen in 

CBFM.28 Their concept is to grant 

a share of recreational quotas in 

a fi shery to angling management 

organizations (AMO)—community-

based organizations composed of 

recreational fi shermen. Sutinen and 

Johnston argue that by more fully 

involving recreational fi shermen 

in management, AMOs would help 

reduce confl icts among recreational 

and commercial fi shermen, the risk 

of depletion of favored species in local 

areas, and overcrowding. They also 

argue that AMOs would address ma-

jor problems in federal management 

of recreational fi sheries, including 

awkwardness, infl exibility, and ap-

plication of the same management 

approaches over inappropriately large 

areas and to diverse groups of fi sher-

men. Like commercial fi shery cooper-

atives discussed above, AMOs would 

decide upon allocation of their quota 

among their members. Under Sutinen 

and Johnston’s scheme, individual 

AMOs would have the authority to 

implement measures to optimize so-

cio-economic objectives. Each AMO 

would be responsible for insuring that 

its share of the overall recreational 

quota was not exceeded. Presum-

ably, the government agency grant-

ing the share of a quota to an AMO 

could require the AMO to carry out 

other functions, such as research and 

monitoring. Granting a fi xed share 

of a recreational quota to an AMO 

overcomes the excessive transactional 

costs that would be involved in grant-

ing harvest rights to individual recre-

ational fi shermen.

Sutinen and Johnston theorize 

that the authority to manage a por-

tion of a fi shery as a capital asset 

will provide an incentive to an AMO 

and its members to optimize the use 

of the asset for generating value in 

the recreational fi shery. By requiring 

members to buy shares in an AMO 

and its quota, this approach arguably 

would also give members an incentive 

for enhancing the value of the fi shery 

through management measures, 

habitat restoration, or other actions. 

(Shares would not entitle sharehold-

ers to a particular amount of the 

AMO’s quota, but to a proportional 

vote in the management of the AMO.) 

Non-shareholders would be able to 

gain access to an AMO’s quota by 

paying fees. 

Sutinen and Johnston grant that 

the government would have to care-

fully bound the nature of the author-

ity devolved to an AMO. Creating 

AMOs confronts a number of imple-

mentation issues and broader policy 

issues, since they are a major shift 

in the management of recreational 

fi sheries. Many of the implementa-

tion issues, such as initial allocation 

of shares, the duration of shares, and 

the ability to trade them, are gener-

ally familiar from the design of ITQ 

programs. Set-up costs of AMOs 

could be high, and determining the 

geographical areas of AMOs for the 

same species in a larger area could be 

challenging.

In their discussion of the AMO 

concept, Sutinen and Johnston use 

the Gulf of Mexico red snapper fi sh-

ery as a case study, as described in 

Section VI.

6. Coastal Zone Management
The Coastal Zone Management Act 

(CZMA) was enacted in 1972 to 

encourage and assist states to de-

velop and implement management 

programs for the protection and 

development of their coasts. These 

programs consider the ecological, 

historic, economic, and aesthetic val-

ues of coastal areas. The agency in 

charge of administering CZMA for 

the federal government—the Offi ce of 

Coastal Resource Management—is 

part of the National Ocean Service, 

as is NMFS, within the Commerce 

Department’s National Oceanic 

and Atmospheric Administration. 

Although CZMA has not typically 

been used in conjunction with fi shery 

programs, there is a linkage in that 

any federal activity affecting the land 

or water uses or natural resources of 

a state’s coastal zone must be consis-

tent with the state’s approved coastal 

zone management plan. Approval of 

a fi shery management plan would 

be such a “federal activity.” The 

other appealing feature of CZMA is 

that it carries with it a large grants 

program, channeling money to the 

28.  Sutinen, J.G. and R.J. Johnston. 2003. Angling Management Organizations: Integrating the Recreational Sector into Fishery Man-
agement. Marine Policy 27(6): 471-487.
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states for protection of wetlands, fl ood 

plains, estuaries, and other fi sh and 

wildlife habitats.

The CZMA may have some poten-

tial as a venue for CBFM discussions 

for several reasons:

• It is not mired in conventional 

thinking about fi shery management.

• It is largely about planning for 

the coast, and so has a greater po-

tential for thinking at the scale and 

scope of ecosystems or watersheds.

• It already contains program 

elements of training, technical assis-

tance, grants and similar assistance.

• It is geared to deal with state 

agencies at the state level.

At a minimum, if a community is 

examining waterfront development 

through its CZM Plan, fi shers should be 

part of those discussions to be sure that 

fi shing facilities and port infrastructure 

remain within the coastal zone.

7. Eco-Certifi cation and 
Other Marketing Tools
Until recently, government and in-

dustry marketing of seafood aimed at 

increasing demand among consumers 

largely by emphasizing availability, 

convenience, low price, and health-

fulness of popular types of seafood 

such as tuna, shrimp, and various 

Principles of Integrated Management of Recreational Fisheries

Sutinen and Johnston defi ne seven principles of integrated management of recreational fi sheries. These principals, 

which may be useful in considering CBFM in recreational fi sheries, are as follows:29

Principle 1: Integrated recreational management is desirable only where the benefi ts of integration outweigh the costs. 

In general, this means that recreational catches should amount to a large part of total fi shing mortality in a fi shery.

Principle 2: A workable mechanism must exist for allocating catches among recreational, commercial and other 

user groups as a precondition for integrated recreational management. In most federal and state fi sheries, there are 

established procedures for allocating catches. Generally, the allocation between recreational and commercial fi sheries 

is highly controversial.

Principle 3: Managers must implement management measures that in practice provide a high degree of control 

over recreational fi shing mortality. In general, it is far easier to track and control catches of commercial fi shing fl eets, 

which must at least report their catches, than it is to track and control catches of recreational fi shermen. Likewise, 

it is generally easier to determine the level of bycatch and discard mortality in a commercial fi shery than in a recre-

ational fi shery.

Principle 4: Recreational fi shery management should be based on a system of strong angling rights. Sutinen and 

Johnston note that there are no examples of recreational fi sheries to which strong rights, similar to ITQs in commer-

cial fi sheries, for instance, have been assigned. They argue that assigning rights to groups of recreational fi shermen 

would have many of the same benefi ts as harvest rights in commercial fi sheries.

Principle 5: Recreational fi shery managers should consider assigning angling rights to organizations or to other 

groups as well as individuals in recreational fi sheries. Sutinen and Johnston base this principle upon the experience 

with community development quotas and cooperatives described above.

Principle 6: Recreational fi shery management should be decentralized with limited management authority de-

volved to and shared with local organizations and governing institutions. Among other benefi ts, Sutinen and Johnston 

claim that decentralization will increase fi shermen’s confi dence and compliance with rules, will establish rules that 

are more appropriate to local situations, and will draw upon knowledge and social networks in local communities. 

Principle 7: Cost recovery should be applied to recreational fi shery management, since it will strengthen account-

ability and improve the overall performance of the management program. As Sutinen and Johnston note, taxpayers 

generally fi nance the costs of fi shery management programs at state and federal levels. Increasingly, countries such 

as Australia and New Zealand are applying user charges to recover costs for research and management. Sutinen and 

Johnston suggest that applying cost-recovery will improve effi ciency in the production of services such as research and 

administration, and produce a more valuable mix of such services. 

29.  Sutinen, J.G. and R.J. Johnston. 2003. Angling Management Organizations: Integrating the Recreational Sector into Fishery 
Management. Marine Policy 27(6): 471-487.
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kinds of whitefi sh. There was little 

or no differentiation between foreign 

or domestic sources of seafood, nor 

between farm-raised or wild-caught 

fi sh. With rare exceptions, locally-

caught seafood often was unavailable 

or not marketed locally. Most market-

ing was carried out by large process-

ing companies, with little involvement 

by fi shermen. As in other aspects of 

communities and their fi sheries, the 

link between local fi shermen and lo-

cal consumers had almost entirely 

dissolved.

In the late 1990s, as consumers 

became more concerned about the 

healthfulness of their foods, and as 

conservationists raised public aware-

ness about the impacts of fi shing on 

fi sh populations, other marine wild-

life, and habitats, new marketing op-

portunities arose for fi shermen.

One of the clearest examples of 

these new efforts has been the pro-

motion of salmon from the Copper 

River of Alaska. In 1997, fi shermen 

and women in the Copper River area 

formed an association whose aim has 

been to increase the ex-vessel value of 

the red salmon they catch in the face 

of a glut of farmed salmon produced 

outside the United States. Although 

demand for Copper River salmon 

has fallen somewhat since the initial 

marketing efforts, the arrival of Cop-

per River salmon in markets and 

restaurants now is much anticipated. 

More recently, other groups of salmon 

fi shermen, small processors, and 

associations, such as the California 

Salmon Council, have begun market-

ing campaigns for their wild-caught 

salmon products. In doing so, they 

have built upon recent campaigns by 

conservation and consumer organi-

zations against salmon farming, its 

impacts on the environment, and the 

contamination of the salmon them-

selves by industrial chemicals.

These and a growing number of 

similar efforts in other fi sheries, large 

and small, have the potential for 

increasing the fi nancial viability of 

small fi shing operations, in particu-

lar, and of building a sense of pride 

among fi shermen and their communi-

ties about the sustainable production 

of healthy seafood.

Still other efforts are attempting to 

actively engage consumers in foster-

ing ecologically sustainable fi sheries 

through their purchasing power. En-

vironmental Defense, National Audu-

bon Society, the Blue Ocean Institute, 

and the Monterey Bay Aquarium all 

have produced lists identifying which 

types of seafood to buy and which 

to avoid based on the sustainability 

of their fi shing practices and other 

considerations. Initially, these lists 

generated considerable opposition 

from fi shermen and processors, but 

as the organizations generating the 

lists have incorporated criticisms and 

have revised their ranking methods, 

support has grown among some fi sh-

ermen, partly because of the market-

ing opportunity offered by a favorable 

ranking. 

The most ambitious and compre-

hensive of these types of programs is 

the eco-certifi cation program of the 

Marine Stewardship Council (MSC). 

Established in 1997 by Unilever—a 

multinational consumer products cor-

poration—and World Wildlife Fund, 

the MSC oversees the assessment of 

fi sheries against standards for fi shery 

and ecological sustainability and re-

sponsible management. Ten fi sheries 

have been certifi ed, including Alaska 

salmon, and are allowed to place an 

MSC eco-label on their products as a 

sign to consumers that the fi shery is 

In their own words.

One of the concerns in past years
has been the friction between the conservation community
and the fi shing community. If we get rid of our fundraising

jealousies, we have the same agendas. Sometimes conservation
advocates forget that there are people here, and we get

antagonized. You have to do a lot of talking, and you have to
bridge the gap. We are too close in our goals not to be more

strongly supportive of each other. We need to hear each other.
In the long run, we’ll see that there is total legitimacy

 in both camps.”

The MSC program is 
too recent to determine 

whether potential 
benefi ts of this pro-

gram have material-
ized in some or all certi-
fi ed fi sheries, including 

price premiums to fi sher-
men and actual improve-

ments in fi sheries.
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considered sustainable and well-man-

aged. Other fi sheries now undergoing 

assessment include Alaska pollock, 

Pacifi c halibut, Pacifi c sablefi sh, 

Maryland striped bass, California 

chinook salmon, and Oregon Dunge-

ness crab. 

The MSC program is too recent to 

determine whether potential benefi ts 

of this program have materialized in 

some or all certifi ed fi sheries, includ-

ing price premiums to fi shermen and 

actual improvements in fi sheries. 

Within the United States, where ma-

jor industry associations such as the 

National Fisheries Institute strongly 

attacked the MSC early on, indi-

vidual fi sheries now are expressing 

interest in the MSC program, partly 

as a means of demonstrating to an in-

creasingly concerned public that their 

fi sheries are sustainable and soundly 

managed. The smaller of these fi sh-

eries may face diffi cult challenges 

in tapping into this opportunity, 

including the cost of the assessment 

process, the need for data that in 

many cases has not been collected, 

and the lack of an organization that 

can manage the fi shery’s role in the 

assessment. 

The MSC program also faces a 

more general challenge in the United 

States—the relatively weak demand 

for certifi ed seafood in the market-

place, especially outside niche mar-

kets such as natural food stores. The 

MSC program also suffers from weak 

support to outright opposition from 

most environmental organizations.

The World Wildlife Fund-U.S. 

program on community fi sheries has 

focused much of its effort on engaging 

small-scale fi sheries in the United 

States and the western hemisphere in 

the MSC program. Meredith Lopuch, 

the WWF staff-person responsible for 

this program, says that the MSC pro-

In their own words.

“If you bring an idea to the table, or start an initiative, 
be sure you are clear on what you want to do, really think it 

through, how you are going to do it, how you are going to deal 
with the other agency’s problems, like sustainability. Make 
their management problem your problem. Get them over 

the hump of their distrust. You have the same interest they 
do. You want the resource to be sustainable and produce 

income for years.”

vides an effective focus for bringing 

people together who are otherwise in 

confl ict regarding the management of 

fi sheries. WWF-U.S. recently assisted 

a local marine conservation organi-

zation and fi sheries cooperatives in 

Baja, Mexico, in achieving the fi rst 

MSC certifi cation of a small-scale, 

developing-country fi shery. 

8. Collaborative Information 
Collection
Cooperation between federal and 

state scientists, university and 

government researchers, and fi sher-

men has been part of United States 

fi shery management since the 19th 

century. The approach has potential 

for increasing information collection, 

expanding availability of research 

platforms and contributing the exper-

tise of fi shermen as gear designers 

and operators. A recent report by the 

National Research Council points out 

that fi shermen bring fi eld experience 

and practical knowledge to the table, 

while scientists bring expertise in ex-

perimental design, scientifi c method 

and data synthesis.

As a tool for CBFM, collaborative 

information collection holds promise 

for improved stock assessment, re-

duced record-keeping costs, improved 

knowledge, increased role in decision-

making for fi shermen, and enhanced 

relationships between managers 

and users. From the perspective of 

fi shing interests, improved informa-

tion can lead to liberalized quotas or 

allocations. From the perspective of 

managers, users who have greater 

confi dence in scientifi c information 

used to govern fi sheries are more 

likely to support management rec-

ommendations that fl ow from that 

information.

Lessons about what makes col-

laborative projects work—drawn from 

the NRC report and an earlier set of 

case studies analyzed for the National 

Marine Fisheries Service—include 

the following:

• True collaboration means that 

fi shermen and agency personnel work 

together on all phases of the project 

from developing the question to be 

answered to communicating fi ndings.

• Collaborative research must 

meet the same high scientifi c stan-

dards as other research; it cannot be 

“make-work.”

• Each cooperative data gather-

ing effort is a unique response to a 

specifi c problem and distinct set of 

circumstances and must be designed 

accordingly.

• Strong motivation is needed to 

overcome past history, mistrust or 
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simple inertia. A combination of a 

threat of a loss in fi shing opportuni-

ties and a potential opportunity for 

improved fi shing provides the most 

motivation.

• Expectations about the purpose 

of the research, how it will be conduct-

ed, and how and when results will be 

published, should be worked out in an 

open process among the parties at the 

beginning of the project.

• Because cooperative research 

can be more expensive and time-

consuming than agency research, it 

requires fi scal, administrative and 

leadership support, as well as scientif-

ic staff with appropriate skills and de-

meanor for working with fi shermen.

• In recognition of the limited avail-

ability of funds for all research, priori-

ties for supporting cooperative research 

should be established based on the po-

tential of the project to improve overall 

management of the fi shery.

As a fi rst step toward CBFM, 

collaborative information collection 

projects can help build relationships, 

improve the community’s knowledge 

of its fi shery and enhance skills such 

as planning and project management 

that are necessary for successful local 

action. At a very fundamental level, 

cooperative research projects can pro-

vide money to keep fi shermen on the 

water in times of scarce resources. 

The National Marine Fisheries Ser-

vice and Congress have earmarked 

funds to foster collaborative research. 

The Mid-Atlantic Fishery Manage-

ment Council has set aside a portion 

of the TAC to be dedicated to fi sheries 

where managers and the fl eet will 

conduct cooperative projects. In some 

programs, such as the sustainable 

fi sheries loan fund of Coastal Enter-

prises, Inc. in Maine, participation in 

a marine research project is a condi-

tion of a grant or loan.
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Section VIII: 
Final Remarks

Our review of community-based fi sheries management 
(CBFM) practices abroad and of fi sheries management 
institutions and specifi c fi sheries in the United States 
leads us to a number of observations about potential ap-
plication of CBFM approaches domestically.

In many ways, basic conditions 

that inspired recent CBFM efforts 

abroad are very different from the 

conditions that prevail in the United 

States. For instance, in many cases 

abroad, fi sheries are a principal 

source of employment, income, and 

protein for entire communities, while 

in the United States, most fi sheries 

are minor players in communities 

that offer other sources of employ-

ment, income, and protein. Likewise, 

many communities where CBFM has 

been introduced abroad depend large-

ly upon fi sheries for their economic 

life, while the same dependency is 

rare in the United States. In the 

United States, there are highly de-

veloped administrative processes for 

setting and enforcing fi shery manage-

ment measures, and these processes 

provide opportunities for participa-

tion by fi shermen that fi shermen in 

many other countries, in contrast, 

would fi nd remarkable.

There are also striking similari-

ties between conditions in the United 

States and those found abroad where 

some form of CBFM has been initi-

ated. In almost all situations, the 

same fi sheries management functions 

need to be carried out. In almost all 

countries, the boosterism of the 1960s 

and later decades led to a growth in 

fi shing effort and fl eets well beyond 

sustainable levels, and to chronic 

ecological, economic, and social pres-

sures in fi sheries. In most countries, 

the dominant paradigm for fi sheries 

management has emphasized maxi-

mum yield and technocratic central-

ization. 

Like fi shing communities in many 

countries where CBFM has been 

introduced, most U.S. fi shing commu-

nities are ineffective at actively and 

effectively representing themselves in 

fi sheries management forums, much 

less managing their fi sheries them-

selves. In the United States, this gen-

eral feature of fi shing communities is 

aggravated by a number of political 

factors.

First, like fi sheries in most west-

ern European countries, fi sheries 

in the United States retain a very 

strong attachment to the principle 

of freedom of the seas. For many 

fi shermen, the ocean offers the only 

remaining space and resource that 

is not confi ned by private property, 

although it is increasingly confi ned by 

management regulations. The confl ict 

between the freedom of the seas and 

the complex confi nement of life on 

land, among many other things, often 

alienates fi shermen from their com-

munities and vice versa. 

Increasing engagement by central-

ized government in the management 

of fi sheries has further reduced the 

already weak investment of fi sher-

men in the conservation of fi sheries 

for future enjoyment. Over the last 

couple of decades, a kind of co-depen-

dency has developed, in which the 

government plays the role of scolding 

parent, and fi shermen play the role of 

child victims. As a result, fi shermen 

often have become passive-aggressive, 

blaming fi sheries managers for their 

woes; fi sheries managers have fallen 

into their own rut. 

The entry of conservation orga-

nizations and ecological scientists 

into fi sheries management decision-

making—once the sole domain of 
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government managers, fi sheries yield 

scientists, and fi shermen—has fur-

ther alienated many fi shermen from 

broader society and management. 

(Others have taken up the challenge 

of the new approach conservationists 

and ecologists have pressed.)

These and other factors have 

eroded the already weak organization 

of fi shermen in individual fi sheries 

as well as regionally and nationally. 

Where fi shermen do organize, they 

often organize to battle other interest 

groups—whether other gear types or 

recreational fi shermen—over alloca-

tion of available quotas. The commu-

nities that surround communities of 

fi shermen are at least as disengaged 

from conservation of local fi sheries, 

and may intentionally or unintention-

ally undercut the fi nancial viability 

of local fi sheries through omission or 

commission. 

In the end, introducing CBFM 

into most U.S. fi sheries faces many 

of the same needs as found in fi sher-

ies abroad, beginning with building 

the capacity of fi shermen to take on 

increasing responsibility for the long-

term sustainability of their activities 

in an organized fashion that meshes 

with broader society. 

Building the capacity of fi sher-

men’s organizations is a very tall 

order, for a number of reasons. First, 

there is the practical diffi culty of get-

ting a group of people who have little 

time after making a living to invest 

in suffering through the slog of orga-

nizing themselves. Second is the need 

to deliver measurable change quickly 

in order to affi rm the wisdom of in-

vesting in the slog. CBFM is often 

not a quick fi x. Some of the domestic 

and foreign projects we reviewed 

have been going on for years without 

any concrete management action to 

show for the work, time and invest-

ment. Community organizing is not 

the kind of “campaign” activity that 

produces deliverables and reaches 

projected milestones. 

Third, the skills that make for a 

successful fi sherman are usually at 

odds with the skills needed to dis-

cuss, debate, disagree, and decide 

and then get on to the next issue. 

Fourth, neither management agencies 

nor conservation organizations are 

likely to welcome the risk inherent in 

strengthening fi shermen’s organiza-

tions. The question will be raised: 

how will fi shermen’s organizations 

use their strength? For conservation? 

Or for preventing necessary steps 

toward conservation? Above, we have 

mentioned the incongruity between 

the training that most fi sheries sci-

entists and managers receive and the 

skills that a more collaborative man-

agement approach will require. 

In the United States, where the 

traditional paradigm is deeply embed-

ded in the legal and political struc-

tures and norms, CBFM presents 

particular challenges. Unlike the 

traditional paradigm, CBFM does not 

aim at maximum production, focuses 

beyond marketable fi sh to the eco-

system, is not centralized, and does 

not hinge on reductionist scientifi c 

analysis. This very different approach 

presents challenges not only to gov-

ernment agencies but also to fi sher-

men and conservation organizations, 

whose debates revolve almost entirely 

around the traditional paradigm. Per-

haps the largest challenges have to 

do with decentralization of decision-

making and acceptance of other forms 

and sources of information and analy-

sis than traditional scientifi c ones.

All of this is to say that there 

are obstacles to introducing CBFM 

in U.S. fi sheries that may well be 

very deeply embedded and that may 

require considerable patience to over-

come.

Finding Candidate Fisheries 
in the United States
We have found that some of the 

same incentives as encouraged 

CBFM abroad are likely to do so in 

the United States, particularly in 

smaller-scale fi sheries. In our inter-

views, we found urgency in protecting 

the resource as a common impetus 

for change, but it is not the only im-

petus to move communities toward 

alternatives. Who gets the resource, 

and where the income goes are also 

important motivators. A shift from 

local to non-local fl eets, consolidation 

of access to the resource, vertical in-

tegration of catching and processing, 

and dependence of the rest of the com-

munity on healthy fi sheries are also 

trends that have motivated communi-

ties to take a hand in their own fate. 

In fi shery after fi shery, interviews 

with community activists revealed 

a chain of circumstances in which 

small boat fl eets, close to home, with 

fl exible fi shing styles, were shut out 

of single-species fi sheries once entry 

was limited. Because these fi sher-

men fi shed for what was available, 

they had insuffi cient catch history on 

any one species to qualify for limited 

fi sheries. Because they fi shed at the 

margins, they had insuffi cient capital 

to buy into licensed or quota fi sheries. 

“Highliners” were rewarded with li-

censes, quota shares, days-at-sea, and 

even awards and recognitions from 

the fi shing press. Speed, effi ciency 

and volume were recognized by the 

management system. 

Whether it is declining fi sh popula-

tions, competition with more power-

ful fi shing or political interests, or 

some other crisis, there must be some 

signifi cant incentive for fi shing com-
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munities to organize themselves to 

take greater responsibility for their 

welfare and the long-term conserva-

tion of the fi sheries they depend upon. 

Trying to organize fi shing communi-

ties absent some such crisis is likely 

to be fruitless, however much sense 

it may make to an outside observer. 

In this respect, fi shing communities 

are little different from most other 

communities who advance only when 

confronted with an undeniable crisis.

There are other important consid-

erations in successful CBFM efforts 

than such incentives. In terms of 

identifying both fi sheries that may 

be good candidates for CBFM and 

points of intervention, we recommend 

the results of the review conducted 

by Pinkerton and Weinstein.28 That 

review found that communities that 

successfully managed their resources 

shared the following features: 

• Highly dependent on the fi shery.

• Highly vulnerable to non-sustain-

able use.

• Highly identifi ed with their fi shing 

place.

• Unwilling or unable to transfer ac-

cess rights out of the area.

• Willing to use a mechanism for eq-

uitable resource access or sharing.

• Able to assert management rights 

on an informal, if not formal, basis. 

• Willing to invest resources in man-

agement if they have a real voice in 

decisions. 

• Suffi cient human and fi nancial 

resources.

• Absence of hidden agendas that 

prevent open evaluation of problems 

and identifi cation of potential solu-

tions.

• Government willingness to level the 

playing fi eld so that more power-

ful parties cannot dominate the 

process.

The literature summarized identi-

fi ed other factors, including the fol-

lowing:

• Strong social capital, including ef-

fective organizations, trust within 

the community, community rules 

and networks.

• A decline in fi sheries that generates 

suffi cient concern among fi shermen 

to provoke change.

• The technological or legal ability 

to exclude others from a fi shing 

ground or fi shery resource.

• Broad agreement on a problem to 

solve.

• Capacity to develop, agree upon, 

monitor, and enforce rules.

• Participation by several institu-

tions, including local and provin-

cial government agencies, donors, 

NGOs, local universities, commu-

nity organizations. 

• Government support, including a 

legal framework that legitimizes 

community rules.

• Opportunity for user groups to see 

benefi ts quickly.

Applying Community-Based 
Fisheries Management in the 
United States
At least in the beginning, CBFM ini-

tiatives in the United States should 

probably be narrower than practices 

abroad, both in form (compared to 

Japan, for instance) and in process 

(compared to the Philippines, for in-

stance). We believe it more realistic 

and productive to apply the approach-

es and tools of CBFM, most of which 

have been developed and refi ned 

abroad, to a set of goals and objec-

tives that are consistent with CBFM. 

These goals are to improve the liveli-

hoods of people in fi shing communi-

ties, and to make management more 

sustainable. Recommended objectives 

are as follows:

• Reconnect communities with fi sher-

ies.

• Reconnect fi shermen with commu-

nities.

• Increase the capacity of fi shermen 

to participate actively in manage-

ment.

• Increase collaboration among fi sh-

ermen and scientists.

• Increase the capacity of government 

agencies to support community-

based management.

As we have argued above, there 

are several key design considerations 

in identifying opportunities for apply-

ing CBFM in U.S. fi sheries. The fi rst 

of these is settling upon a defi nition of 

community. As we showed, defi nitions 

may range from simply a small group 

of fi shermen pursuing a particular 

species with a particular gear in a 

particular area to a broader coastal 

community that includes a broader 

range of interests. 

Both the literature and our inter-

views confi rmed that CBFM depends 

upon the ability and authority of 

a community, however defi ned, to 

exclude others from access to a com-

munity-managed area or fi shery. 

Even though “ownership” in the sense 

of community shoreline—as it is in 

the Philippines, for instance—is not 

possible in the U.S., “exclusivity” is 

possible. Activists in the communi-

ties we’ve talked to have found ways 

to get around what seemed to be ob-

stacles, such as the 14th Amendment, 

the Public Trust Doctrine, National 

Standard 4 of the Magnuson-Stevens 

28.  Pinkerton, E. and M. Weinstein. 1995. Fisheries that work: Sustainability through community-based management. David Suzuki 
Foundation. 199 pages.
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Fishery Conservation and Manage-

ment Act, and hundreds of years of 

common law practice about property 

rights. They have fi gured out ways to 

carve out access rights, quota shares, 

closed areas, and subsets of overall 

catch allocation in their efforts to try 

to do a better job locally than has 

been done by fi shery managers at 

state and national levels. We have 

found a number of tools for creating 

exclusivity, such as cooperatives, 

harvest-rights of various types, and 

angling management organizations. 

Likewise, both the literature 

regarding CBFM abroad and our 

interviews emphasized the impor-

tance of the means and manner in 

which CBFM is approached in fi shing 

communities, given the lack of orga-

nization and cohesiveness in these 

communities and the distrust toward 

other interest groups and outsiders. 

Subtlety, patience, and respect for 

local cultural, social, and political 

dynamics are key. One illustrative 

example is the practice of Yad Fon in 

Thailand to have an organizer spend 

enough time in a community to gain 

trust and understanding before ini-

tiating discussions about community 

management of coastal resources. 

This lower-key approach contrasts 

with the prevailing approach to re-

form of fi sheries management, which 

has focused on national or regional 

decision-making. At the risk of stat-

ing the obvious or generalizing, com-

munity-based management is much 

more specifi c and personal, while 

most current efforts at fi sheries man-

agement reform are abstracted and 

formal. 

Unlike the traditional fi shermen’s 

organizations that have historically 

been created to protect the interests 

that most business lobbyists deal 

with (allocation, keeping regulations 

at a minimum, avoiding taxes, get-

ting government price supports or 

loans), community-based groups we 

interviewed have more in common 

with community development/social 

action and environmental groups. 

They do have an economic inter-

est, but they also have an interest 

in protecting the environment that 

supports and surrounds their home 

towns. 

We also found both here and 

abroad that CBFM activists and ad-

vocates were convinced that they had 

to identify and hold fast to shared 

goals and vision or they would fall 

back on the old habits of competition. 

The constitution and mission of their 

groups, they said, had to have stan-

dards and principles that went be-

yond economic viability or community 

development, and certainly beyond 

the regulatory standards of conven-

tional fi shery management, which 

many of the interviewees admitted 

invited bad behavior. 

These statements are not meant to 

suggest that the fi shing communities 

most likely to benefi t from CBFM do 

not have to engage in policy discus-

sions at regional and national levels. 

Quite the contrary. If anything, the 

capacity of fi shermen’s and affi liated 

organizations to engage effectively in 

these discussions requires strength-

ening. Many interviewees noted the 

facility and fi nancial resources of 

large, well-capitalized fl eets to negoti-

ate the ropes of the regulatory sys-

tem. The “deep pockets” of corporate 

interests were contrasted with local 

efforts that had to raise money from 

one person at a time to make a case 

at a council or legislature or with a 

management agency. The costs of or-

ganizing, capacity-building, advocacy, 

and just “showing up” are a signifi -

cant challenge to CBFM. When this 

work must be done among isolated 

communities such as the outer is-

lands of Maine or the towns along the 

Gulf of Alaska, the time commitment 

and fi nancial burden are substantial. 

It is critical that managers in con-

ventional settings—states, councils, 

NMFS—be brought along in their 

understanding and acceptance (or at 

least tolerance) of alternatives such 

as CBFM. Interviewees consistently 

pointed up resistance on the part of 

councils, regional managers, state 

managers and others in “the system” 

to allowing them to try their ideas. 

The adversarial relationship of regu-

lator vs. regulated industry remains 

as the framework even in instances 

where activists have found a way to 

create management options. In one 

example, the CBFM group was al-

located a set number of pounds of fi sh 

within the overall regulatory frame-

work, which does not use a TAC, but 

rather days-at-sea and trip limits. 

Even though the CBFM group has a 

TAC, and it is fi xed, and it is a tiny 

portion of the overall catch, and they 

will have to stop fi shing when they 

reach it, managers were not willing 

to let them devise their own fi shing 

operations, but were insisting that 

they comport with the days-at-sea 

and trip limit rules.

Even after ten years of co-manage-

ment of salmon following the Boldt 

Decision, the Northwest tribes had to 

sue to obtain rights to manage shell-

fi sh according to the same rubric. The 

decade-long demonstration of coop-

eration with state managers did not 

overcome the resistance. Observers 

of the co-management system admit 

to residual bitterness even now, 30 

years after Boldt.

State and federal fi sheries laws 

and institutions do not favor or foster 

CBFM. Nor do the people who work 
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in this system. However, the federal 

fi shery management plan process 

does provide some opportunity for 

applying CBFM in limited ways 

through so-called framework struc-

tures that identify general standards 

and processes for managing a fi shery 

within which fi shery managers may 

manage a fi shery with some fl ex-

ibility. In addition, fi shery manage-

ment councils do sometimes work in 

the manner they were intended and 

respond to local concerns and needs, 

such as sector allocations and set-

asides for collaborative research and 

coops and community quota entities. 

However, the transaction costs for 

these responses are high, and the 

complexity of the steps that have to be 

negotiated is legion. It takes a stout 

heart, a corps of lawyers, and buckets 

of money. The Gulf of Alaska effort 

we describe depended upon generous 

federal funding secured over many 

years through the intervention of 

Senator Ted Stevens. The Chatham 

fi shermen’s association spent hun-

dreds of thousands of foundation and 

individual donor dollars to carve out 

the sector allocation. This community 

activism does not come cheap. 

Even with fi shermen’s organiza-

tions that are effective within govern-

ment decision-making, small-scale 

fi shing communities will remain 

vulnerable to decline and elimina-

tion, particularly if they remain 

divorced from the larger community. 

Rapid coastal development and a gen-

eral lack of investment in research 

regarding coastal economies and 

communities, among other factors, 

have marginalized most fi shing com-

munities in the United States. One 

result of this marginalization is the 

diffi culty in developing meaning-

ful economic, social, and cultural 

profi les of fi shing communities and 

their links to the larger community. 

Developing such profi les through col-

laboration among members of fi shing 

communities and the broader commu-

nity has proved to be an effective tool 

for obtaining this information and, as 

importantly, for reacquainting these 

communities with each other. 

Women can lead in strengthen-

ing connections with surrounding 

communities. Attend any scientifi c 

or regulatory meeting on fi sheries 

and the participant composition will 

be overwhelmingly male. However, 

attend a fi sheries meeting about 

community organizing, education, 

outreach, or making a plan for the 

future, and the participants will be 

overwhelmingly female. In describing 

the different communication styles 

of men and women, Deborah Tannen 

points out that women’s communica-

tion styles tend to strive for building 

networks, minimizing differences, 

fi nding commonality and reaching 

consensus. In contrast, men’s styles 

are more geared to establishing sta-

tus, highlighting distinctions, telling 

others what to do.29 

Whether it is communication style 

or just the fact that while men are out 

on the water fi shing the women are in 

the community making connections 

through schools, churches, or civic 

affairs, CBFM appears to benefi t 

tremendously from the activity of 

women. The Women’s Fishery En-

hancement Association of Guysbor-

ough County, Nova Scotia put it this 

way: “A good discussion starts with 

women. Women’s history is essential-

ly buried. This could change if this 

story is documented. This story could 

help others build on what was learned 

29.  Tannen, Deborah. 1990. You Just Don’t Understand: Women and Men in Conversation. Ballentine Books, New York.

through our experience.” They found 

in their project that the factors that 

enabled them to take leadership, 

participate, and take collective action 

for community change were personal 

interest, adequate free time, access to 

transportation, location, family sup-

ports, and involvement of friends.

Finally, one of the best arguments 

for grounding the management sys-

tem in the values of the people closest 

to the waterfront is this idea, one last 

expression in their own words: 

“Top down means you are always 

working against the rules, fi guring 

out how to get around them. Instead, 

we are asking what is better? Why? 

Does it meet our principles? That 

keeps us out of our own back pockets. 

If we are just thinking up the best 

answer, it’ll always be about ‘what’s 

best for me?’ But if we measure an 

idea against our principles, then we 

will come up with an answer that is 

best for the community, the fi shery 

and the future.”
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Appendices

Appendix A: 
A Statistical Profi le of 
U.S. Marine Fisheries

In this report, we can only attempt to 

give some general idea of the diver-

sity and complexity of U.S. marine 

fi sheries. With this aim, the following 

discussion attempts to sketch a statis-

tical profi le of U.S. marine fi sheries. 

• Stocks†: During 2002, the 

Federal government reported on the 

status of 932 stocks. For two-thirds of 

these, the government was unable to 

determine conservation status—that is, 

whether they were overfi shed or subject 

to unsustainable fi shing rates. Most of 

these stocks were classifi ed as minor 

since they had less than 1,000 tons of 

landings. Of the roughly 295 stocks 

for which knowledge was suffi cient to 

determine their status, 86 were found 

to be overfi shed in 2002, and 66 were 

found to be suffering from unsustain-

able fi shing rates.

• Commercial Landings Gener-

ally: In 2002, fi shermen landed 4.3 

million metric tons (mt) of fi sh and 

shellfi sh at ports in the 50 states. 

These landings fetched fi shermen 

$3.1 billion. Of the total, fi nfi sh ac-

counted for 86 percent of the volume, 

but only 44 percent of the value. 

Landings of Alaska pollock, Pacifi c 

whiting, and other Pacifi c groundfi sh 

amounted to more than 1.3 million 

mt, or more than 29 percent of all 

landings in the 50 states. The United 

States ranked fi fth worldwide in com-

mercial fi sh landings, accounting for 

about four percent of all landings. 

The leading producers were China, 

Peru, India, and Japan.

• State Distribution of Catches 

by Volume: In 2002, Alaska domi-

nated catches by volume with roughly 

3 million mt (dominated by low-value 

pollock), followed by Louisiana with 

654,000 mt (dominated by low-value 

menhaden), California with 250,000 

mt (dominated by low-value squid), 

Virginia with 221,000 mt (dominated 

by low-value menhaden), and Wash-

ington with 181,000 mt (dominated by 

low-value Pacifi c whiting). The territo-

rial possessions of Puerto Rico, Guam, 

American Samoa, and Northern 

Marianas Islands contributed small 

amounts in terms of national landings.

• State Distribution of Catches 

by Value: In 2002, Alaska domi-

nated in value with $811 million in 

landings, followed by Louisiana with 

$306 million, Massachusetts with 

$297 million, Rhode Island with $279 

million, and Washington with $143 

million.

• Location of Catches by Vol-

ume: Of 4.3 million mt of commercial 

landings in the 50 states in 2002, 1.6 

million mt was caught within state 

waters, and of this 1.2 million mt was 

fi nfi sh. Landings from the EEZ (from 

3 to 200 miles offshore) amounted to 

2.7 million mt, and of this, 2.5 mil-

lion mt was fi nfi sh. Landings from 

the high seas or off foreign shores 

amounted to 137,000 mt.

• Location of Catches by Value: 

Of $3.2 billion in commercial land-

ings in the 50 states in 2002, $1.4 

† The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization defi nes a fi sh stock as follows: “The living resources in the community or 
population from which catches are taken in a fi shery. Use of the term fi sh stock usually implies that the particular population is more or 
less isolated from other stocks of the same species and hence self-sustaining. In a particular fi shery, the fi sh stock may be one or several 
species of fi sh but here is also intended to include commercial invertebrates and plants.”
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billion were from state waters, and 

of this, $1.0 billion was shellfi sh. 

Catches from the EEZ amounted to 

$1.6 billion, of which nearly half was 

shellfi sh. Catches from the high seas 

or off foreign shores amount to $136 

million.

• Uses of Commercial Land-

ings: Of total landings at ports in 

the 50 states, 3.3 million mt were 

edible fi sh and shellfi sh. The balance 

of landings were used for industrial 

purposes, such as production of fi sh 

meal and fi sh oil. 

• Leading Species in Volume: 

Pollock landed in Alaska accounted 

for more than one-third of all land-

ings in 2002, followed by menhaden 

caught in the Gulf of Mexico and mid-

Atlantic (about 19 percent), salmon, 

cod, fl ounders, shrimp, hakes, crabs, 

sea herring, and sardines.

• Leading Species in Value: 

Shrimp accounted for 15 percent of 

the value of landings in 2002, fol-

lowed by crabs, lobsters, pollock, scal-

lops, clams, salmon, halibut, cod, and 

fl ounders.

• Prices: Ex-vessel prices—the 

prices paid fi shermen at the dock for 

their catches—have risen roughly 

16 percent over the last two decades, 

when adjusted for infl ation since 1982. 

Species groups whose value has grown 

most dramatically include haddock, 

pollock, halibut, several tunas, various 

clams, several species of crabs, lobster, 

and oysters. The ex-vessel prices of two 

species groups—shrimp and salmon—

have declined dramatically, largely 

due to growing imports of farmed 

product. Salmon fi shermen now are 

receiving less than half of what they 

did in 1982 for their catches.

• Fishing Fleets: Because larger 

fi shing vessels are required to reg-

ister with the Coast Guard, the 

Federal government is able to track 

the number of larger fi shing vessels. 

By contrast, statistics for the smaller 

fi shing boats, which largely confi ne 

themselves to nearshore waters, are 

incomplete. Here are highlights of 

available statistics by region:

• Northeast: With 1,656 fi sh-

ing vessels, Maine leads the 

other states in the region, which 

stretches from Maine to Virginia. 

Massachusetts counts 695 ves-

sels, New Jersey 397, and Rhode 

Island 344. Statistics for fi shing 

boats are unavailable for fi ve 

states. Among the other fi ve 

states, Maine leads with 5,836 

boats, followed by Massachusetts 

with 4,540, and Rhode Island 

with 2,920.

• South Atlantic and Gulf: 

Among states from North Caro-

lina to Texas, Louisiana leads 

with 2,393 vessels, followed by 

Florida with 2,136, and North 

Carolina with 773. Of the fi ve 

states reporting on fi shing boats, 

Louisiana leads with 11,830, fol-

lowed by Florida with 5,502, and 

Alabama with 1,328.

• West Coast, including Alas-

ka and Hawaii: Alaska leads 

in numbers of vessels with 6,126, 

followed by California with 1,307, 

Washington with 726, and Or-

egon with 721. Alaska also leads 

in numbers of fi shing boats with 

9,062, followed by Hawaii with 

2,467, and California with 1,132.

• Fish Processors and Whole-

salers: In 2002, the National Marine 

Fisheries Service reported that there 

were 3,410 fi sh processors and whole-

salers, fairly evenly divided among 

the different regions. (It should be 

noted that this total includes 259 pro-

cessors and wholesalers in the inland 

states and territorial possessions.) 

Similarly, total employment of nearly 

72,000 in these businesses is spread 

proportionally among the regions. 

Leading states included Massachu-

setts, Maine, New York, Florida, 

Louisiana, California, Washington, 

and Alaska.

• Consumption: Per capita con-

sumption of seafood in the United 

States has remained at about 15 

pounds for more than a decade—plac-

ing the U.S. consumption rate slightly 

above the worldwide average. While 

per capita consumption has remained 

more or less stable, growth in the 

U.S. population has driven overall 

demand upwards. The United States 

now ranks as the third largest con-

sumer of seafood in the world. In 

2002, consumers spent roughly $55 

billion on fi shery products, nearly all 

of it for edible fi shery products. The 

government estimates that the com-

mercial marine fi shing industry gen-

erated $28 billion in value added to 

the Gross National Product in 2002.

• International Trade: Since the 

1960s, the United States has been a 

net importer of seafood. In 2002, the 

United States imported nearly $20 

billion of edible and nonedible fi shery 

products. Of the $10 billion in im-

ports of edible fi sh products, shrimp 

accounted for one-third. About half 

of this total was edible fi sh products, 

The United States also exported 

nearly $12 billion of edible and noned-

ible fi shery products in 2002.
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• Aquaculture Production: 

Production of fi sh and shellfi sh in 

farms and other facilities has steadily 

grown in the United States, but far 

less spectacularly than elsewhere in 

the world. Between 1996 and 2001, 

total aquaculture production grew 

from 314,657 mt to 371,470 mt, and 

value grew from $885 million to $935 

million. Aquaculture production in 

the United States is dominated by 

catfi sh which accounted for nearly 

three-quarters of the volume, and 

41 percent of the value. Other major 

species are salmon, trout, baitfi sh, 

crawfi sh, and oysters.

• Participation in Marine Rec-

reational Fishing: In 2002, anglers 

took roughly 73 million fi shing trips 

in marine waters. The Atlantic coast 

accounted for half of the total number 

of trips and catches. The Gulf coast 

accounted for one-quarter of the par-

ticipation and about 40 percent of the 

catch. (Note that the estimates for 

the Gulf do not include Texas, which 

does not participate in the Federal 

recreational statistics program.) 

The Pacifi c coast, except Alaska, ac-

counted for nearly one-quarter of the 

participation and 10 percent of total 

recreational catches.

Major Recreational Catches: In 

2002, anglers caught an estimated 

421 million fi sh, of which 55 percent 

was released alive. The estimated 

total weight of retained catches was 

an estimated 114,000 mt. Of the top 

ten recreational species in 2002, com-

mercial fi shermen caught more than 

one half of the total catches of Atlan-

tic croaker, summer fl ounder, king 

salmon and yellowfi n tuna. 

• Location of Recreational 

Catches: Nationally, 58 percent of 

recreational catches came from in-

land waters, such as bays and estuar-

ies, 30 percent from state waters, and 

12 percent from the EEZ. Regional 

estimates mirror these estimates for 

the location of catches nationally.

• State Distribution of Recre-

ational Fishing: In the Atlantic, 

24 percent of all trips were taken in 

Florida, followed by 13 percent in 

New Jersey and in North Carolina. 

By weight, harvests were dominated 

by striped bass, bluefi sh, dolphin 

fi sh, Atlantic croaker and summer 

fl ounder. 

In the Gulf of Mexico (excluding 

Texas), 73 percent of trips were 

taken in western Florida, followed 

by 16 percent in Louisiana. Lead-

ing species by weight were red 

drum, spotted seatrout, red snap-

per, sheepshead, and gag..

On the Pacifi c coast (excluding 

Alaska), 70 percent of all trips 

were made in California, followed 

by Washington with 19 percent. 

Leading species were barred sand 

bass, black rockfi sh, lingcod, Pa-

cifi c barracuda, and California 

halibut.
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Appendix B: 
List of Acronyms

AMO  Angling Management Organization

ASMFC  Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission

CBFM  Community Based Fishery Management

CBRM  Community Based Resource Management

CDQ  Community Development Quota

CFR  Code of Federal Regulations

CQE  Community Quota Entity

CRP  Community Restoration Program

CZMA  Coastal Zone Management Act

DFO  Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada

EA  Environmental Assessment

EEZ  Exclusive Economic Zone

EO  Executive Order

FCA  Fisheries Cooperative Associations

FCMA  Fishery Conservation and Management Act

FMP  Fishery Management Plan

FR  Federal Register

GAO  General Accounting Offi ce

GIS  Geographic Information System

HACCP  Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point Rules

IFQ  Individual Fishing Quota

ITQ  Individual Transferable Quota

MPA  Marine Protected Area

MSA  Magnuson Stevens Act

MSC  Marine Stewardship Council

MT  Metric Ton

NAS  National Academy of Sciences

NEPA  National Environmental Policy Act

NGO  Non-governmental Organization

NMFS  National Marine Fisheries Service

NOAA  National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NRC  National Research Council

NWIFC  Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission

ODFW  Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife

PAPD  Participatory Action Plan Development

PFMC  Pacifi c Fishery Management Council

TAC  Total Allowable Catch

TURF  Territorial Use Rights in Fisheries
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Appendix C:
Interviews and Personal 
Communication

The authors wish to thank all the 

people who graciously took the time 

to respond to our emails, phone calls 

and letters, and especially those 

whom we interviewed extensively for 

this report. Many of them are quoted 

directly, some anonymously “in their 

own words.” Others grounded us in 

the thought and practice of communi-

ty based fi shery management. Their 

insights and experience enriched not 

only the report but also our learning.

Laura Anderson, 

 Port Orford Ocean Rescue

Conner Bailey, 

 University of Auburn

Ganesan Balanchander, 

 Ford Foundation

Doris Capistrano, 

 CIFOR Indonesia

Pisit Charnsnoh, 

 Yadfon, Thailand

Patrick Christy, 

 University of Washington,   

 Marine Affairs

Marcel Claude, 

 Head of Oceana Chile

Leesa Cobb, 

 Port Orford Ocean Rescue

Chris Dewees, 

 University of California, Davis

Pete Emerson, 

 Environmental Defense

Jim Enright, 

 Mangrove Action Project

Peter Fricke, 

 NOAA Fisheries

Larry Gilbertson, 

 Quinault Nation

Zeke Grader, 

 Pacifi c Coast Federation of   

 Fishermen’s Associations

Pete Halmay, 

 Sea Urchin Harvesters   

 Association of California

Susan Hanna, 

 Oregon State University

Ted Hoskins, 

 Stonington Alliance

Teresa Johnson, 

 Rutgers University graduate 

 student

John Kearney, 

 St. Francis Xavier University

Bonnie McCay,

 Rutgers University

Diane Moody, 

 Shorebank Enterprises

Stuart Moore, 

 Chatham Shellfi sh Manager

James Murombedzi, 

 IUCN

Milagre Nuvunga, 

 Ford Foundation

John Pappalardo, 

 Cape Cod Commercial Hook   

 Fishermen’s Association

Paul Parker, 

 Cape Cod Commercial Hook   

 Fishermen’s Association

Craig Pendelton, 

 Northwest Atlantic Marine   

 Alliance

Ujjwal Pradhan, 

 Ford Foundation

Alfredo Quarto,

 Mangrove Action Project

Elizabeth Sheehan, 

 Coastal Enterprises, Inc.

Beth Stewart, 

 Aleutians East Borough

Tony Tillet, 

 Former Ford Foundation

Bruce Turris, 

 British Columbia IFQ fi shery

Gale Vick, 

 Gulf of Alaska Coastal   

 Communities Coalition 

Vicki Wedell, 

 NOAA Fisheries 

Ken Wilson, 

 Christianson Foundation

Terry Wright, 

 Northwest Indian Fisheries   

 Commission
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Appendix D: 
About the Authors

Michael L. Weber is a freelance 

writer and research consultant 

specializing in marine and coastal 

conservation.  From 1980 to 1990, 

he was employed by the Center for 

Marine Conservation in Washington, 

D.C., where he directed programs on 

marine protected areas and sea turtle 

conservation.  In the later years of his 

tenure at CMC, Michael oversaw all 

program activities, and launched a 

program to promote fi sheries conser-

vation.  

In 1990, Michael accepted a posi-

tion as a special assistant to the 

Director of the National Marine Fish-

eries Service in the United States 

Department of Commerce.  In this po-

sition, which he held until May 1994, 

Michael provided research and policy 

support to the Director and other se-

nior fi sheries offi cials.  He also served 

as Deputy to the Chief of the National 

Marine Sanctuaries Program.

In May 1994, Michael began his 

career as a freelance writer and 

researcher, consulting with govern-

mental and non-governmental orga-

nizations on a wide range of topics. In 

the late 1990s, Michael contributed to 

the development of the principles and 

criteria of the Marine Stewardship 

Council and now serves on the MSC’s 

Technical Advisory Board. From 

1999 to 2003, he served as an advi-

sor to the California Fish and Game 

Commission in implementation of the 

state’s Marine Life Management Act. 

He now serves as an advisor to the 

Resources Legacy Fund’s programs 

on sustainable fi sheries and Califor-

nia coastal and marine conservation.

Michael has written dozens of 

articles and reports on marine con-

servation, and has advised in the 

production of television specials and 

exhibits on marine conservation.  In 

May 1995, W.W. Norton published 

The Wealth of Oceans, which Mi-

chael wrote with Judith Gradwohl 

of the Smithsonian Institution. In 

May 1999, Island Press published 

Fish, Markets, and Fishermen: The 

Economics of Overfi shing, which Mi-

chael wrote with Suzanne Iudicello 

and Robert Wieland. In 2002, Island 

Press published Michael’s most recent 

book: From Abundance to Scarcity: 

A History of U.S. Marine Fisheries 

Policy.

Suzanne Iudicello is an indepen-

dent consultant and writer on ocean 

environment issues. A specialist in 

fi shery management and ocean policy 

with more than 20 years experience, 

she worked as an advocate on Capitol 

Hill in reauthorizations of the Mag-

nuson-Stevens Fishery Conserva-

tion and Management Act, National 

Environmental Policy Act, Endan-

gered Species Act, Marine Mammal 

Protection Act and Oil Pollution Act. 

In recent years, Iudicello’s work has 

emphasized fi nding collaborative so-

lutions to fi shery management issues 

by engaging stakeholders in problem 

solving. 

In 2004, Iudicello completed an 

evaluation of stakeholder processes in 

designation of marine protected areas 

for NOAA’s MPA Center and a helped 

organize a consensus process on in-

tegration of marine reserve science 

and fi sheries management. Iudicello 

managed a project for the National 

Marine Fisheries Service to assess 

and improve agency wide compliance 

with environmental laws, executive 

orders and administrative rules. 

She has written numerous articles 

and reports on marine conservation, 

and has served on several federal 

advisory boards, research commit-

tees and task forces, most recently as 

one of the authors of Cooperative Re-

search in the National Marine Fish-

eries Service, published in 2004 by 

the National Research Council. She 

co-authored Fish, Markets, and Fish-

ermen: The Economics of Overfi sh-

ing with Michael Weber and Robert 

Wieland in 1999. In 2000 she wrote 

A Seafood Lover’s Almanac with Carl 

Safi na and Mercedes Lee, and that 

same year Island Press published 

Fishing Grounds, which Suzanne 

co-authored with Susan Hanna and 

others.  

Iudicello began consulting in 1997 

after a 10-year career with the Cen-

ter for Marine Conservation, lastly 

as its Vice President for Programs 

and General Counsel, where she di-

rected the policy and programs of a 

45-person staff, as well as represent-

ing the Center and advocating its 

policies in national and international 

forums. She was Director for Fisher-

ies and Environment for the Alaska 

Governor’s Washington, D.C. Offi ce, 

worked for the Alaska Department of 

Fish and Game and the Alaska Leg-

islature.
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CEI is a private, nonprofi t Community 
Development Corporation (CDC) and 
Community Development Financial 
Institution (CDFI) with roots in the civil 
rights movement. 

Our Mission: 
To help create economically and en-
vironmentally healthy communities 
in which all people, especially those 
with low incomes, can reach their full 
potential. Founded in 1977, the organi-
zation provides capital and support in 
the development of job-creating small 
businesses, natural resources indus-
tries, community facilities, and afford-
able housing. CEI’s primary market is 
Maine, but, in recent years, has expand-
ed several of its fi nancing programs 
to northern New England, upstate 
New York and beyond. CEI’s Fisheries 
Project is committed to the sustainable 
development of Maine’s fi sheries and 

fi shing communities by making invest-
ments, initiating projects, supporting 
policies and assisting marine-related 
enterprises that: 

• Generate quality jobs 
• Add value to marine resources 
• Strengthen marine infrastructure 
• Improve management of marine
   resources 
• Reuse and/or recycle waste streams. 

Our FISHTAG program insures our in-
vestments have what we call 3E impact. 
Loans that generate Economic, Equity 
and Environmental benefi ts. CEI Fish-
eries borrowers agree to participate in a 
marine science or management project. 
After one year of successful participa-
tion in this program, borrowers are 
eligible for lower interest rate. To date, 
CEI has made progress in all three cat-
egories.  

CEICoastal
Enterprises,
Inc.

Economy
180 loans 
$11.9 million invested and 
$35.6 million leveraged 
Portfolio Composition: 49% harvesters, 
13% processors, 9% shore side suppliers, 
9% wholesale, 7% infrastructure, 13% 
new marine-related andaquaculture 

Equity
Created over 1,300 full-time jobs, and 
200 part-time jobs Involved 75 fi shing 
men and women engaged in research 
Access secured for 165 boats in a work-
ing waterfront 

Environment
40 FISHTAG projects (Marine Science 
or Public Health Related research
and  management) 
6 shoreside environmental projects

www.ceimaine.org 
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Coastal Enterprises, Inc.
2 Portland Fish Pier, Suite 201, Portland, Maine 04101  (207) 772-5356  www.ceimaine.org


